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Preface

My personal involvement in the field of antimatter research
began in late 1985 when I was asked to study the problem of laser
cooling H2, the intent being to use laser cooled molecules for growing
large crystals of antihydrogen "ice". This approach was recently
proposed by R. Forward (1) who was aware of a multitude of
condensation pathways starting with antiprotons and positrons, that
lead to bulk antimatter. In studying this problem, it soon became
apparent that laser cooling molecules would be a rather difficult task
that perhaps outweighed its own justification since there had been
no studies performed to answer the question of how best to
assemble, condense, and store antimatter in a convenient form.

In late December '85, while deliberating with W. C. Stwalley at %
the Iowa Laser Facility, the notion of using hydrogen cluster ions was S

first discussed. In the months that followed (containing numerous
lengthy conversations with C. W. Larson), the feasibility of a "cluster
ion approach" seemed to increase.

During June-July '86, the (UD sponsored) Hydrogen Cluster Ion
Study Group (HCISG) (see appendix) solicited the help of Stwalley,
Sando, and Tardy in further analyzing this approach. It was due to
the highly enthusiastic efforts of this small study group, that many of
the critical issues involving the "containerless" condensation of
hydrogen cluster ions first came into focus. It also became clear that
due to the diverse nature of the cluster ion approach, a much more
rigorous analysis would be needed. It was recommended that a
workshop encompassing the fields of cluster ions, ion traps, and laser
cooling, be held that would further develop these ideas.

The Cooling, Condensation, and Storage of Hydrogen Cluster
Ions Workshop (CCSHCI) came about as a result of the preliminary
analysis done by the HCISG. For two days 18 participants and 23
invited guests reviewed those things (in the areas of cluster ions, ion
traps, and laser cooling) which are known and relevant to the
problem. They have also considered what needs to be known such
that some of the many fascinating applications of antimatter may
soon become a reality. There were numerous creative ideas
presented by the participants and voluntary speakers that 0
stimulated many a lively discussion.
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Certain working assumptions have been made at the onset.
With regard to the "Cluster Ion Approach" it was assumed that
unlimited quantities of antiprotons, positrons, photons, anti-H atoms
(and possibly molecules), will be available . I I and that we can
perform the synthesis of hydrogen cluster ions under the well
confined conditions of trap-like devices that use electric and/or
magnetic fields to confine particles that are either charged or have
an appreciable magnetic moment. Photons are preferred as third
bodies. It was generally agreed by the participants that we refer to
"normal" matter when communicating ideas.

I would like to thank the people who worked hard to make this
event a success: Roberta Saxon, not only for volunteering to have the
meetings at SRI International and handling audio visual, housing,
lunches, social hour (...the more mundane chores), but mostly for her
participation and generally making everything run smoothly. Our
thanks to Virginia Field who was the receptionist. I would also like
to thank Lou Cooper and Gene Gerber of the University of Dayton for
handling the considerable secretarial and financial paper work that
was involved. The session chairmen were: D. Lorents, W. Stwalley, D.

Huestis, and W. Phillips. My special thanks also to Robert Forward,
for his inspiration and help this past year and for his much
appreciated participation in this work. I would also like to
acknowledge help and guidance received during many delightful and
informative conversations with Lewis Friedman. In the past
months, I have heard many complimentary remarks from those who
attended the workshop, many expressed praise for the high level of
quality throughout and the general atmosphere of creative
enthusiasm that prevailed. Finally, my thanks go to the participants
and volunteer speakers for having made this workshop a significant
technical advance that was also a rewarding and memorable
experience.

Financial support received from AFOSR, AFAL, and UD is
gratefully acknowledged. I would like to personally thank Maj. John
Prince for attending and participating in this meeting. My thanks
also to AFAL staff who have also been involved with this work: Dr.
Robert Corley, Dr. Frank Mead, Maj. Gerald Nordley, Wayne Roe and
Capt. William Sowell.

1. Forward, R., Antimatter Annihilation Propulsion, AFRPL Special
£ Report, F04611-83-C-0046/UDR-TR-55, September 1985.

J. T. Bahns -April 1987
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to the
Workshop on Cooling. Condensation. and Storage of '

Hydrogen Cluster Ions

J. T. Bahns

(University of Dayton Research Institute)
AFAL/LKCS/MS24

EAFB, Ca. 93523-5000

The central question addressed by the "cluster ion approach" is
how to go from antiprotons and positrons (with negligible kinetic) to
something resembling bulk antimatter (or having high energy :.,'
density). There are a number of potential solutions that we are
aware of: trapping H atoms in magnetic traps (1-3) (see Lovelace's
report) or as spin polarized atoms (4-6); interstitial enrichment of
"normal" crystalline matter with antiprotons (in naturally occurring
lattice defect-ion traps) (7-8); growing crystals of hydrogen "ice"
from laser-cooled hydrogen molecules (9) (see also Forward's report
in these proceedings); and the growth and confinement of hydrogen
cluster ions (see appendix for the Proceedings of the HCISG). Each
approach has its own set of merits and disadvantages. This paper
will briefly review the current status of the "cluster ion approach."

Cluster ions are preferred as the basic form for antimatter
storage for the following reasons:

1. Chemical stability: Cluster ions have binding energies that
greatly exceed that of uncharged hydrogen due to the ion-induced
dipole force. This higher stability is manifested as a loweing. of the
vapor pressure (relative to the neutral bulk solid). Hence, the
constraint of low temperature is not as critical as it would be with
uncharged hydrogen.

2. Easy confinement and manipulation with E & M fields: The
fact that ions interact strongly with electric and magnetic fields
makes them relatively easy to trap, transport, and store.

- '.yd, d_ d '',,, , .' ¢ .s '%'ot, . % a.'k %€.€ 'h'N' % _."% -. "L '.,"-' .'h_'"'- ..-""-. ''..-''-.- ''.. ':,."':..'''3. .S ,,



3. Large sizes: Hydrogen cluster ions (normal matter) have
been produced in the laboratory with mass/charge ratios exceeding
106. Closely related to this advantage is the fact that stable multiply
charged cluster ions may also be prepared. For example, the
dipositive hydrogen clusters have been accurately calculated to exist
for masses above 900 (stable tripositive ions above mass 2900)
(10).

4. Radiative cooling: Hydrogen cluster ions have an extensive
infrared spectrum allowing them to radiatively cool ground state
internal degrees of freedom much faster than corresponding
uncharged clusters.

5. Low susceptibility to accidental annihilation: Because large .4

cluster ions can be dynamically stored and have relatively small
physical dimensions, they are less susceptible to fragmentation by
unavoidable background gas annihilation. It is important to consider
the consequences of normal background gas annihilation on the
surface of a cluster ion. If the cluster ions fragment, an avalanche
could result. From known annihilation cross sections however, the
high-energy products of surface annihilation on a cluster ion should
just pass through the cluster and annihilate elsewhere.

6. Ion trap advantages: The use of well known ion trap
technology (known for >30 yrs) should allow for relatively easy
manipulation of cluster ions. Being well understood, the design of a
wide variety of hybrid ion trapping structures should be possible.
Some specific advantages (and flexibilities) are:

a. Very low energy requirements for operation and
storage,

b. High vacuum compatibility,
c. Deepest trap depths and longest confinement times,
d. Numerous cooling techniques already demonstrated

(e.g. resistive, sympathetic, and optical side band),
e. Light weight.

7. Ion-molecule/atom association: Growth of cluster ions via
ion-neutral association is desirable because of the large cross sections
(>100 A 2 ).

Disadvantages -

Because of coulomb repulsion between cluster ions, there is a
limit (referred to as the space-charge limit) to the density of stored
cluster ions that can be achieved (about 107-1010 ions/cm 3 ). It is

4
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worth noting, however, that the use of large cluster ions may
circumvent this disadvantage in two ways. First, the use of very
large cluster ions (>107) would still result in high energy density
even though the ion density is low. Second, the storable density of
cluster ions should increase with increasing cluster ion mass to
charge ratio (see discussion in appendix, p 14 &16).

Due to the space charge limit, the expected association rates in
the gas phase will likely be small. Association rates have been
estimated to be less than 105 cm- 3 s-1 for the smallest cluster ions.
However, these rates can (in principle) be improved by utilizing large
volumes and/or large cluster ions. To overcome limitations
stemming from the space charge limit, large volume storage will
likely be needed. At the present time ion traps seem to be scalable e
to large volumes (see Wineland's report in these proceedings).

S

Association Channels

It is important to realize that "containerless" or "collisionless"
condensation is a relatively new idea that has (until now) been
without application. Three association channels have been identified
for the buildup of large hydrogen cluster ions (see Stwalley's
report(s) in these proceedings). Only the positive hydrogen cluster
ions are worth considering due to predicted instabilities in the small
negative clusters (see report by Michels). Ion atom association (A+),

Hn+ + H = Hn+1+ + hv,
',.% '%

is the most desirable because it avoids the use of H2. However, it "
may not work with the even numbered cluster ions (explained
below). H2 dimers present serious difficulties in terms of production
yields, cooling of internal energy, and manipulation (or trapping) (see
reports by Sando and Weiner). The threshold cluster size for this
path is not known; calculations are currently underway to determine
if it can be applied to the production of small clusters (n<l 1). Ion S
molecule association (M+),

Hn+ + H2 = Hn+2+ + hv,

is expected to work well for clusters above the threshold cluster size
at approximately mass 29 (see Tardy's report in the appendix). The

%-" o



remaining path (A+/M+) uses repeated alternate applications of A+
and M+,

a. (A + ) Hn+(Odd) + H = Hn+l + (even) + hv

b. (M + ) Hn+l+(even) + H2 = Hn+2+(odd) + H,

depending on whether the cluster contains an even or odd number of
protons. The second step (b), in going from an even to an odd
cluster, is the most problematic since approximately 4.5 eV would be
released into the nascent cluster ion should it be attempted via the
A + method. This difficulty can be removed by using the M+ process,
but at the expense of having to deal with H2.

The overall "containerless" condensation process is assumed to
take place within the confines of ion trap-like devices at relatively
low temperatures (<4 K) and in near perfect vacuums (<105 cm- 3 ).
The "cluster ion" approach seems valid thus far under scrutiny and is
the only comprehensive plan known for the condensation of
antimatter into a high energy-density form that uses current (or
near term) technology. Current research is aimed at the "bottle neck"
region, involving the production of the small clusters. The possibility
of performing the condensation utilizing radiative association
(stimulated and spontaneous) is given priority (i.e. photons preferred
as third bodies). It is plausible that once sufficiently large (n>1000?)
clusters have been prepared, many of the difficulties (e.g. association
rates, fragmentation etc.) will tend to go away. Clustering about D+
He+, and heavier ions is a possibility (with some advantages) that is
currently being analyzed in detail (see also Forward's report on
heavy antinuclei). The difficult task of building up large cluster ions
however will only need to be done once provided that the "seed"
clusters are always kept for subsequent growth cycles.

.'a
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PROSPECTS FOR ANTIPROTON PRODUCTION AND PROPULSION

Robert L. Forward 
0

Hughes Research Laboratories, Malibu, CA 90265

ABSTRACT

Antiproton annihilation propulsion is a new form of space propul-
sion, where milligrams of antiprotons in the form of frozen
crystals of antihydrogen are used to heat tons of reaction fluid
to high temperatures. The hot reaction fluid is exhausted from a
nozzle to produce high thrust at high exhaust velocity. This
paper summarizes the results of a continuing study to determine
the physical, engineering, and economic feasibility of antiproton
annihilation propulsion. The conclusion of the study to date is
that antiproton propulsion is feasible, but expensive. Because
the low mass of the antihydrogen fuel and its storage container
more than compensates for the high price of antiprotons, compara-
tive mission studies show that antihydrogen fuel can be cost
effective in space, where even normal chemical fuel is expensive
because its mass must be lifted into orbit before it can be used.
Antiprotons are already being generated, captured, cooled, and
stored at a number of particle physics laboratories around the
world, albeit in small quantities. This paper outlines some .'
ideas for improving the generation efficiency of antiprotons and
describes techniques for the cooling, trapping, long-term
storage, and effective utilization of milligram quantities of 0
antihydrogen for space propulsion. Converting the antiprotons
into antihydrogen is a non-trivial problem. One of the more
promising techniques involves the use of hydrogen cluster ions.
Since the formation of (anti)hydrogen from (anti)protons and
(anti)electrons through the cluster ion process will be the
subject of the rest of the papers in this workshop, it will not
be addressed in this paper.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

In antiproton annihilation propulsion, milligrams of antihydrogen
will be used to heat tons of reaction fluid to high temperatures.
The hot reaction fluid will then be exhausted from a nozzle to
produce high thrust at high exhaust velocity (100 to 350 km/s).
Antiprotons are the preferred form of antimatter for propulsion.
Unlike antielectrons (positrons), antiprotons do not completely
convert into gamma rays upon annihilation. Instead, two-thirds
of the annihilation energy is emitted as charged particles 0
(pions) whose kinetic energy can be converted into thrust by
interaction with a magnetic field nozzle or a working fluid.

Picogram quantities of antiprotons are already being generated,
captured, cooled, and stored in magnetic storage rings at a
number of particle physics laboiatories around the world. The
facility at CERN in Switzerland has been producing picograms of
antiprotons per day since 1982. The facility at Fermilab in the
USA2 came on line in 1985, but there are no plans to decelerate
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the antiprotons to subrelativistic energies. The facility at
IHEP in Novosibirsk, USSR3 4 is still in the planning stage.

As is shown in Figure 1, normal matter protons are accelerated to
relativistic velocities in a proton synchrotron accelerator until
their kinetic energy (26 to 120 GeV) is many times greater than
their rest mass energy (1 GeV). The high energy proton beam is
sent into a heavy metal target where the kinetic energy is
converted into a spray of photons and particle-antiparticle
pairs, a small fraction (<5%) of which are proton-antiproton
pairs. A fraction (<30%) of the relativistic antiprotons (3 to
50 GeV) are at a small enough angle to be brought to a focus by a
magnetic focusing lens. Of these, a very small fraction (<1%)
have the proper momentum to be captured by a magnetic ring. The
pulses of captured antiprotons are debunched and cooled using rf
fields, then decelerated to subrelativistic energies (<50 to
300 MeV) where they are further cooled, accumulated, and stored
for hours or days at a time until they are needed for high energy
proton-antiproton collision experiments or low energy antiproton
annihilation experiments.
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Fig. 1. Present method for collecting antiprotons.I
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We will assume the reader is aware of this ongoing work on the
production of antiprotons at the various particle physics labora-.0
tories around the world. In this paper we will concentrate on
the less well known techniques for using antiprotons for propul-
sion, improving the antiproton production efficiency from
picograms per day to milligrams per day, briefly discuss the
problems of turning the antiprotons into antihydrogen, and then
show how the antihydrogen can be held for long periods of time in
relatively compact storage traps until ready for use.

ANTIHYDROGEN PROPULSION

It has long been realized that antimatter would be a valuable
propulsion energy source because it allows for the complete 0
conversion of mass to energy. Early studies of the concept by
S~nger 5 assumed that the antimatter would be in the form of
positrons, which interact with electrons to produce 0.511 MeV
gamma rays. The antiproton is more suitable than the positron
for propulsion systems. The annihilation of an antiproton with a
proton does not produce gamma rays immediately. Instead, the
products of th-e annihilation are from three to seven pions. On
the average there are 3.0 charged and 1.5 neutral pions.6 As is
shown schematically in Figure 2, the neutral pions have a
lifetime of only 90 as and almost immediately convert into two
high energy (200 MeV) gamma rays. The charged pions have a
normal half-life of 26 ns, but because they are moving at 94% the
speed of light, their lives are lengthened to 70 ns. Thus, they
travel an average of 21 m before they decay.

21 m 1.85 km
[7O nsec't 6.2 psec .
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Fig. 2. Schematic of an idealized antiproton rocket.
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This interaction length is long enough that either magnetic
fields can be used to redirect the isotropic microexplosion into
a directed flow of charged pions to provide thrust or the charged
pions can be used to heat reaction mass. Even after the charged
pions decay, they decay into energetic charged muons, which have
even longer lifetimes and interaction lengths for further conver-
sion into thrust. The charged muons then decay into energetic
charged electrons and positrons, which can be utilized to obtain
more thrust. Thus, if milligrams of antiprotons could be made
and stored, then, according to known physical principles, they
can be used as a highly efficient propulsion energy source.

Because of the extreme difficulty in obtaining significant
quantities of antimatter, the idea of an antimatter rocket has
usually been relegated to the category of "science fiction".
Recent progress in particle physics on methods for obtaining
intense antiproton beams, however, has caused those in the space
propulsion community to take another look at the concept of
antimatter propulsion to see if the concept can be removed from
the "science fiction" category to the "technically difficult and
very costly" category, at which point the military services or
NASA could begin considering its use. The last seven years have
seen the presentation of a number of papers on antimatter propul-
sion, 7 - 4  A study was also recently undertaken to determine the
physical, engineering, and economic feasibility of antiproton
powered propulsion.15 The conclusion of the study was that anti-
hydrogen propulsion was feasible, but expensive.

ANTIMATTER PROPULSION MISSIONS

The availability of antimatter as an energy source for space
propulsion will revolutionize space travel. Many of the present
assumptions that are implicit in the design of a mission will no
longer be valid, and mission designers will have to develop a new
set of assumptions to replace them. For example, the concept of
mass ratio and staging mass fractions plays an important part in
the present design of missions. Once a mission has been defined,
there is a certain characteristic velocity V for that mission and
once the fuel is chosen, there is a fixed exhaust velocity v
available from that fuel. The total mission mass ratio R is then
automatically determined by the relation:

mv + mp V/vR ==e
mv

where mv is the mass of the empty vehicle (including payload)
delivered to the destination and mp is the mass of the

Vpropellant exhausted at velocity v. Thus, every different
mission with a different characteristic velocity requires a
different mass ratio and a different vehicle design. Also, if
the mission characteristic velocity exceeds five times the
exhaust velocity, the mass ratio becomes greater than 100, and
there is a tendency to say that the mission is "impossible".14-,



With antimatter powered rockets, the exhaust velocity can be
tailored to match the mission characteristic velocity, thus
minimizing the mass ratio and mission cost. It has long been .-
known 16 that the mass ratio of an optimized antimatter rocket
never exceeds 5:1, and mass ratios that minimize total mission
cost are typically 2.5:1 for any mission characteristic
velocity1 3 . Since the amount of reaction mass needed remains a
constant, the same vehicle can be used for all missions, with the
only difference being the amount of antimatter used. With anti-
matter rockets, mission trajectories will no longer be modified
Hohmann transfers, but nearly straight lines. Manned missions to
Mars will no longer take years of time, but months of time1 4 ,
with significant savings in vehicle and ground support costs. ..

Research on antiproton annihilation propulsion technology is S
admittedly very high risk. The extremely high payoff in fast,
efficient space propulsion, however, makes it worthwhile to spend
a significant amount of effort to determine the feasibility of
the concept. In addition, there seems to be a paucity of alter-
nate propulsion concepts that can achieve the same results of
high propulsion efficiency, low system mass, comparatively low 0
cost, and short mission times.

IMPROVING ANTIPROTON PRODUCTION EFFICIENCIES

There are a number of obvious ways to improve the efficiency of
antiproton production over the present methods. It should be
realized that the present production facilities were designed
under a number of restrictions. They had to use existing proton
accelerators, fit onto the existing sites, and not use up too
much time on the main research machine. In our recent study 1 5 a
good part of our effort was to determine the reasons behind the
low efficiencies of the present facilities. Some of the low S
efficiencies are inherent, such as the number of antiprotons per
proton from a target. Most of the other low efficiencies are
just artifacts of the particular choices forced on the particular
facility, and there are obvious ways to improve these
efficiencies by large factors.

When the present facilities for generating antiprotonsl - 4 were
constructed, they had to use existing proton accelerators avail-
able at the site. The operating energies of these accelerators
are known to be far from optimum for efficient production of
antiprotons. It can be shown1 5 that the maximum energy effic-
iency production rate occurs for an incident proton energy of •
200 GeV and is 0.085 antiprotons/proton. This antiproton produc-
tion rate is 2 times the production at the Fermilab energy of
120 GeV and 20 times the production at the CERN energy of 26 GeV.
Although the number of antiprotons produced continues to increase
as the incident proton energy is increased, above 200 GeV the
gain in antiproton annihilation energy obtainable is not enough S
to offset the increased proton energy required.
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IMPROVING ACZZL.LRATOR EFFIC:ENCY

The present machines that are used for accelerating protons to
relativistic speeds are synchrOtrons. The synchrotron provides
the particle physicist with high-energy protons at a very
precisely known energy. It is the ideal tool for the study of
elementary particle physics. The average current that the
synchrotron can handle is small, however, and the energy
efficiency is only a few percent. The linear accelerator or
linac is an alternate machine for producing high-energy protons
that can handle high average currents and has high energy
efficiency. By using the alternating gradient focusing concept,
it has become possible to accelerate high current beams to very
high energies. The energy limit is economic, not technical. It
is known that machines can be tuilt to handle peak currents of
over 250 mA, since that has been demonstrated in the first
section of the linac injector at Fermilab, which is the only
section where current limitations would occur. Acceleration to
higher energies only requires more rf acceleration sections. J

With the availability of new high efficiency (75%) klystrons, the
ac "wallplug" power to proton team =ower efficiencies of t, linac
coud exceed 50%. The Chalk Rtver, Zanada i'nac program-' has

Zeen studying 100% duty factor Linacs, with the goal of producing
a linac cacatle of of 300 mA averace current at I GeV (0.3 GW
team ;ower) for use in an acce erator breeder. The acceleration
limit of a linac (the energy increase per meter) is determined by
the sparking limit in the cavity. The spar<-ng limit is
inversely proportional to the wavelength. Present 200 MHz

* machines usually onerate at i MeV'm but there are designs for
higher frequency machines that will operate at 5 MeV/m. A
5 MeV/m linac for generating a 200 GeV proton beam would te 40 km
:ong. This is a little longer than tne 2 km LEP ring presently
under construction at CERN and 1/5th the size of the 20 0 km
Supercollider being proposed as the next large particle accel-
erator in the USA. If run at a power level of 10 GW, the proton .4 I

current required would be only 50 mA. By separating out the
antiprotons coming from the target and dumping the remaining
partclas into an electronuclear Areeder reactor loaded wtnh
unen:icned uranium, such a factor- would recuire no outside cower
source and would essentially be turning depleted uranium into
plutonium and antiprotons.

IMPROVING ANGULAR CAPTURE EFF.C:_TNCY

The present angular capture efficiencies of the magnetic lens
collection systems are already quite good, with up to 30% of the
antiprotons collected and directed into the aperture of the
collecting ring. The present designs, however, were optimized
for the antiproton energies expected at the particular facility
and the particular conditions in the target area. All of the
studies to date have assumed that only a single, on-axis lens
would be used to capture the antiprotons. Because the anti-
protons are being emitted over a wide angle, this immediately
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leads to the requirement of a short focal length for the lens so
it can capture these wide angle antiprotons. Research needs to
be done on the feasibility and comparative merits of an array of
lenses. Since each lens has to capture only the antiprotons in a
small portion of the emitted beam solid angle, the focal length
requirements can be relaxed, making the lens design easier. The
support hardware for the lenses will cause interception losses,
however, and realistic tradeoff studies need to be done between
the number of lenses and the lens design parameters. If a
multiple lens approach looks desirable, then invention is needed
on low-loss devices for separating the wide angle antiproton beam
into multiple beams to minimize the interception losses of the
multiple lens hardware.

Present magnetic lens designs, such as the lithium lens 1 8 , •
require the antiproton beam to pass through the material of the
lens. This causes significant losses in the antiproton spectrum.
This is not true for the magnetic quadrupole lens, but it does
not focus well in all orientations. New lens concepts are needed "
with low loss and good focusing. Another method for construction
of a magnetic lens similar to that of the lithium lens would be
to carry the current for the lens in a cylinder of ionized
plasma1 9 instead of lithium metal. The problem of current or ..
beam heating of the lens would be gone and it is likely that
absorption of the antiprotons in the lens would be less. A
plasma lens would also have problems, such as the various plasma
instabilities that would be driven by the high currents needed.

The present single magnetic lens concepts have already achieved
angular capture efficiencies of 30% or greater and there are many
ideas for new lens concepts with greatly improved performance.
It is reasonable to expect that after modest investment in
invention, engineering, and testing, there should be new magnetic
lens designs capable of capture angles of 60 mrad and capture
efficiencies of 85% or greater.

IMPROVING MOMENTUM CAPTURE EFFICIENCY

When the antiprotons come from the target, they have a wide
spread in momentum as well as angle. It is this wide spread in
antiproton momentum and the difficulty of making an antiproton
collection ring with a wide momentum acceptance that leads to the
extremely low inefficiencies in present antiproton "factories" .
For example, at CERN, the present momentum acceptance in the
Antiproton Accumulator is only dp/p=l.5%. For a peak momentum of S
5 GeV/c, this translates into a momentum bite of only 0.05 GeV/c.
Thus, only 1% of the 5 GeV/c half-width of the antiproton
momentum spectrum is captured. If we assume that an antiproton
factory has an incident proton beam at 200 GeV energy and a
60 mrad angular acceptance, then the flux of antiprotons ?r
proton per unit antiproton momentum is shown in Figure 3 . The
antiproton flux peaks at 12.5 GeV/c antiproton momentum and
spreads from 1 GeV/c to 50 GeV/c, with a half-width of 22 GeV/c.
The present state-of-the-art in collection rings for antiprotons
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is a momentum acceptance of about 6%. Even if this could be
raised to 8%, the momentum bite at an antiproton momentum of
12.5 GeV/c would still be only 1 GeV/c and would capture only
4.5% of the antiprotons.

10-2

> 12.5 GV/c ANTIPROTONS PRODUCED FROM
200 GeV PROTONS INTO $

M60 mrd ACCEPTANCE
01 -4.5%.,,

16 -61%

___1 ~21 -74% .-'

27-84%

MOMENTUM ACCEPTANCE

0 10 20 30 40 50

ANTIPROTON MOMENTUM, G@V/c

Fig. 3. Antiprotons vs. momentum spread.

The obvious solution is to build a multiplicity of rings. They
would be identical copies and share the same tunnel (since tunnel
costs are a major portion of the cost of a ring). Each ring
would have the strength of the magnetic fields in its bending
magnets set at a different level to keep a different antiproton
momentum circulating through its vacuum pipe. If each ring could
handle a momentum bite of 1 GeV/c, then as we see in Figure 3, 16
rings could capture 61% of the antiproton momentum spectrum and
27 rings could capture 84% of the antiprotons.

Separating the antiproton beam into different momentum buckets
should not be difficult. A magnetic focusing lens has chromatic
aberration. Antiprotons with different momenta come to a focus
at different distances from the focusing lens. A string of
diverter magnets can deflect the different antiproton momenta in
different directions, where they can be channeled to the proper
collecting ring. 1

18 2
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SYSTEM EFFICIENCY ESTIMATES

From the previous sections we can see that there are a number of 4
ways to improve the efficiency of antiproton production over the "'
present techniques. The first obvious improvement is to use a
higher proton energy so that more antiprotons are produced in the ,
target. As is shown in Table 1, by going to 200 GeV, the number
of antiprotons produced can be incr ased by a factor of 20 from
the 3.8x10 - 3 15/p at CERN to 8.5xi0 -l 13/p. The present magnetic .

lenses are relatively efficient in capturing the resulting €
antiprotons in angle. Yet by improving the design and going to ".
multiple lens collectors, we should be able to improve the ,,"
angular capture efficiency by a factor of 3 or 4 to 85%. ..

Another place where improvement can be made is in the momentum
capture efficiency. The single ring collectors at CERN 1 , ' , z

Fermilab 2 , and IHEp 3 , 4 are severely limited by difficulties with .:

matching the ring acceptances to the lens emittances. With a.,
large enough tunnel and enough money to build copies of the,?
collectors, each tuned to accept a different momentum range, it
should be possible to improve the capture efficiencies signifi- -
cantly. Whether it will be possible to go from the present few ..
percent to a desirable 85% is unknown. .-

2. d*

There are many losses as the antiproton beam is generated, '
collected, and switched around from one device to another. The
handling efficiencies in the present facilities are not bad, but P.
improvement in this area is also needed. As we can see from f
Table t, if all these efficiencies can be achieved, the total
production efficiency of antiprotons can be raised from the
present4x10- 7 A /p at CERN by more than five orders of magnitude

to 5x10 - 2 13/p..%%

Table p. Antiproton Production Efficiencies 2fr

CERN Fermilab Goal

Incident Proton Energy (GeV) 26 120 200-

Giestarerelatiency (n/p) 0.4% 4.7% 8.5%
Angular Capture Efficiency 20% 30% 85%

Momentum Capture Efficiency 1 1.2% 85%

Handling Ef f iciency (est.) 5% 18% 80% wit

Total Prod. Efficiency (a/p) 4x10 - 7  3xn - 5  5x1s - 2 ni
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TRAPPING OF ANTIPROTONS

The present method for storing antiprotons uses magnetic storage
rings, which keep the antiprotons circling in a beam at some
fixed momentum. These large, heavy, magnetic storage rings are
obviously unsuitable for propulsion applications. A number of
experimenters have proposed to decelerate the antiproton ions
down to almost zero velocity and put them into a Penning trap.

The first to accomplish this feat was a grouD led by Prof. G.
Gabrielse from the University of Washington,2 1 who has a paper
describing their experiment elsewhere in these proceedings. They
used a cryogenic Penning trap modified by thinning the center
portion of one of the cap electrodes down to about 0.25 mm. This
thin portion was used to degrade the energy in a pulse of anti- p

protons extracted from the low energy antiproton ring (LEAR) at
CERN. The velocity of the antiprotons was brought down to nearly
zero so the antiprotons could be captured in the trap. The
intention of the group is to return to CERN in 1987 to trap just
a few antiprotons and measure the mass of the antiproton to high
precision. A group led by M. Hynes at Los Alamos National Lab-
oratory is more ambitious 22 . They are fabricating a radio
frequency quadrupole (RFQ) decelerator that will decelerate a
beam dump of anti rotons from LEAR down to the trap energy and
deposit up to 1 01

O antiprotons in their Penning trap.

CONVERSION OF ANTIPROTONS TO ANTIHYDROGEN

For propulsion applications it would be desirable to minimize the
size and mass of the antimatter container. To do this it will be
necessary to store the antiprotons as some form of antihydrogen
rather than as antiproton ions. The first step is to convert the
antiprotons into atomic antihydrogen by adding a positron. A
straightforward approach to the production of antihydrogen from
these trapped antiprotons would be to convert the Penning trap
into one that would hold and cool both positive and negative
ions. A simple example is the rf Paul trap, which can hold both
antiprotons and positrons, and cool them until their relative
velocities are low enough that the conversion to antihydrogen
takes place naturally. The use of rf modulation or laser
radiation to enhance the various reactions needs to be studied.
Also, the effectiveness of magnetic fields or laser beams2 3 to
trap and manipulate the neutral antihydrogen atoms and ions needs
to be determined.

CLUSTER ION FORMATION OF ANTIHYDROGEN ICE

The objective of this workshop is to study the feasibility of the
growth of amorphous or crystalline antihydrogen through the
cluster ion process. The important feature of the cluster ion
process is that the growing cluster always maintains a charge and
thus can easily be kept in an electromagnetic trap. It is hoped
that macroscopic crystals can be grown in this fashion, since it
will certainly be simpler than trying to grow neutral anti-
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hydrogen ice crystals using laser trapping and cooling 2 3 or some
other yet-to-be-discovered process. 0

Since other reports in this workshop proceedings will cover the
cluster ion growth and cooling processes in considerable detail, V-
I will not include a discussion here, but will assume that the
growth has been successful and that we have made macroscopic
amorphous or crystalline balls of antihydrogen ice. The anti-
hydrogen ice should be generated at very low temperatures (<2 K)
to prevent evaporation loss and should be large enough to scatter "-'
infrared light so their position can be determined. The
resulting ice particles will mass from nanograms (105 J of "-
equivalent energy) to milligrams (l0l J of equivalent energy).

LEVITATION OF ANTIHYDROGEN ICE

The techniques for the formation of solid antihydrogen may turn
out to be relatively simple. More likely, however, the effort
may require large, heavy, complex equipment requiring large
amounts of power. Once the small microcrystals or larger ice
balls of antihydrogen ice are formed, however, they can be
transferred to a compact, lightweight, storage and transport
system that uses simple magnetic or electric traps for
levitation. The magnetic susceptibility of molecular hydrogen ",'
depends upon its state. The orthohydrogen molecule has both of
its protons with their magnetic moments pointing in the same
direction, so it has a positive magnetic moment. The para-
hydrogen molecule has its two protons and its two electrons with
their spins oriented in opposite directions so the particle spins
cancel out. This gives the parahydrogen molecule a negative or
diamagnetic susceptibility. Diamagnetic substances are attracted
to the minimum in a magnetic field. Even with a purely static
magnetic field, the configuration is stable, unlike levitation
systems based on repulsion of paramagnetic or ferromagnetic
materials, which are unstable. "-A

The magnetic susceptibility of solid parahydrogen has not yet
been measured. The theoretical prediction of the magnetic
susceptibility of a one-sram formula weight of molecular hydrogen .
is -3.98glo-6 cgs units.2 4  This is to be compared to a value of
-6.0Ox0- cgs for graphite. There have been many demonstrations
of the stable levitation of grams of graphite using nonsupercon-
ducting magnets. In one example, a ring shaped rotor weighing
3.843 g and containing only 0.933 g of graphite was levitated in
the 0.2 cm gap between two opposed ring shaped room gmperature
permanent magnets with a magnetic field of 11,600 G.

One configuration for a magnetic trap that would be compatible
with a cryogenically cooled vacuum chamber would be a pair of
superconducting rings carrying opposed persistent currents. This
passive magnetic levitation technique is the preferred suspension •
method since it would be safer than any active levitation tech-
nique, as well as making the storage and transport container
extremely simple, compact, and independent of electric power.
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An alternate method of levitating antihydrogen ice is to use
active electrostatic levitation between two servo-controlled
electrically charged plates. The ice particles need to be
slightly charged. This can be accomplished either by charging
the ice positive by addition of extra positrons or charging it
negative by driving off the positrons with ultraviolet light.
One example of such an electro atic trap has been constructed at
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.' The trap has levitated a 20-mg
ball of water ice in the one gee field of the earth. The density
of water at 1.0 g/cc is 13 times that of antihydrogen ice at
0.0763 g/cc. Thus, the present JPL trap with its present voltage
levels could levitate a 1.5-mg ball of antihydrogen ice of the
same size, surface area, and surface charge at a vehicle
acceleration of 13 gees. .

STORAGE OF ANTIHYDROGEN ICE

As has been shown in previous sections, it should be possible to
form and levitate antihydrogen ice. Since laser cooling2 3 will
leave the antihydrogen at a temperature well below 1 K, the
antihydrogen ice will start out cold. The vapor pressure of
antihydrogen2 7 at 1 K is only 8.3x10- 3 9 Torr, so if kept below
this temperature there is essentially no sublimation. The vapor
pressure rises exponentially with the inv rse of the temperature,
however, so at 2 K it has risen to 4x10 - 11 Torr, where the subli-
mation rate is about 1000 (anti)molecules per §econd from a
milligram-sized ball, while at 4 K it is 2x10" Torr, where
sublimation is rapid. To keep the sublimation rate of the anti-
hydrogen down to controllable levels, its temperature should be
kept below 2 K. The walls of the storage and transport container
should also be cooled to well below liquid helium temperatures to
keep the walls from outgassing. New, continuously operating
rotary paramanetic salt refrigerators in a compact package are
now available2 8 that can pump 1.8 W at 1.8 K, so the mass of
these antimatter Ofuel tanks" should not be a problem.

Even if the antihydrogen and the walls are kept cold, there will

always be a few stray antihydrogen molecules leaving the ice ball
and annihilating on the container walls, while there will also be
a few stray outgassing hydrogen molecules or other normal
molecules knocked off the container walls by those annihilation
processes or cosmic rays that would drift across the chamber to
annihilate on the surface of the antihydrogen. Each molecular
annihilation event will produce on the average six 200 MeV gamma
rays, six 250 MeV charged pions, and four 0.511 MeV gammas from
the annihilation of the positrons and electrons.

For 200 MeV gamma rays, the attenuation coefficient in matter is
roughly constant at 0.1 cm 2

1 g. Since the density of antihydrogen
is 0.0763 gm/cm 3 , the attenuation per unit path length is only
0.0076/cm. Thus, instead of causing intense local heating, most
of the gamma rays would pass right through a milligram sized
iceball and continue on through the container wall to deposit
their energy in the outside shield. Only 74 fJ or 460 keV of
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energy is deposited in the antihydrogen iceball. For the 250 MeV %
charged pions, the stopping power is essentially flat at
15 MeV/(g/cm 2). The charged pions will leave only 55 fJ or NA.

340 keV of energy in the antihydrogen and deposit most of their
energy outside. Thus, an annihilation that takes place on the
surface of an antihydrogen iceball will only deposit 0.5 pJ of
energy, or a picowatt heat input for two annihilations/second.

Obtaining a better estimate of the real vapor pressure inside a
cryogenically cooled chamber will require research. We have
evidence that the vacuums must be fairly good since a single
positron has been kept in a 4.2 K Penning trap for a month. 29

But the annihilation cross section for a free positron and a
bound electron at these very low energies is not known well
enough to establish a firm lower bound on the vacuum level in the
trap. Plans are presently underway 21 to trap a few antiprotons
from the Low Energy Antiproton Ring at CERN in a cryogenically
cooled Penning trap in order to measure the antiproton mass to
high accuracy. If the antiprotons survive in these traps for ,
long periods of time, then this should also provide estimates of
the residual vapor pressure in these traps.

Despite all precautions, some heat will get to the antihydrogen
ice and methods must be found to remove that heat without
physically contacting the antihydrogen. One possibility is to
use radiation cooling to the container walls. Cluster ions, A-

because of their complex structure have a complex infrared
spectrum. This should aid in cooling the cluster during forma-
tion. One essential aspect of cluster ion research should be the
measurement of the infrared spectra as a function of cluster ion
size and composition. This data can then be used to determine
whether radiation cooling will be sufficient to keep the aT i-
hydrogen cold, or whether some more active form of cooling will
be needed.

EXTRACTION OF ANTIMATTER FROM STORAGE

There are a number of techniques for extracting the antihydrogen
from the storage trap and directing it into the rocket engine
under control. If the antihydrogen is in the form of an electro-
statically suspended ball many milligrams in size, then the
antiprotons can be extracted from the ice ball by irradiating the
ice with ultraviolet, driving off the positrons, extracting the
excess antiprotons by field emission with a high intensity
electric field, then directing them to the thrust chamber. 1 0  Sr

It might be more desirable to form the antihydrogen as a cloud of
charged microcrystals, each crystal a microgram in mass and
containing the energy equivalent of 20 kg of chemical fuel.
Then, using a directed beam of ultraviolet light to drive off a
few more positrons, an individual microcrystal could be preferen-
tially extracted from the microcrystal cloud using electric
fields, and directed down a vacuum line 0 to the thrust chamber.
Since the position of the charged microcrystal in the injection
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line can be sensed, mechanical shutters can allow the passage of
the microcrystal without breaking the storage chamber vacuum.

CONCLUS ION

Our major conclusion about antihydrogen propulsion is that the
concept is physically feasible, but expensive. Yet, despite the
high cost of antimatter, it may be a cost effective fuel in space
where any fuel is expensive. There is very high risk in the
development of antiproton annihilation propulsion. The major .
uncertainties seem to be in the production and capture of the
antiprotons at high efficiency, and the conversion of antiprotons
into frozen antihydrogen without excessive losses. The storage
problems look tractable. It is important to remember that many
of the problems of capturing, cooling, slowing, trapping, and
storing of (anti)protons and (anti)hydrogen can be done as low V..

cost student thesis topics using normal protons and hydrogen. ..
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OVERVIEW OF HYDROGEN CLUSTERS

Roberta P. Saxon
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Menlo Park, California 94025

Abstract
Equilibrium geometries and energetics of the ground states

of hydrogen cluster ions obtained from theoretical calculations
are reviewed. Possible roles of excited states in promoting
association reactions to form H+ by H atom addition are -
considered and available information for H3 electronic states is
surveyed.

Introduction

As indicated in other reports in this volume, concentration
and "containerless" storage of antimatter are among the
significant issues that will have to be addressed to realize the
tremendous potential of antimatter fuel for high-thrust
propulsion. The leading approach to address this problem
involves the use of cluster ions. Singly charged hydrogen
cluster ions up to fairly large masses have been observed by mass
spectrometry and the storage of charged particles in ion traps
for long periods of time has already been demonstrated. (Taking
advantage of the symmetry between antimatter and matter, this
paper will be phrased exclusively in terms of ordinary matter.)

To examine the concept of the use of hydrogen cluster ions,
a workshop chaired by John Bahns was held at the University of
Iowa in July, 1986. As described in the report of that
workshop1 , applying RRKM theory to the addition of H2 to Hn and

making assumptions about the normal modes of large clusters, .
Tardy predicts that clusters larger than a certain size (n-30)
will be stabilized by radiative emission. Thus the bottleneck
for the formation of large clusters is the stabilization of small
clusters. .' ..

This paper, therefore, will be limited to a review of the
properties and formation of small cluster ions. In particular,
we will focus on the equilibrium geometries and energetics of
small cluster ions, which have been obtained primarily from
theoretical calculations. In addition, we will discuss
association reactions to form Hn, examining the possible role of .electronically excited states in promoting such reactions.
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n+and HnGround States ".

n

Of the numerous theoretical papers on hydrogen ion clusters
in the literature, the three most recent and comprehensive
treatments2-4 are reviewed here. Wright and Borkman2 have .N
obtained optimized geometries for Hn for n between 3 and 9 at the
self-consistent field (SCF) and unrestricted Hartree Fock (UHF)
level using a double zeta (DZ) basis set. Hirao and Yamabe3 have
optimized positive and negative clusters for odd values of n
between 3 and 13, also at the SCF level, using a somewhat larger
basis set, the standard 4-31G augmented by one p and two diffuse
s functions. Finally, Yamaguchi, Gaw, and Schaefer4 have
performed optimizations for H+ for n odd between 3 and 9, using
both the SCF and singles and doubles configuration interaction
(SDCI) methods with DZ and double zeta plus polarization (DZP) V

basis sets. The DZP/SDCI results of Yamaguchi et al. are expected
to provide the most reliable results.

A consistent qualitative picture of the positive cluster
ions emerges from these three studies. As shown in Fig. 1, the
odd positive cluster ions can be characterized as an H3 triangle
surrounded by H2 molecules, For n-5,7,9, the molecules are
located off the vertices and perpendicular to the plane of the
1+H In the larger species, H2 molecules are added above and
below the H+ plane, parallel to it, as well. From Ref. 2, the
even positive clusters have the same form, replacing one H2 of
the next larger odd n cluster by a single H. +

Characterization of the odd clusters as H3(H 2)m becomes more
applicable as the cluster size increases. As discussed by
Schaefer in greater detail in another report in this volume, H5+5
shows significant deviations from unperturbed H3 and H2 bond
lengths and frequencies. Comparisons of the bond lengths
determined at the same level of theory by different workers show
maximum discrepancies of 0.03A. The interfragment distance was
found to be the most sensitive to the level of theory used in the
optimization. For H , DZ/SDCI and DZP/SDCI results4 for this
bond length differed by 0.4A.

While an appealing qualitative picture of the negatively
charged cluster ions for odd n between 3 and 13 may also be
drawn3 , because, as discussed by Michels at this conference, they
are not predicted to be stable when zero point vibration is taken
into account and because H_ is not a stable species, they will -

not be considered further. +
Calculated dissociation energies for removal of H2 from Hn

for odd n and removal of H from even numbered clusters are shown
in Table I. The DZP/SDCI values are observed to be in excellent
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agreement with the recent experimental results of Beuhler,
Ehrenson and Friedman5 . We may use the remaining data in Table I
to calibrate the DZ/SDCI results of Ref. 2 for the even numbered
clusters. While there is uncertainty in the numerical value of
the energy, we would expect the prediction of the stability of
these clusters to be substantiated. Observation of the H+ ion by
mass spectrometry has been reported6 by Kirchner, Gilbert, and
Bowers. (The report by Bowers at this conference of the
observation of significant quantities of Hraised the question
of the existence of a different form of the ion than that treated
to date theoretically.)

Table I. Dissociation energies in kcal/m.

+ + + H

Hn *Hn 2 +H 2
S

Ref. 2 Ref. 4 Ref. 4 Ref. 5 Ref. 7
DZ/SDCI DZ/SDCI DZP/SDCI Expt. Expt.

H+  3.0 3.7 6.9 6.6 9.6

H 2.0 3.0 3.4 3.1 4.1
H 1.2 2.6 3.3 3.8

H 1  2.4
+ +

Hn Hn-1 + H

'S .

H 1.5

H 6  1.2

H8  1.0

Association Reactions
Of the various types of association reactions enumerated for

the buildup of hydrogen clusters1 , the addition of hydrogen
atoms, H + H+n - Hn+,, is considered to be among the most
promising since it would not require the formation of cold H2.+ +2

In this paper, we examine the addition of H to H2 to form H3.-
Even this seemingly simple reaction exhibits significant
complications. Chief among them is the existence of the 0

+ H+ +H 2 whccompeting charge transfer reaction, H + H2  H + H2, which is
exoergic by 2 eV. One proposal to promote the desired
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association reaction is through the technique of transition state
spectroscopy, indicated schematically in Fig. 2, in which the
initial collision complex is pumped to an excited electronic
state that would then radiate spontaneously or by stimulation to
the stable ground state. Use of this approach requires a
knowledge of the excited electronic states of H

+

To our knowledge, the only survey in the literature of+ ista fShadadHcs
numerous electronic states of H3 is that of Schaad and Hicks
who carried out a variational calculation directly from exponents
optimized at each point without using SCF orbitals. Their
results for singlet states restricted to D3h, i.e. equilateral
triangle, symmetry are reproduced in Fig. 3. They reported only
one excited bound state, the 3E+ This state has been confirmed

by the calculations of Ahlrichs, Votava, and Zirz9 , who used a
more conventional approach.

Information on the two lowest singlet surfaces of H is
*103available from the work of Preston and Tully and Bauschlicher

et al.i, who were interested in treating the charge transfer
dynamics. The results are complicated by the presence of a
crossing seam, a line in multidimensional space where the
surfaces cross. They can best be understood by the cuts through
the potential surfaces illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, where the
potentials are given as functions of one H-H distance with the
third H fixed at a specified distance. When the third particle
is infinitely far away (Fig. 4), the two surfaces cross. For
closer distances (Fig. 5), there is an avoided crossing and
finally curves that bear no resemblance to the original H2 and H+
are obtained. The points at H-H distance 2.0 a in the last
frame correspond to the first two potential curves in Fig. 3 at

* the corresponding distance. The resulting adiabatic potential
* surfaces are reproduced in Fig. 6. The lowest surface correlates

asymptotically to H + H2, while the second state connects to H +
2, the initial channel of the hydrogen association reaction.

The transition state spectroscopy suggestion (Fig.2), from
which we started, may need to be transformed to, for example, an
approach based on non-resonant Raman scattering on the upper
surface of that fraction of the incoming flux that has made the
transition to the lower surface. Pursuing this approach would
require knowledge of the electronic transition moments between
the surfaces as a function of geometry, which can be calculated

quite accurately with present methods, and considerable further
analysis. Almost no information exists for the excited states
of the larger cluster ions, which will surely be even more
complicated.
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Concluding Remarks
Up to this time, little work has been devoted to non-

collisional stabilization in association reactions. Thus many
interesting and challenging problems remain. As this brief
survey for may have illustrated, some of the information3
needed to begin the analysis has already been obtained in other
contexts. Furthermore, present theoretical and experimental
methods can contribute far more if we focus directly on the
association reaction problem. I look forward to a great deal of
interesting work in the coming years.
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of equilibrium geometries of
~~ground states of positive hydrogen cluster ions. i
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FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of etabilization ofme'esoassociation reaction by transition state spectroscopy

~approach.
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Large Hydrogen Cluster Ions

William C. Stwalley
Iowa Laser Facility and

Departments of Chemistry and of Physics and Astronomy
University of Iowa

Iowa City, Iowa 52242-1294

This article summarizes the concept of growth/fragmentation
cycles for large hydrogen cluster ions in an ion trap. The vari-
ous possible collisional processes are listed and briefly dis-
cussed with emphasis on the positive ion growth and fragmentation
processes.

I. Introduction

The Air Force has identified antimatter propulsion as a pos-
sible "enabling" technology for a variety of important space mis-
sions. Thus it has begun funding basic research with the ulti-
mate goal of producing an antiproton propulsion system if such a
system is in fact feasible. For such a system, antiprotons must *

be produced, slowed to low energy and condensed to a high density
form suitable for propulsion applications, which exist even at
the milligram or microgram level. Dr. Forward has reviewed this
topic in these proceedings.1

Note that since matter-antimatter annihilation releases a 0
great deal of energy, the condensation to the bulk high density
form must be done under "containerless" and "collisionless" con-
ditions, i.e. there must be no collisions of condensed antimatter
with walls or even background gas molecules made of ordinary mat-
ter.

A leading concept to span this gap from slowed antiprotons
to bulk antimatter is the cluster ion approach which Dr. Bahns
has reviewed for these proceedings. 2 Additional material may be
found in the Proceedings of the Hydrogen Cluster Ion Study
Group.3 This approach assumes antiprotons and positrons can be
efficiently recombined to form antihydrogen atoms and that these
atoms can be cooled, moved and trapped using lasers and magnetic
fields. It also employs the relatively well-defined ion trap
technology (used in the new generation of "atomic clocks" and re- V
viewed by Dr. Wineland in these proceedings4 ).

For simplicity, I will discuss ordinary matter rather than
+

antimatter. Our goal is ultimately to synthesize HN (N : 1017)
starting from cold H+, e- and H. I note in passing that this
cluster ion technology may be of interest in many other contexts
besides antimatter propulsion, energy storage and directed energy
beams. For example, the ordinary matter cluster ions may be use-
ful for directed energy and laser amplifier applications, and as
precursors for a HN neutral beam for directed energy or magnetic
or inertial confinement fusion applications.
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II. The Growth/Fragmentation Cycle

The schematic diagram of a growth/fragmentation cycle for 0
large hydrogen cluster ions in an ion trap is summarized schema-
tically in Figure 1. Suppose we have a large ion I, (the defini- '*
tion of large will be discussed below) consisting of, for exam-
ple, 1000 protons and 999 electrtons. Can we grow this cluster
in the ion trap in the complete absence of wall or background gas V
collisions to an ion 12 consisting of, for example, 10,000 pro-
tons and 9,999 electrons? Then can we fragment this larger ion
into two smaller ions 13 and 14 each larger than our initial
large ion I,? If so, then the problem of storing bulk quantities
of antimatter (antiprotons and positrons) as antihydrogen cluster
ions I reduces to the problem of forming a single such I, ion (a
"seed crystal", although, of course, the ion may in fact not be D
crystalline).

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a growth/fragmentation cycle for
a large hydrogen cluster ion I, (see text).

iS

Tenergy
I storage

ion trap ion trap ion trap

+ growth (G) + I fragmentation -.4
I + I(+ H, H2 )l I (F) (+ H+, vUV) + +
I> 12 -> 13 14

I I I I
________ _______ _______ I -9

To begin to answer these questions, let us first note (Table
I.) the very limited number of reactants we have at our disposal 5
for our growth and fragmentation of bulk cluster ions from a
"seed crystal" ion under containerless/collisionless conditions.
Certainly H+ and e- are available. H is probably available via
stimulated recombination, although production rates may be a
problem. Most useful photons (v) are available, at least using
pulsed lasers. The formation of internally cold H2 will be dif- .
ficult, particularly if one insists on a reasonable efficiency.
H- will be exceedingly difficult to form and will henceforth be
ignored. Let us now turn to the cases of positive and negative
cluster ions separately.

III. Positive Ions

The collisional processes of interest are given in Tables II
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Table I. Reactants available for growth and fragmentation of .

large hydrogen cluster ions.
.. , .

probable questionable

H+  H2e- H

H

and III, for H+ ions with odd and even numbers of protons, re-
spectively. The collisional processes are categorized as G
(growth), F (fragmentation) and L (loss) processes. Note that
the growth processes employing H atoms should work well for N
odd, but not for N even. Indeed the process of growth by H atom
addition is limited by the competition between processes 3a. and
3b. in Table III. A cluster cannot be considered "large" for the
purposes of this discussion unless the rate for 3a. in Table III -

significantly exceeds the rate for 3b. in Table III. My purely
intuitive guess -s that this will require N - 103-4  Clearly
some fundamental research is needed to establish this. It cer-
tainly should happen for some finite value of N, however.

Table II. Collisional processes involving H+ ions with N odd (H.Z HJ(H2) (N-3)/2)

1. H+ + H+ -> 2H~l] -> 2 HtN/2 F

2. e- + HN -> CHN] -> 2 H -N/2 L
3. H + H' -> [H*+j] -> H+l + vIRG '

4. a. vIR + H ->H- 2 + H2  L
+~~ +2 + e-

b. vUV + HN -> IH2 ] + e -> 2 H+N/2 + e F
5. H 2 + H+ -> [HN+ 2

" 
-> HN+ 2 + vIR G

If internally cold H2 can somehow be produced, then process 5. in
Table II can be used for the growth process. This greatly re-
laxes the size needed for efficient growth. D. C. Tardy in Refe-
rence 3 has estimated that for cold hydrogen cluster ions, photo-
emission (3. a. in Table III) and H2 desorption (3. b. in Table
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Table III. Collisional processes involving H' ions with N even
(H (H2)(N-4)/2 H )

1. H+ + H+ -> [H+I] -> 2 HtN/2 F

2. e- + HA -> [2 Hn/2 L

3. a. H + H; -> H+I]t -> HN+I + vIR G

b. ->H_ 1 + H2  L

4. a. + H-2 + H2L

b. VUV + HA -> [HN + 2 ] + e -> 2 HtN/2 + e- F

5. H 2 + HN+-> [H +2] -> HA+2 + VIR G

III) are competitive for N = 27. He also has estimated that if
the cluster ion has the rather modest internal energy of 1000
cm-1 , the different rates are competitive at N = 37. Clearly
then the growth process alluded to in Section I. requires either
H atom addition to very large (N - 103-4) clusters or the more
problematical addition of cold H2 to somewhat smaller clusters (N
= 27-37). Nevertheless, it does appear likely that for some
cluster size, growth is feasible.

With regard to fragmentation, the possible processes are 1.
and 4. b. in Tables II and III. However, process 4. b. does in-
clude production of an e-. In the case of antimatter, such a
process would release an unacceptably large amount of energy (un-
less the corresponding positron could somehow be collected).
Thus the proton impact processes (1. in Tables II and III) are to
be favored, although there is no experimental verification of

* such processes at this time.

IV. Negative Ions
a 4

The negative ions Hj may not be stable in many instances.
Moreover, the Hj collisional processes, enumerated in Table IV,
are not as favorable as those given above for positive ions in
Tables II and III. In particular, loss by detachment (3. b. and
5. b.) may well compete with growth (3. a. and 5. a.). In addi-
tion it is not clear that many of the small HR ions are stable
(see e.g. the contribution by H. Michels to those proceedings5 ),
so producing a large Hj ion may be very difficult.

V. Summary

There are many potentially interesting processes involving
large cluster ions of hydrogen and very little current informa-
tion. Examination of the potential growth and fragmentation
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Table IV. Collisional processes involving HR.

1. a. H+ + HR -> HN + H L

b. ->HN- 1 + H2  L

2. e- + HR -> HR 2 ]t -> 2 H-N/2 F

t1. a. H + H -> [HR+,] -> HN+ I + IR G

b. -> HN+l + e- L

4. a. vIR + H > HN + e- L

b. ->H_ 2 + H2  L

t5. a. H2 + HR -> [HN+ 2) -> HN+ 2 + "IR G

b. ->HN+2 + e- L

processes, especially for the positive ions, would seem to be a
particularly appropriate study for research.
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Associative Two-Body Condensation in Laser-Cooled
Sodium and Hydrogen .

John Weiner
Department of Chemistry
University of Maryland

College Park, Maryland 20742

ABSTRACT

This report summarizes our understanding of two-body asso-
ciative ionization and radiative association in sodium atom
collisions and hydrogen atom collisions. We examine the feasabi-
lity of using these processes to promote condensation into
polyatomic clusters without recourse to collisional relaxation.

INTRODUCTION

The first part of this report will summarize what we know
about the dynamics of associative ionization collisions between S
Na atoms and contrast these findings to what we might expect in
the H + H system. We will then discuss the possible consequences
of very cold collisions on the product ion dimer internal state
distribution. In the second part we discuss our calculations of
radiative association in an ensemble of very cold sodium atoms
and show that, unless some stimulated process is invoked, the
product vibrational state distribution is likely to be broad.

I. ASSOCIATIVE IONIZATION

A. Total Rate Constants

My research group first undertook to measure accurately
associative ionization (AI) rate constants in alkali systems so
as to vauge their importance relative tR other inelastic pro-
cesses. The results of these studies i  demonstrate three impor-
tant points: (1) rate constants for h

Na(3s) + Na*(np) + Na 2 * + e: q < n < 15 (1)

are large, ranging from 3x10- 0 to a maximum of 2x10- 9 cm3 sec -

at n=11. (2) Rate constants increase rapidly with principal quan-
tum number to a maximum between n=9-11, after which they gra-
dually decline. eference I compares these findings to a theory S
advanced by Janev and Duman6 . Agreement was fair, but theory
and experiment appeared to be diverging at higher n. Recently
Boulmer and Weiner extended these results to n=27 and measured
rate constants involving s and d as well as p excited orbitals.
These new results (see Fig. 1) clearly demonstrate that the dyna-
mical picture imolicit in the theory proposed by Janev and Duman A_
is inadequate to account for the observations. (3) The rate
constant for AI between two excited Na atoms,

Na(3p 2P3 /2 ) + Ma(3p 2P3 /2 ) N tla2+ + e (2)
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is surprisinglv small (1.1xi0 - 1 1 cm? spc - 1) compared to those of

process (1). Reaction (2) is important because of the role it
plays in initiation of laser-triggered alkali vapor plasmas and S
because earlier studies had reported wildly different numbers for %
the AI rate coefficient. The work by Gallagher and Puennekens 7  .

in a high-pressure cell and our own work in crossed beams2,3 are
the only two studies to properly consider the important effects
of radiation trapping. These two determinations are in agreement
to within about 25%.

B. Velocity Dependence of AI Rate Constant

The surprisingly small rate constant for (3) immediately
raises the possibility of a potential barrier and suggests a
study of AI as a function of collision energy. We decided to S
attack this problem by initiating a velocity-selected crossed
beams experiment. A work station was established at the Regional
Laser Lab in Philadelphia in order to take advantage of the
available single-frequency ring dye laser needed to excite narrow
"s-function" velocity groups from the global velocity distribu-
tion of each Na beam. Scanning the laser frequency and measuring
the Na 2

+ production from AI leads to a direct determination of
the AI "excitation function" (probability vs. collision energy).
Figure 2 shows three of the the present experimental con-
figurations and refs. P - 10 report the results of the experi-
ment. We found a strong dependence of cross section on collision
velocity with a minimum at about 1.6xi0 3 m see - ' (0.15 eV) and a
steeply rising curve on both sides of the minimum. It appeared
that a single potential curve could not possibly account for this
behavior, and our tentative guess was that at least two poten-
tials, one attractive and the other reoulsive, contribute signi-
ficantly to the final associative ionization state. The curious
shape of the excitation function was quite unexpected, and it was •
clear from these initial results that the range of available
collision velocities had to be greatly expanded, especially
toward the energy region below 80 meV. References 9 and 10
escribe recent new results where we report the determination of

spin-selected 9 excitation functions for singlet and triplet
manifolds over a collision energy range frv 2.4 meV to 290 meV
(see Fig. 3) and p-lobe alignment selected excitation functions
over the same energe range (see Fig. 4). Although our interpre-
tation is still tentative in the spin-selected case, we believe
that the singlet curve sharply rising above about 0.15 eV is due
to the repulsive r - state while the low-energy feature peaking
at about 0.6 eV on %oth singlet and triplet excitation function'
is due to a collection of attractive states. In the ?-lobe
selected case (Fig. 4) we have shown11 that 3Zu and Eg+ are the
leading contributors at high energy.

C. Internal State Distributions
S

The distribution of rotational and vibrational states of the
product tons provide important information on the collision pro-
cess in two ways: (1) the rotational energy is directly related
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to the amount of orbital angular momentum available in the colli- :%
sion, and (2) the vibrational energy is related to the shape and
position of lhe electronic potential curves involved in the
transition.1  Reference 13 reports the results of an experiment
in which we have measured the internal state distributions of
process (2) and process (1) with n=6. As an alternate approach v
to accurately measuring the energy distribution of low-energy
electrons (a very difficult task below about 0.5 10 we have
chosen ohotofragment translational spectroscopy. 15 This tech-
nique involves photodissociation of the product ions and measure-
ment of fragment kinetic energies by time-of-flight (TOF). The
nascent Na 2+ internal energy distribution follows directly from
the fragment recoil kinetic energy distribution. Figure 5 shows
the fragment TOF spectrum for process (1) with n=6, together with
calculated spectra obtained for various choices of model internal
state distributions. The conclusion of a rather extensive analy-
sis based on Monte Carlo simulations is that: (1) the associative
ionization probability (opacity function) falls rapidly with
internuclear distance after a separation of about 2A; and (2) the
distribution of populated vibrational states is nonthermal,
increasing approximately linearly with vibrational level. We
find essentially the same results for process (2). In fact the
behavior of the opacity function is consistent with our earlier
study of the velocity dependence (section I.B) where, in order to
fit the high-velocity side of the excitation function, we assumed
an exponentialy decreasing form for the autoionization width and
found that the opacity function dropped essen tially to zero
beyond b-2.3A. It is interesting to note that although pro
cesses (1) and (2) have similar opacity functions, the overall
rate constant of (2) is only 3% of (1). Whether the disparity
in rate constants is due to widely differing Franck-Condon
overlap factors or autoionizing widths is an unresolved
auestion.

An essential point emerging from these studies is that,
although associative ionization usually has a large cross sec-
tion, the internal states of the product dimer ion will not be
narrowly distributed. In fact it appears that the vibrational
distribution is controlled by the continuumbound Franck-Condon
factors for all the relevant molecular states contributing to AI.
If this is indeed the case, then AI at very slow collisions
should favor the lowest vibrational states since the
Franck-Condon overlap factors will be greatest for v"=O of the
dimer ion. Further research is obviously required to investigate .
this point futher.

The analogous reaction in hydrogen to process (2),

H(2p) + H(2p) - H2  + e (3)

is probably not significant because the total energy is far above
the H2  dissociation limit. Probably Penning ionization rather
than associative ionization would therefore dominate the
branching ratio. A more likely process is

H(2s) + H('4d) + 2 + e (4) *
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in which only the AI channel is open. Production of H2  by pro-
cess (4) could be realized by an ensemble of laser-stopped hydro-
gen atoms immersed in Lyman-a molasses or confined in an optical
trap. A second laser stimulates the 9(2p) H(Ud) transition and
then the AI collision proceeds as in reaction (1). As in the Ma
case, cold-atom collisions should favor low vibrational level
population, but this has yet to be demonstrated.

II. RADIATIVE ASSOCIATION

A. INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in laser-cooling and trapping of atoms
have opened the possibility of studying an entirely new regime of
heavy-particle collision dynamics at ultracold temperatures. The
salient features of this new regime are: (1) the heavy-particle
de Broglie wavelength is much longer than the collisional
interaction range, (2) the width of the translational partition
function is comparable to the natural line width of the atomic
resonance transition, (3) the orbital angular momentum is so low
that only a few partial waves contribute to the scattering event.
Thus many conventional ideas characterizing heavy-particle colli-
sion dynamics have to be re-examined. For example, in Na atom
collisions the reduced mass at a temperature of 1 mK corresponds
to a de Broglie wavelength of about 550 a.u. Therefore the
semiclassical picture in which nuclear motion is treated as a
classical particle moving in an adiabatic potential breaks down
and must be replaced by a treatment fully quantal in both the r

nuclear and electronic motion. Narrowing of the translational
energy distribution function with decreasing temperature results
in a free-bound spectroscopy exhibiting lines of comparable
sharpness to those normally associated with bound-bound
spectroscopy. Furthermore, quantal scattering at low energy and
angular momentum implies that only a few partial waves contribute
to the process; and therefore, many quantum resonance features
normally obscured by summation over hundreds of partial waves
will be observable in the total cross section. In particular,
shape resonances, in which the colliding particles are trapped
behind a centrifugal barrier, may enhance the total cross section
for radiative association by orders of magnitude. Cold-atom
radiative collisions are important not only for their intrinsic
interest as a novel bond-forming mechanism but also for the role
they may play in other phenomena at low temperature such as ion
or neutral cluster condensation stabilized without third-body
collisions.

B. CALCULATIONS

The basic two-step pathway to radiative association is:

Na + Na + hwl + Na 2  (5)

Na 2 * + Na 2 + (6)
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Process (5) is a free-bound laser-induced absorption to an
excited state more attractive at long-range than the ground
state. The very cold atoms do not have sufficient energy to
escape the upper-state potential well by dissociation and are
confined to bound vibrational motion until they radiatively relax
to the ground dimer state. The computational task is to calcu-
late the rate of laser-induced radiative association as a func-
tion of laser flux , absorption cross section a, and atomic
density, N. The rate of reaction is given by,

R a N t (7)

and we relate ca to the small-gain emission cross section, ce, by,

_e hA

(8)

where A 64w4 < I v' lu e"> 12  (9)

and aa = 0e L. [N E (2J+1)e-'h/kT/QT ]  (10)g J' v' .]9 V-I
where QT is the translational partition function,

QT "'2ukT)3 /2

Note that the quantity in brackets in (10) is the number of atoms
that have the correct energy for the free-bound transition.
After the absorption, it remains to calculate the spectrum of the
bound-bound de-exictation to the internal manifold of the ground
state. The spontaneous emission Einstein A coefficient is given
by

A' 614 < V 1 I <v, l v,> 12  (11)T-E6 v'

and the emission cross section is

1 ,2 . %''...

A' g(v)

where g(v) is the Lorentz line-shape function. Figs. 6 and 7
show the normalized absorption coefficient and Einstein A spon-
taneous emission coefficient as a function of the frequency of
the exciting laser (hw I ). In Fig. 6 the ordinate is expressed as
the normalized absorption coefficient, k, from which an absolute
rate can be determined by taking the product of k with the atomic
density.
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Several points are worth noting: (1) the rate of radiative
association only becomes significant when the density exceeds
1010 atoms cm-3 . Below this threshold the signal is too weak to
be observed. (2) The emission is considerably blue-shifted from
the Na resonance line, and therefore a non-dispersive detector
can measure the integrated emission without interference from the
excitation line. (3) The vibrational distribution of 7round-
state dimers is rather broad, following the distribution of
Franck-Condon factors in the X + A sodium dimer emission.

Figure 8 shows the detailed absorption spectrum near
threshold. The peaks are P and R branch transitions from the
continuum of the ground state to low rotational levels of the
v'= 130 of the excited A state. Note that at several transitions
sharp resonances are clearly evident with enhancements i the
total absorption rate of about two orders of magnitude.

The broad distribution of external states calculated in Fig.
7 will probably be a general feature of radiative association in
hydrogen as well. The appropriate states are present in the H+H
system: and, taking the sin le manifold as an example, a laser
tuned to the red of the H2 (B "u ) dissociation limit will induce
association by

H(2s) + R(2s) + hw1 + H2 (B 'ru+) (12)

H2 * H2 (X lyg+) + 1w2 (13)

Processes (12), (13) are parallel to processes (5), (6) in
sodium. The rate of radiative association in hydrogen will pro-
bably be greater over a wider spectral range of hw1 because the B
state has a significant admixture of the ion pair (H , F-) state,

. making it attractive over an even longer range than the resonant
-, dipole-dipole interaction in sodium. The final internal state

distribution of the X state, produced by spontaneous emission
from the B state (equation (13)), is controlled by Franck-Condon
factors and will therefore be almost certainly vibrationally hot.
Stimulated emission B + X, however, could be used to direct popu-
lation into low-lying vibrational states. Details of the stimu-
lated process have not been calculated either in sodium or in
hydrogen and at this writing no experiment has been performed on
either system. A simplified theory of las -induced radiative
association has been worked out for sodium which indicates that
the overall process together with interesting quantum resonance
effects should be observable. • C..
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Fig. 3. Excitation function for spin-selected associative ionization (AI).
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Formation and Reactivity of Small Hydrogen Cluster Ions

Michael T. Bowers
Department of Chemistry %
University of California
Santa Barbara, CA 93106

ABSTRACT

A specially designed coaxial drift tube type ion source has
been utilized to generate ionic hydrogen clusters. The cluster
mass spectrum is dominated by odd clusters (H5 *, H +F H + ) in
line with past studies on hydrogen ion clusters. ior tRe first
time, however, even cluster ions are formed with relative
intensities H +>>H +>H +>H . The observation of a relatively •
intense H 6 plak (f 6 +/15+= 0.05) was unexpected. The peak at
nominal mass 6 was confirmed to be H + and not H D+ by high
resolution analysis. A number of po sible formation mechanisms
are proposed. The most likely is reaction of H,+ or H 5+ with
metastable electronically excited H * or H_*. The odd ions H_ +,
H_ and H + lose H in metastable riactioni. Theory indicatei S
tat a nascent Hg+1 cluster formed from H + + H collisions
accounts for the H metastable. The H + ion ii shown to lose H2
via tunneling through rotational barriers. The H + system is
intermediate.

INTRODUCTION

The question of the feasfjlity of antimatter propulsion
has been dealt with by Forward and will not be considered
further here. Also, the questions surrounding the suitability of
hydrogen ion clusters as potegjal storage media for antimatter
has been addressed previously and elsewhere in this report and S
won't be dealt with here. What will be dealt with are some
results on the formation and reactivity of small hydrogen ion
clusters 5ently obtained in our laboratory at UC Santa
Barbara. Our interest in these species has been stimulated
primarily by their fundamental importance. Because of the
relatively small number of,.lectrons, rather sophisticated
calculations can be done, the details of which are commented
on elsewhere in this report. One important consequence of these
calculations is the series of stable structures that have been
predicted for even (H 1, H+ etc.) and odd (H + H,+ , etc.) ,'-
clusters. A cartoon lummarizing these stable stru tures is given
in Fig. 1.

The paper will be organized as follows. The experimental
method will be briefly summarized. Next a results and discussion
section will be presented that highlights the important findings
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Fig. 1

in both even and odd clusters. A section will then be includedthat lists some of the important measurements that need to be
accomplished.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments were performed on a VG Analytical ZAB-2F
double focusing reverse geometry mass spectrometer (Fig. 2) [6]
Ions were formed by electron impact in a specially designed
temperature and pressure variable drift source. Th? 3eperimental
details have been fully discussed in the literature and will
only be briefly summarized here. In all instances the
temperature was maintained at 85 K and the H pressure between
0.3 and 0.5 torr. Ionization occurred by elictron impact using
500 eV electrons. Under these conditions the electron beam
penetrated the entire ion source from the electron entrance hole
to the ion exit slit.

ifi
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Fig. 2: Schematic of the instrument used to
obtain the data discussed in this paper.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A mass spectrum of species emitted from the ion source
under typical conditions is given in Fig. 3. The spectrum is
dominated by the odd cluster species H +, H.+ H, + and H9+ The
only significant even mass intensity i at as . The 9

discussion will be separated into two parts: first we willdiscuss the odd clusters and then the even clusters.

A. H5 , H + , H 9 + and H + V'.5 7 911

The dominant cluster intensities observed can be explained
by the following reactions in the ion source:

AH,eV"...
H + e- H + + 2e +15.43 (la)2 2
H2+ + H - H3+ + H -1.7 (1b)2 2 3
H3+ + 2H -- HS+ + H -0.29 (1c)3 2 5 2029 ()
HS+ + 2H - H + + H 2  -013 (1d)5 2 7 2 -. 3 (d

It is apparently not possible to stabilize the H4 + intermediate
in reaction (Ib) and consequently H + is not observed. These S

results qualitatively consistent with previous experimental
studies. One interesting point can be made by comparing the
intensities of HS, H + and H + to H +. Only a very small drop

5 7 9 11. -S
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Fig. 3: Mass spectrum of positive ions exiting the ion source
at hydrogen pressures of 0.5 torr. The very small
peaks at nominal mass 4, 8 and 10 are primarily H2D+,
H6D+ and HgD+ but very small amounts of H4

+ , H8 + and
H1+ are also found.

in intensity is observed between H + and H + but a precipitous
drop is observed for H + This caR be ratonalized by reference
to the structures in Fi. 1. Once all of the corners of the H 3
core are occupied by H2 -molecules, addition of the next H -
molecule must occur at an energetically less favorable siie
(probably above or below the plane of the H + core). This
observation has the consequence that the fohmation of H +

presents a kinetic bottleneck in building larger size H1 .
clusters starting from H3. In order to estimate the magnitude
of this problem the rate constants for the varying clustering
steps would have to be measured. These are currently not known. V..

One of the important aspects of hydrogen ion clustering is
the theoretical model used to describe the kinetics. Our group 'N
has pioneered the statf@1ical phase space theory of ion-neutral
association reactions. This theory has not as yet been
applied to hydrogen clustering. We have, however, applied it to
the calculation of the kinetic energy distribution expected from
the spontaneous dissociation of nascent hydrogen ion collision
complexes. For example:
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f +
H+ + -H (H) (2a)

+ b(H7 ~ -- H ++ H2  (2b) PV

H +2 s~ H 7+ + H 2( 2c)

The reaction sequence (2) is a specific example of the general
energy tran ~r mechanism responsible for ion neutral
clustering. The theory calculates the (E,J) distribution of
the (H7

4 ' In the association kinetics the values of k, k and7 ybs 0k are computed. However, an interesting test of the theoryi
ogtained by calculating the kinetic energy distribution of H +
H generated from spontaneous dissociation of nascent (H )'

T~ie data and theoretical predictions for.HJ, H7 + and H
spontaneously losing H2 are given in Fig. .

I * + 
b I

aa

s.c 
,.,eorE

* Phae SpCe Th.ay'* 1Kl
H -(p Ep

IK Phs pc Ter hs SaeTer

(aa
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It is apparent from Fig. 4 that for H + excellent agreement
between theory and experiment is obtained. 9This result verifies
the ion-induced dipole potential used in the theory is
appropriate, as is the overall formalism. Theory also predicts
the overall shape of the H + distribution but does not predict
the structure. For H +, very poor agreement between theory and
experiment is obtaineg. The reason for the poor agreement with
H, is that vibrational predissociation is no longer the
d ssociation mechanism. The H + data are well fit by a
combination of phase rgce theory and JWKB tunneling through
centrifugal barriers. The details are beyond the scope of
this paper. The calculations iconfirm that the potential
surfaces generated by Ahlrichs are accurate until very high
total angular momentum states are considered. The structure in
the H_+ kinetic energy distribution is presumed due to tunneling

*: although calculations were not done to confirm it.

B. H4 , H +, HS +and HO
4 6 a 10

No even hydrogen cluster had been unambiguously observed
until recent measurements in our group shoyg H,+ could be formed
from collisional dissociation of H + ions. Aence, we were
very surprised at the very large H, peak apparent in the mass
spectrum of Fig. 3. This observation was specially surprising
since only a tiny peak was observed at nominal mass 4. Hence,
clustering of H2 to either H4

+ or H2 D
+ could not be the source

for the peak at mass 6. In order to establish the isotopic
identity of the peak a high mass resolution scan was done. The
results are given in Fig. 5.

z IL1II 4 1f1H 40+
4H +

6 0 0 .142 64 6 046 6 048 6 040 6 042 6 044 6 046 6 148

AMU AMU

Fig. 5: High resolution spectra of the peak at nominal mass 6:
a) in research grade H2 , corresponding to the mass
spectrum in Fig. 3; b) with a trace of D2 added.

In pure research grade H , the dominant peak at mass 6 (95%) is
identified at the exact ass expected for H +. A small (5%)
contribution is due to H4D+. This assignmeRt is confirmed by the
addition of a trace amount of Dto the H resulting in the H D

2 4
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peak dominating the isotopic distribution (Fig. 5b).
The immediate question arises as to the origin ofj e

ion. This point is discussed in some detail elsewhere. R e
most likely candidates are given in reactions 3:

H3+ + Ha - H6+ +H (3a) up,3 3 6
H5+ + H - H6+ + H2  (3b)

H3+ +H ------ H6++ H (3c)3 5 6 2

Electraqally excited metastable H * has been shown to be long
lived, and hence H5* may also be long lived. The H3* and H
molecules are probably formed by recombination of electrons wit-
H, (v>O), H5 +, H7

4 etc. in the ion source. The coaxial nature of
t e source, Fig. 6, supports this mechanism because low energy -A
electrons and cluster ions are slowly drifting in an opposite
direction in a narrow cone in the center of the cell.

FIELD GUARD DRIFT RINGS

PRIMARY
- --ION

ELECTRON " i NEXIT
BEAM SLIT

(COAXIAL)

Fig. 6: Cutaway view of the ion source. The 500 eV electron
beam enters from the left. Scattered electrons drift
right to left while positive ions drift left tc. ri: h.t.

Additional experiments must be done to confirm this mechanism.
If correct, it may have important implications for antimatter
clustering.

Collision induced dissociation (CID) is a useful method for
deriving information on ion structures. The CID spectra of H6"
and H are given in Fig. 7. The H + CID spectrum is dominated
by lo s of H to form H + (-95%) wi h loss of two H molecules to
form H3 + pro&idlng most of the rest of the product ion current
(4%). Noteworthy, however, is the formation of small amounts of
H + and H +
46 The CID spectrum of H + is qualitatively much differen,

The loss of H to form H i about as probable as the loss of H..-
to form H.+ . Perhaps sarprising is the facile loss of both H ad S
H (or H *?) to form large amounts of H + . Both this fact and
t~e neceasarily exotic mechanism for foimation of H * indiLate
that possibly the H + ions formed and detected In o~r system may

6
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e+ H H Hlie H 5 ,4 ,3 . 2 , t lie H 6 . 5 , 4 . 3 , 2 .1

I

x 2001
U -0 A I

I ,, , I , I 1 , 1 1 1 1 1

o t 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
AMU AMU -"

Fig. 7. Collision induced dissociation spectra of a) H6 + and I
b) H7+ . Note that H and H2 are lost from H6 with
nearly equal probability while H2 loss from H7

+ is
approximately 1000 times more probable than H loss.

not be the structure Indicated in Fig. 1, although there is not p
conclusive evidence one way or the other. Some high level
calculations, including electronic excited states, should be done
on this system.

The presence of a strong H + peak in the mass spectrum
indicates that the ligand switching reaction 4 is very slow:

I
H6+ + H H+ H (4)6 2 7

since the average H + ion undergoes hundreds of collisions before
it exits the ion so~rce. If we are dealing with ground state

, ~ shown in Fig. 1, then Do(H + - H) D(H + - H ). Again
g od theoretical calculations sRould be done t8 confirm or
contradict this prediction.

Work that Needs to Be Done-

Throughout the text a number of suggestions have been made
for further work. These, and others, will be listed here.

1. The temperature dependence of the following association
rate constants must be measured:

H+  + H2 + M - H3 + M

H3 ++ H2 + M -' H5  + M

H9++ H + M - H ++ M
9 2 1
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Isotopic variations should also be measured as these
are of fundamental interest and will be important for
confirming the theoretical model. These should
include: del

H + D2 + M - HD2 + M

D+  + H2 + M - DH2 + M

H+  + HD + M - H2D + M2
H + + D + M- H D + + M3 2 3 2
D3+ + H + M D3H2+ + M3 2 3 2

All of these experiments, with the exception of H + +
+ 3H + M - H, + M will require an instrument that

iAjects the r actant ion into a differentially pumped
drift tube ion source containing the neutral reactant.
Such a device has been designed at UC Santa Barbara and
will be constructed within the next year.

2. Statistical theory calculations should be done on each
of the systems listed in 1. The simplest of these can
be initiated in the absence of experiment and can be
used to estimate the required source pressures and
temperatures for successful experiments to be
performed.

3. The mechanism of formation of H6 + should be pursued.
Ultimately this may require the construction of a
dedicated crossed beam machine. Initially, however, we
can alter the source conditions to test the proposed
mechanism. One suggestion made at the workshop was to
add small quantities of a thermal electron scavenger
(SF or CCl). We can also accurately measure the H +
arrival time distribution at the detector in a pulsea
experiment to see how it compares to H + and H '

35

4. Serious theoretical effort should be put into
calculating the structure and stability of H + in both -
the ground and low lying excited states. 6

5. Measurements of the rates of association of different
cluster ions with H atoms need to be made. An
instrument dedicated to these experiments will have tobe designed and built.

Acknowledgement: All of the experiments reported in this
paper were performed by Nick Kirchner, a graduate student in my
group. He deserves the major share of the credit. The work was
funded by a grant from NSF, whose support we gratefully
acknowledge.
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The H5 Potential Energy Hypersurfa2e.

Characterization of Ten Distinct
Energetically Low-Lying Stationary Points .

Yukio Yamaguchi, Jeffrey F. Gaw, Richard B. Remington, %
and Henry F. Schaefer III %

Department of Chemistry and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California

Berkeley, California 94720

Abstract

Ab initlo molecular electronic structure theory has been S
used in an attempt to characterize the low-lying stationary
points on the H5 potential energy hypersurface. Three distinct
levels of theory have been used: the self-consistent-field (SCF)
method, configuration interaction (CI) including all single and
double excitations, and full configuration interaction. Four .
different basis sets were used: double zeta (DZ), double zeta •
plus polarization (DZP), an extended basis set designated H
(6s2p/4s2p) and a second extended basis set designated H
(8s3p/6s3p). The higher levels of theory are in agreement that
the only minimum for H is a C 2 v structure, with three other
stationary points (of ;2d, C2v, and D2h symmetries) lying less -
than one kcal/mole higher In energy. The predicted dissociation 0
energy D is 5.5 kcal/mole, which is estimated to be about one
kcal/mole less than the exact D o . Furthermore, there are six
other stationary points lying less than 8 kcal/mole above the
minimum. Vibrational frequencies, dipole moments, and infrared -
intensities for each of the ten stationary points have been -

predicted at several different levels of theory. From the S
perspective of quantum chemistry, the H* system is very
attractive as a candidate for the study of the vibrational
lynamics of wea~ly bound systems.
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J. A. Montgomiery, Jr. and H. H. Michels
United Technologies Research Center

East Hartford, CT 06108

ABSTRACT

Ab initio calculations of the electronic structure of H -and H clus-n n
ters have been carried out using accurate Gaussian basis sets and with levels

of theory up to fourth-order perturbation theory (MP4) and single and double

excitation configuration interaction CCISD). The odd hydrogen cation addition

sequence, H + + H + H + appears to be thermodynamically stable for large
n 2 n+20-

size cluster formation. The even H6+ cation also exhibits surprising stabil-

ity in Dd symmetry. In contrast, the hydrogen anion addition sequences, H--
2d n

+ H +H1 and Hn + H2 + H~2 appear to be thermoneutral or unstable.
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INTRODUCTION

There have been numerous thermochemical and kinetics studies of weakly

bound ionic clusters during the past decade 1' 2  Of particular interest are

the H + cation and H - anion sequences since they represent examples of the
n n

chemistry of strong chemical bonding, in H3+ , the simplest hydrogen bonded

molecular ion, in H 5 , and the simplest atomic anion, H-. In addition, for

the first few members of these sequences, detailed ab initio quantum mechan-

ical calculations of their equilibrium bond lengths and vibrational spectra

can be carried out.

Very recently, the possibility of forming large H + clusters (n > 1000),n

that could be kept for long periods of time in a Penning trap, has been

discussed3 . Such a system is a prototype for bulk antiproton or antihydrogen

storage, with uses as high energy density material or as an energy source for

advanced propulsion concepts. The mechanism for formation and storage of

these large cluster ions can be understood only if the thermodynamics and

kinetics of the cluster growth processes are identified and analyzed in

detail. It is the purpose of this paper to examine the thermodynamic stabil-

ity of the first few members of the hydrogen cation and anion cluster

sequences since their stability is a requirement for defining a useful associ-

ation pathway for the growth of large clusters.

Numerous experiments 4'5 have measured the stability of the odd-membered

hydrogen clusters that are formed by the association reaction:

n +112 *Hn 2  ; n 3,5,7,... (1)

These clusters exhibit stabilization energies of approximately 3-6 kcal/mol,

in good agreement with theoretical calculations 6, 7. Until recently, the

even-membered hydrogen clusters had not been observed, with the exception of

the suggestion of a stable H4+ ion formed by the attachment of a H atom to the

H+ ion 8 . A very recent study of the even-membered clusters 9 suggests that

the R4+ observation could be interpreted as H2D+. This study also indicates a

high degree of stability for H 6 .
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In contrast, the negative hydrogen ion clusters have never been observed

and a recent careful search for stable or metastable H2  and H3  produced

negative results 0 . There have been several theoretical studies 11I12 which

support the existence of stable H3 , and higher clusters, but more accurate ao

initio calculations
1 3 shed doubt on this conclusion.

The present study is limited to an analysis of the 6+ and H + cation and

the H3- anion. Previous theoretical studies 6,7 of H5 + provide a basis for

comparison with the present work and allow us to access the accuracy of our .../

analysis of H 6 +, a system of particular interest in the hydrogen cation

sequence. Our analysis of H - is carried out using several basis sets and 5

four levels of theory in order to establish the stability of this anion. This PI

extensive study is necessary since a negative result for the stability of H 3 _,

coupled with the known, unstable structure for H2-, precludes any simple

association pathway for the growth of larger anion clusters. ..

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In order to establish the thermodynamic stability of these hydrogen

cluster ions, ab initio calculations were carried out to determine their elec-

tronic structure and stable geometries. Several Gaussian basis sets, with

increasing flexibility, were employed in these studies and levels of theory up

to single and double configuration interaction expansions (CISD) were

examined. We describe these calculations separately for our studies of the -

anion and cation structures.

Stability of H - S

The most extensive study of the Hn - anions previously reported is that

by Hirao and Yamabe 13 who carried out both SCF and CISD calculations using a

double-zeta plus polarization Gaussian basis set. Their results indicated

that successive ion clusters were stable by 0.5-1.0 kcal/mol in this approxi-

mation but that, for the critical H3 - anion, this stabilization energy

appeared to be less than the increased zero-point energy in forming H3  from

H- + H 2:

"% %.
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In order to clarify this stability issue for H 3-, we have carried out ab

initio calculations using three different Gaussian basis sets. The first (and

smallest) basis set was the (6 slp/ 4slp) construction reported by Nicolaides,

et al. 1 This basis set (labeled SMALL) is a slight improvement over the 4-

31G plus polarization (double-zeta plus polarization) basis set that was

employed by Rirao and Yamabe 13 . A somewhat more extended basis (labeled

LARGE) was then constructed by augmenting the hydrogen basis reported by

Siegbahm and Liu1 5 with a diffuse s-function (exponent - 0.016) and three p-

functions (exponents - 0.1, 0.4, 1.6). Finally, a very large (labeled HUGE) %

hydrogen basis was constructed by augmenting the basis reported by Dykstra, et

a1 16 with a diffuse s-function (exponent - 0.014) and a diffuse p-function

(exponent - 0.07).

SCF and perturbation theory calculations through the MP4 (SDTQ) level of

theory were performed with each of these basis sets. CISD calculations were

performed with the SMALL and LARGE basis sets. These calculations included

full geometry optimization and vibrational analysis. Computational timita- I.

tions allowed only a single point CISD energy calculation with the HUGE basis.

All calculations were performed with the GAUSSIAN 82 system of programs1 7.

The results of these calculations are summarized in Table I, which

includes the H- and H2 constituents as well as H 37. Note that program limita-

tions precluded the calculation of vibrational frequencies at the MP4 level.

It is clear from Table I that the inclusion of the vibrational zero point

energy is necessary to assess the stability of H 3-., We find with every basis

and level of theory that the H 3- ion is not stable with respect to R- and H 2.

This conclusion is supported by the results of earlier theoretical

work 1 2, 13, and by the recent experimental study of Bae, Coggiola, and

Peterson 

"

Stability of H5  and H6+

In order to assess the recent calculations by Yamaguchi, et a17 with

respect to basis set convergence, an SCF study of H + was carried out with the

HUGE basis. This is the first test of the possible importance of d-functions

in studies of hydrogen cluster ions. The results are shown in Table II which
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indicate that only a slight ipoent(1 mhartree) in the optimized SCF

energy is obtained by including d-functions. Our optimized geometries using ,

the HUGE basis are in excellent agreement with the results reported by

Yamaguchi, et a17 with a somewhat smaller (8s3p/6s3p) basis. Our very accu-

rate SCF analysis suggests that the C2v structure of H5', found in the e2p

earlier calculations of Yamaguchi, et al, 6 is indeed the lowest energy and

most stable structure for H5+. .

The theoretical calculations of Wright and Borkman 18 predict the most

stable configuration of H6+ to be an H3+ ring with attached H and H2 ligands

(see Fig. 1). However, it is difficult to visualize a mechanism for formation

of this structure under the experimental conditions reported by Kirchner and

Bowers 9
. We have made some preliminary calculations on H6 structures that

might be formed from H3 and H3*. Our calculations to date indicate that

the Wright and Borkman structure is not the lowest energy state of this

system. Instead, we find that the ground state of H 6+ may be of D2d symmetry

(see Fig. 2). SCF calculations with the SMALL and LARGE basis sets indicate a

lower energy for the Cs structure but more accurate MP2 calculations with "

the SMALL basis set show a lower energy for the D "twisted bow-tie" struc-
ture. Vibrational analyses indicate that both of these structures represent

true minima, and we estimate the C5 conformation to lie about 0.1 eV above

the ground D2d state. A summary of these results is given in Table III. We

suggest that the D structure may be that observed by Kirchner and Bowers, as
2 d

it seems more likely to be produced from H3*- H3 collisions than the C.

structure studied by Wright and Borkmanl 8. Further calculations are in

progress to more fully characterize the stationary points on the H 6+ potential

surface.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The present calculations appear to rule out the formation of hydrogen U

anion clusters though either of the association reactions:

Hn - + H *H n (2)
n n+l

H + H2  H (3)
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Although previous studies by Hirao and Yamabe 1 3 indicate a weak stability

for Hn - clusters, up to n - 13, the non-existence of H 27 and H 3- precludes

formation of higher clusters through either reaction (2) or (3). There

remains the possibility (albeit remote) that association of H- with a stable

Rydberg state of H 3 could produce H -. Further calculations are in progress

to access this association pathway.

Our studies of H5+ indicate that triple-zeta plus polarization quality

basis sets are probably adequate for quantitative studies of the hydrogen

cation clusters. A more complete characterization of Hn+ clusters is

indicated to obtain quantitative results for the energetics of hydrogen atom

addition. In addition, a complete IR frequency analysis should be carried out

on these optimized Hn+ structures in order to obtain a more accurate predic-

tion of their unimolecular decomposition rates. Studies of excited state

surfaces for Hn+ should also be carried out since radiatively induced stabi- -'

lization processes for cluster growth, such as

+ + 2 R + 1,2] (4)
Rn i2 n+2 ()"--

H+ b h H+ + hV' (5)
n+2 n' 2

may be important.

Finally, in light of the unusual stability observed for H6+, more

detailed studies of ion-Rydberg state association reactions should be under-

taken. In particular, an accurate characterization of several geometries for

H 6 should be carried out, including studies of the regions of the potential

energy surface connecting these geometries. Such studies will shed more light

on the stability question of H6 in D2d symmetry.

.-%
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PHOTON-ASSISTED FORMATION AND COOLING OF MOLECULAR HYDROGEN

Hanspeter Helm

Molecular Physics Department
SRI International

Menlo Park, California 94025

Abstract

We discuss photon-assisted reactions for forming molecular

hydrogen ions from protons and hydrogen atoms using free-bound S

absorption of the collision complex. We also discuss the possi-

bility of forming very weakly bound, electronically excited H2+

molecules in collisions between two electrons and two protons. A

third topic explores stimulated Raman scattering as a technique

to cool internal excitation of the molecules.

Introduction

This contribution discusses various techniques which could

assist in the controlled formation, cooling and state selection of % %

molecular hydrogen in a containerless environment, as may be re-

quired for antimatter molecule synthesis. The thoughts developed

in the following do rot provide a conclusive solution to the very

formidable problems associated with the formation of molecules from

.the basic constituents, electrons and protons, in the gas phase.

They do however promise low-yield synthesis, and they are meant to ,

stimulate theoretical and experimental work along new approaches.

Three of the many aspects important in molecular hydrogen

synthesis are explored. We first discuss limitations for stimu-

lating the radiative recombination rate in proton-hydrogen atom

collisions. Then we discuss the possibility of hydrogen atom S

formation in high density mixtures of electrons and protons. A

third subject regards the use of stimulated Raman-scattering to

cool and state-select molecular hydrogen.

MP 87-102
April 30, 1987"m
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1. Stimulated Radiative Association Reactions.

Only recently have radiative association reactions been

demonstrated in the laboratory. I Such reactions are considered to

be among those important for molecular synthesis in interstellar

clouds. Below we outline some of the fundamental parameters for

two schemes of the photon-assisted radiative association reaction

between protons and hydrogen atoms.

A. Radiative association via the 2_2j Sg_ transition of H."-

Collisions of protons and ground state hydrogen atoms at low

translational energies can be described as a coherent superposition 'V
of scattering events along the Iso (X2  and + )

potential energy curves. These two electronic states are connected
in an allowed dipole transition. This transition is the origin for

the bound-free photodissociation reaction of H12+ which has been

studied extensively in the visible and near UV3 ,4 (see Figure 1).

16000 -

-- A 2 1 +

U

E 8000 H+ +H

I

0 6471 A

< 14
_I -

z 10

" -8000
09L X 21:+" 6 1,.9I

-16000
0 1 2 3 4 5

INTERNUCLEAR SEPARATION (A)

Figure 1. Photodissociation of ground-state H2+ in 2pa.,lsoC

transition. Energy balance requires that the Rinetic euergyof the
proton-hydrogen pair, E be equal to the difference between the photon

energy and the bond energy of the photodissociated rovibrational
state.
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The inverse of this process, radiative association, should occur

with small probability in collisions of protons and H(ls) atoms and S

lead to the formation of stable H2+ ions. The classical turning

points on the 2pau potential energy curve, and hence the range of

vibrational levels of H2+ that can be populated in such a process

are determined by the collision energy. At thermal energies the

turning points lie at large internuclear senaration and only
infrared transitions into the highest vibrational levels of the
molecular ion efficiently contribute to the radiative association

process. Energetic collisions are required to access the repulsive .

2pou curve at short enough internuclear separation to allow radia-

tive events to reach the ground vibrational state of the molecular

ion (see Figure 1).

The rate at which radiative association events occur spon- S

taneously is determined by ratio of the lifetime for a radiative

transition to the collision lifetime, that is roughly one in 106

collisions may spontaneously lead to the formation of a stable

molecule. In principle the rate of formation can be enhanced by
stimulating the emission event with a photon of energy hv, but at
best an equilibrium between the population of any particular bound

H2  level (with a dissociation energy D) and the continuum
population p + H(Is) at the energy e - hv - D can be enforced.

To put the problem in a quantitative perspective involving
actual rates, we consider a test volume of 1 cm3 filled with N

protons and N hydrogen atoms, each at a translational energy of

5 meV. Assuming a hard sphere cross section of 1 A2 the rate of 0

proton-hydrogen atom collisions is 101 1 N2 sec -1 . At a density

N - i06 cm"3 we have 10 collisions per second. Consequently at a

spontaneous association rate of 1 in 106 collisions about one H2 +molecule will be formed spontaneously per day in such an envi-

ronment. From Figure I we can judge that the most likely levels of 01

H2
+ populated at collision energies of 5 meV (40 cm-1 ) are the

vibrational levels v 16 and higher.
To evaluate the efficiency of stimulating the association

reaction with external photons we consider the test volume to be

irradiated with a flux of P photons per second and per square
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centimeter from a laser with photon energy hv = 10 meV. The

photodissociation reaction of H2+ in high vibrational levels with

these photons has a cross section on the order of 10-16 cm2, giving

a rate of photodissociation of 10- 16p sec-1 . At P- 1020

photons/cm2secl (corresponding to 160 mW) the lifetime of H2+

against photodissociation becomes 100 Ps. This is the time that is

available to us to remove any H2+ molecules formed in the test

volume in order to prevent them from being destroyed by photodisso-

ciation. This very high far-infrared photon flux will enhance the

radiative association event according to the number of photons seen

by the collision complex p+H(ls). In a first estimate we assume

the size of the complex to be 1 A2 . The photon flux used above

gives us 104 photons per A2 and per second. Assuming a collision

lifetime of 0.1 ps we will have 10-9 photons per collision that are

useful for the stimulated radiative association. This value is

three orders of magnitude below the spontaneous rate, which we

estimated above to be of the order of 10-6 per collision. From

this we conclude that stimulated radiative association via the

repulsive 2pa u state is unlikely to be useful for enhancing the

rate of radiative association.

A possible alternative approach is to make use of electron-

ically excited states of H2+ and we discuss such a scheme below.

B. Spontaneous Radiative Stabilization of Electronically_

Excited H2
+ .

Bound excited states of H2
+ have been predicted 5 to exist

which are connected in allowed electronic transitions to the high-

lying vibrational levels of ground state H2+. In Figure 2 we show V

the lowest bound excited ungerade state, 2pwu, which correlates to

H + + H(2p). Predicted photon energies for transitions from the

ground state to 2pru lie near 1200 A. A calculation of the Frank-

Condon factors for the transition 2pu+lsa shows that a

significant portion of the radiative events from the excited state

to the ground state terminates at energies above the ground state

dissociation limit 6 (see Figure 3). For example the transitions M

100
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Figure 2. Photodissociation of ground state H2+ in 2Pu Is"
transition. Due to its equilibrium separatiqn the excited 2 I u statebridges the bound portion of ground state H2 with the continuum of

1so gISg.

4 n-----

\ ' \ \ \ ' \ \ \ \
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11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 Continuum

Figure 3. Franck-Condon Factors (represented by the height of the
bars) for the transition 2pw +Iso as a function of vibrational
level of grcund state H2  Te nafrow bars represent the transitions
into the bound portion of the ground state. The wide bars to the
right represent the portion of fluorescence terminating in the
continuum of the ground electronic state. (Ref. 6) .""
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from v - 2 of the 2pa u state preferentially populate the
vibrational levels 14 and 18 of the Iso state. However the sum of
the Franck-Condon Factors for all transitions from the 2pau
(v' - 2) state to the bound region of ground state H2+ accounts for

'Vonly 56% of all events. The remaining 44% terminate at energies
just above the dissociation limit H+ + H(1s) in the form of Condon
diffraction bands. The distribution of the transition intensities
to bound levels and to the continuum is shown in Figure 3 for
several vibrational levels of H2+ 2piu . In Figure 4 we show the
predicted distributions of translational energies of the
dissociation products which arise when the transitions from the
v - 2 and v - 0 vibrational levels terminate in the continuum of
the ground state. It may be seen that proton-hydrcgen pairs with
very low center-of-mass energies are produceu preferentially in
these bound-free transitions.

12 -

& Bound-Free Emission of H+ 2p ruC2

8 J

> L___ from v =0
4 fro v" 0

z v=2( 50),..

z
z0o0

MLThreshold H+ + H(ls)f1I .I I .

0 40 80 12C 160
CENTER-OF-MASS PROTON ENERGY (cm- 1 )

Figure 4. Kinetic energy distributi~n of proton-hydrogen pair3
formed in spontaneous emission of H2 (2piu) . (Taken from Ref. 6).
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In the spirit of the current discussion we explore the reverse

process, that is the possibility of photon absorption by slow %%

proton-hydrogen atom collision pairs, in the vicinity of the energy

difference between the ground state dissociation limit and a bound

vibrational level of the 2pwu state. The free-bound cross section

for this process can be significantly higher than that for the

first case considered, 2 Pou+Isog' since for 2 Pwu+s'Sg the

transition intensity is concentrated over a very small range of

continuum energies (10 meV in the example of v = 0 and 2 in

Figure 4, of which about 50 % are concentrated within a 10 cm 1

bandwidth close to threshold).

Following excitation of the 2pwu state the molecule has two

dominant channels for relaxation: It may either radiate back into

the continuum (and dissociate again) or into the bound vibrational 1
levels of H2 . A minor loss channel for H2

+ 2p u (W%) is the

infrared transition 7 to the 3dag state (not shown in Figure 2).

The photon emitted in the transition from the discrete 2 pwu

level to the bound levels of H2
+ is of higher energy than that used

for the excitation event. Therefore the reverse reaction which

appears as a limiting factor in process A discussed above is not an

issue in this scheme. The newly formed H2
+ molecule may however be

photodissociated at the excitation wavelength in a bound-free

transition involving the repulsive 2pou state (see Figures 1

and 2). It appears that by proper choice of the excitation

wavelengths this loss channel can be minimized since the cross

section for the bound-free photodissociation process 2 Pau+lsg .

oscillates with photon energy.
3

A quantitative analysis of the efficiency of this process and

its possible advantage over process A will have to entail a com-

1arison of the free-bound absorption probabilities for the '.

2Pwu Isg 9and Iso +2pa u transitions and a spectroscopic

determination the predicted bound 2 pru levels which have eluded

experimental observation to date.
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2. Formation of Rydberg Molecules of

Excitation of the electron in H2
+ leads to a dilution of nega-

tive charge between the protons and hence to a reduction in bond-

ing. The strongest bonding character in the electronically excited

states of H2
+ is retained for orbitals of the type dog, being 1.4 eV

and .6 eV for the states arising from H4 + H(n = 2) and H+ + H(n = 3)

respectively. Associated with the dilution of negative charge is an

increase in the bond length of the molecule (8 and 24 a0 respectively

for the two configurations mentioned above).

In the limit of high n these states converge to the repulsive
Coulomb curve H+ + H+ , the do states retaining substantial bonding

9o
character in wide shallow wells.

To gain a first picture of these loosely bound H2 + Rydberg

ions we may extrapolate what is currently known about excited

states of H2+ . In Figure 5 we show the lowest gerade states of

H2 . To obtain potential energy curves for high n values we may

scale the bond energies and bond lengths with n-3 and n3 respec-
tively. For example the equilibrium separation of the n=30 dog

state of H2+ is expected to be of the order of 104 A having a bond

energy of 5 cm-I1 . Molecules in such states can in principle be

formed in long-range encounters between two protons and two
electrons where one of the electrons removes the excess kinetic

energy of excited H2+. Assuming a Poisson distribution of
nearest neighbor distances we estimate that the probability for

.414such a four particle encounter is 104 s-1 when electron densities

of 1010 cm-3 and proton densities of 108 cm"3 are assumed. We note

that these densities are in the realm of the operation parameters 8

for the merged electron-proton ring which is currently under con-

struction at the University of Aarhus. "
While the dominant loss mechanism of such loosely bound H2

molecules will be via Coulomb collisions with neighboring charged

particles, at least two additional removal processes have to be

considered: one is the possibility of predissociation of the exited
molecule into H+ + H(m<n), a second is the temporary removal of the

collision complex from the region of efficient Coulomb breakup by

the vibrational motion of the molecule: once formed the vibrational
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Figure 5. Lowest gerade electronic states of H2+. (Taken from
Ref. 7).

motion of the species will pull protons together on the shallow

attractive excited state potential energy curve, thus separating it

in energy from the Coulomb dissociation limit. The breathing

motion of vibration in highly excited H2 is substantial: several

thousand A for n20. This extreme of nuclear motion in a wide

shallow potential well requires an extraordinary length of time.

The classical vibration should take nanoseconds and longer. While

this process will by itself not lead to the formation of stable

ground state H2+ it may offer a substantial time window in which

the excited molecules can be separated from the proton-electron

beam.
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3. Cooling of Hydrogen Molecules byStimulated Ra.pan Processes.
A very formidable problem posed in any scheme of condensing

molecular hydrogen in the gas phase is the requirement of cooling
internal and translational degrees of freedom of the species

formed. We suggest that cooling of internal degrees of freedom in

the molecule can be accomplished by stimulated Raman processes

involving either virtual, continuous or real bound levels of the

molecule.

This possibility is suggested by the recent report by Mohlmann 9p

of the observation of Anti-Stokes Raman shifting by H2
+ ions in a -

conventional Raman cell. When the irradiated area of the cell is

depleted of ground state hydrogen molecules by multiphoton ioni-
+ .

zation, then Raman shifting occurs on the remaining H2  ions with

comparable efficiency. Evidence for this is found in the observed

wavelength shifts which pinpoint the origin of the Raman process to

the vibrational spacing in the molecular ion. Mohlmann's +

experiment was carried out at 10.6 Pim, a wavelength where H2
+ in

its ground vibrational state cannot photodisjociate. The virtual

state involved in this Raman process has to derive its character

from an electronic excitation, and it must at this wavelength be

borrowed most efficiently from the 2pou state which is (for v = 0
of the ion) 12 eV nonresonant at vertical energies. • .

If spontaneous stimulated Raman processes occur with high proba-

bility in the ion then they can surely be induced deliberately using ..

two lasers tuned to wavelengths such that their photon energies

differ by rovibrational spacings of the ion (or neutral) molecule.

In this fashion the population in any pair of vibrational levels

can be equalized. In Figure 6 we show three possible schemes for

the Raman-process.

The experimental demonstration of a redistribution of vibra- 4

tional and rotational energy in a species such as H2 + is certainly

within the capabilities of current state of the art experiments. 4

To our knowledge a theoretical formulation of the Raman efficiency

using as an intermediate a virtual state derived from a repulsive

electronic state (such as the case for the 2pau state of H2+) has

not yet been given. The theoretical illumination of this process
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(a) (b) (C)

Figure 6. Stimulated Raman schemes to cool and state select
molecular hydrogen. The transitions indicated In a) and b) are
applicable to the case of H2+ and involve as intermediate a virtual
and dissociative electronic state respectively. Case c) is
applicable to neutral H2 and involves as intermediate a bound I
discrete level in the B or C state.

would greatly aid in determining the dependence of the Raman effi-

ciency on detuning from the intermediate state and help tailor demon-

stration experiments to successful operation parameters. In the case .

of H2 the only useful intermediate state for cooling rovibrational

excitation to the ground vibrational state of the ion appears to be

the repulsive 2pau state. In the case of the neutral hydrogen

molecule, internal energy cooling with resonant Raman processes may

more efficiently be achieved using as intermediate the bound levels in

the B1 Eu + or C1Uu states.

Conclusion

To date no experiments on controlled radiative association and

cooling of molecular hydrogen have been performed. Schemes such as

those discussed above may however soon be explored in high-density

merged-particle beams or in long-term storage devices such as ion

traps.

The low yield inherent in all H2 syntheses proposed to date

suggests that radically different approaches should also be subject to

closer inspection. Among these should be the search for antimatter

H2
+ molecules formed directly in the antiproton production process.

This certainly low probability event may yet compete, in both cost and

time, with the controlled generation of H2 + condensation centers for

antimatter clustering.
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QUANTUM MONTE CARLO STUDY OF THE MIES ASSOCIATED WITH
Ho(X '1E) and H2(B IE+)*

Sheng-Yu Huang and William A. Lester, Jr.
Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley

and Materials and Molecular Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,
Berkeley, California 04720

Introduction
Excited states of interacting systems, that are bound in the ground state

only by van der Waals forces, can interact to form strongly bound species. This
is found even for systems in which only one of the fragments is excited, and is
exemplified by the excimer states He -He*, Ar-Ar*, and H 2-H 2 *. Here the
asterisk denotes the first excited state of the same spin symmetry as the ground
state. Interest in the latter system has increased recently with the study of
Nicolaides et al.1 of the H 2(X 1E,) - H 2(B 'IE+) system because of the ionic
character of the B state, which these authors label at 4.Oao, where charge
transfer occurs, a maximum lonicity excited states (MIES). This state is of spe-
cial interest because of its strong electrostatic binding with the nonreactive
singlet ground state.

A model 1-3 based on MIES properties suggests that bound excited states of
polyatomic systems can be formed in regions characterized by an avoided crossing
with the ground state, if one of the interacting molecules can exist in a MIES.
The description for H 2-H 2 *, where H 2 * denotes H(B 1E) is one in which a
positive ion complex H+ is formed, and interacts in its ground state equilibrium
geometry (equilateral triangle with r = 1.65a ) with H-. The MIES geometry
corresponding to H + H- for the parent H2 D +) is the charge transfer region
at 4.Oao. The mechanism supported by Nicolaides, Theodorakopoulos, and Pet-
salakis (NTP) with CI computations is one of H+, which is electron deficient in
the center of the triangle, interacting with H- at a distance of roughly 4.Oao .. :
above the plane of the H + triangle.

Studies of the H 2 *-H 2 system are in progress in this laboratory using the
fixed-node quantum Monte Carlo (FNQMC) method. A brief introduction to the
method follows. •

Quantum Monte Carlo -% .

Monte Carlo approaches to solving problems with many degrees of freedom
are a class of statistical methods having in common the generation of "random"
numbers. In the past few years, Monte Carlo approaches have seen increased 0
application in a number of diverse fields. What we mean here by quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC) is a Monte Carlo procedure which solves the Schr6dinger
equation. This is to be distinguished from so-called variational Monte Carlo, in

*This work was supported by the U. S. Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory under Contract No
F04611-85-X-0068, through an agreement with the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract No DE-
AC03-76SF00098. "*Z..
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which one obtains expectation values for a given trial wave function.

This ability to stochastically solve the Schr~dinger equation provides an
alternative to conventional techniques of quantum chemistry. Early work4 has
shown that highly accurate total energies and correlation energies can be S.-,

obtained by QMC. In fact, in a procedurally simple manner, accuracies exceeding
those of the best ab initio configuration interaction calculations have been
obtained.

The essence of the procedure is to simulate a quantum system by allowing it
(and an ensemble of differently prepared systems) to evolve under the time-
dependent Schr~dinger equation in imaginary time. Excited states of the same i,'p

symmetry as lower state can also be computed with the method.

By writing the imaginary-time Schr5dinger equation with a shift in the zero
of energy as 5

aP(R ,t ) =- D 72,(R ,t ) + [ET-V(R )I (R,T ) 1

we see that It may be interpreted as a generalized diffusion equation. The first
term on the right-hand-side is the ordinary diffusion term, while the second term
is a position-dependent rate (or branching) term. For an electronic system,
D = T2/2me. R is the three-N dimensional coordinate vector of the N electrons,
and V (R) is the Coulomb potential. Since diffusion is the continuum limit of a
random walk, one may simulate Eq. (1) with the function * (note, not *2) as the
density of "walks". The walks undergo an exponential birth and death as given
by the rate term.

The steady-state solution to Eq. (1) is the time-independent Schr6dinger
equation. Thus we have '(R ,t )-*¢(R), where 0 is an energy eigenstate. The
value of ET at which the population of walkers is asymptotically constant gives
the energy elgenvalue. Early calculations employing Eq. (1) in this way were
done by Anderson on a number of one- to four-electron systems.5

In order to treat systems larger than two electrons, the Fermi nature of the
electrons must be taken into account. The antisymmetry of the eigenfunction
implies that 41 must change sign; however, a density (e.g., of walkers) cannot be
negative. The method which imposes antisymmetry, and at the same time pro-
vides efficient sampling (thereby reducing the statistical "noise"), is importance
sampling with an antisymmetric trial function *T'. The zeroes (nodes) of 4T

become absorbing boundaries for the diffusion process, which maintains the
antisymmetry. The additional boundary condition that *1 vanish at the nodes of .1
'PT is the fixed-node approximation. The magnitude of the error thus introduced
depends on the accuracy of the nodes of 41 T (&), and vanishes as %P T approaches
the true eigenfunction. To the extent that * T is a good approximation of the
wave function, the true eigenfunction is almost certainly quite small near the
nodes of %k'T. Thus one expects the fixed-node error to be small for reasonable
choices of T .

To implement importance sampling and the fixed-node approximation, Eq.
(1) is multiplied on both sides by 41T, and rewritten in terms of the new
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probably density f(9 ,t) Y T (R )p(R ,t ). The resultant equation for f(R ,t)
may be written

_--L D V 2 f +[ET-EL (R)]f-D v "f FQ (B&)]. (2)

The local energy EL (&), and the "quantum force" FQ (R) are simple functions
of %kT given by ,

EL (R -H * T (R)1y T (9) (3a) m

and

FQ(R) 2v* T (R)/ T(R ). (3b)

Equation (2), like Eq. (1) is a generalized diffusion equation, though now with the
addition of a drift term due to the presence of FQ. p

In order to perform the random walk implied by Eq. (2) we use a short-time
approximation to the Green's function which is used to evolve
f (R, ,t )-.f (R' ,t +r). This evolution process is iterated to large t. The Green's
function becomes exact in the limit of vanishing time-step size, r.

Progress Report on H2-H2
We have demonstrated that MCSCF wave functions as trial functions for "-"

FNQMC calculations can recover ; 100% of the correlation energy of ground
states and - 95% of the correlation energy of excited states.5 Using an extended
(triple zeta-plus-polarization (TZP)) basis set, MCSCF calculations were carried "I
out for the H4 MIES that confirmed the characteristics depicted in Fig. 1 for the
C3, pyramidal structure. These include the minimum energy geometry, the
doubly degenerate E ground state as H separates from H3 for R > 3.8 a.u., and
the nondegenerate A ground state for R < 3.8 a.u., consistent with an E- to A- A
state crossing at R = 3.8 a.u. For C, symmetry the avoided crossing was
obtained. Figure 2 displays the results of the MCSCF pilot computations. These P..
curves lie above those of (NTP)l and reflect the better capability of the ab initio
MRD-CI wave functions compared to the compact MCSCF trial functions needed
here as FNQMC trial functions. The key comparison, however, is with the
FNQMC results obtained with the MCSCF functions which is presented below. "J1

Calculations were carried out in C 2 , symmetry for H.(B) approach to
H 2(X) in which these molecules are contained initially in perpendicular planes
that bisect each other. Figure 3 displays this arrangement and summarizes, in
accompanying Table I, the sequence of geometry changes, labeled I-VII, that
carry the system from the asymptotic region to the neighborhood of the H 4

MIES configuration. Table I also contains the energy lowering associated with S
these steps. It is noteworthy that no energy barrier is encountered along this
path.

FNQMC calculations using the MCSCF trial functions discussed in Sec. A N.'
yield - 0.6-1.0 eV energy lowering compared to the results of NTP and are
presented in Fig. 4. Such a large change was not anticipated and so it was
important to test the validity of this finding. To this end a configuration
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interaction calculation including all single and double excitations (SDCI) using
the MCSCF pilot study basis set was carried out at R = 3.4 a.u. The energy
was 0.32 eV lower than NTP's value and is consistent with the improvement
expected based on studies of other systems.

Excited-state calculations provide the severest test of the FNQMC approach
because of the lack of knowledge of the accuracy of the excited state trial func-
tion needed to provide a nodal description that assures orthogonality to the
ground state of the same (A' ) symmetry (C$). MCSCF calculations close to the
pes avoided crossing suffered from root flipping. Despite the use of familiar
MCSCF strategies to address the problem, it could not be resolved.

The MCSCF convergence problem had been encountered earlier for
He - H 2(B) but resolved by the use of an ab initio CI method. Interest here in
using the FNQMC method led us to develop a method for trial function construc-
tion that avoids the MCSCF procedure. The approach amounts to the introduc-
tion of parameter optimization in the random walk process. Using group theory
a projection operator is constructed and used to constrain the wave function to
have the symmetry properties of the state of interest. Another projection opera-
tor is constructed that insures orthogonality to the ground state.

Concluding Remarks

The H 2-H 2 * system is a considerable theoretical and practical interest.
The FNQMC has been demonstrated to yield accuracies that are achieved only
with considerable difficulty using familiar ab initio methods. The goal of this
effort is to ascertain the stability and energetics of this molecular species.
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POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE CROSSING

FOR PYRAMIDAL H4

()C, SYMMTRY

R
> -2.035 A

-2.045-

3 4 Rau)5 6 r=L.70 au.

.2.025(b) C31 SYMMETRY

.2.035

S.2.045

E

-2.055
3 4 56 -.

R (a.u.)

Figure 1. Ground- and excited-state H4 potential energy curves for
trigonal pyramidal geometry (a) C5 symmetry and (b) C3v symmetry.
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APPROACH OF H2(B) TO H.,(X)

-HH
- d

R4 D '
L2 (-)

H5__ Hb%

Table 1. Geometries and energies for the approach of 112(B) to H2(X)

step R7 Li L2 L2(+) L2(-) - D energy lowering
1 5-2.2 1.40 2.43 1.215 1.215 0 -0.01

11 2.2 1.40 2.43 1.21,5-1.93 1.215-0.5 0.715 -0.20
II2.2 1.60 2.63 1.93-2.13 0.5 0.86.5 -0.20

IV 2.2-1.75 1.60 2.63 2.14 0.5 0.865 -1.0
V 1.75-1.515 1.60 2.73 2.23 0.5 0.915 -0.46
VI 1.55 1.80 3.13 2.23-2.63 0.5 1.115 -0.60
VII 1.50 1.70 3.23 2.63-2.73 0.5 1.165 -0.11

TOTAL ENERGY LOWERING FOR THE SEVEN STEPS IS 3.75 ev.

Distances in a.u.; energies in ev.
Rl-distance between the midpoint of H.,(X) and the point where H.b(B) mneets the H.,(X) plane.
L 1-Iength or H.,(X).
Ln,-Iength of H.4B). t Ar

L2(-)-length of H2(B) above H2(XK) plane.
L,(.).length of H.2(B) below H,(X 0lg.
D-magnitude of shift of H,(B) midpoint (above(+.) /below(-)) plane of H (X).

Figure 3. Geometries used to calculate the approach of Hj (B) to H 2(X). This
figure incorporates Table I which provides detailed georne tries and relative 1

energies.
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Infrared Spectroscopy of H 3 +

Mark Crofton/Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

The methods and results of infrared spectroscopy

of H+ by Oka and others are outlined. Possible application
of imilar methods to the spectroscopy of hydrogenic"- ,'
species such as H5 is discussed. -

The feasibility of containerless antimatter storage

as hydrogenic cluster ions depends in part upon the charac-
teristics of the eigenstates of the individual ions and
how they interact with each other. Yet these eigenstates ,
remain, to a large extent, unknown and unstudied. Because
of the rarity of stable electronically excited states
for polyatomic ions and the difficulty of microwave spec-

troscopy on the H n species (n = 3,5,...), vibration-rotation
spectroscopy is often the best or only way to obtain "

detailed information for these species. Such work is.
in its beginning stages. The two most important develop- v
ments in the spec roscopy of these species were 1) the•
observation by+ Oka in 1980 of the vibration-rotation

spectrum of H+ and 2) the more recent observation by
Lee of H, H, H etc. by vibrational predissociation ell.
spectroscopy.,

The primary focus of this report, as it was for F::..
the presentation at the SRI workshop, is on Oka's spectro-
scopic studies of H+ past and present, including discussionof future mehos an eauthor was a student of Oka from

1982-1986.The Hi molecular ion is the simplest polyatomic
system, and the subject of a great many theoretical studies
culminating in th eextremely accurate calculations ofCarney and Porter. The other major advances in under-

standing of H + were a) the beam-foil 5induced Coulomb
explosion expe riment of Gaillard et al. which confirmed

the expected equilateral 6 triangle structure, and b) the
observation by H arzberg l of Hm and D i Rydberg spectra.Oka'so nrtHn of the infrad ..) band of Ht by a

direct infrared absorption method repesents the first
direct spectroscopic in for this ion. A multiple-
reflection dc discharge cell and a difference frequency
spectrometer 7 as frequency tunable infrared source were e

used for th d 2) the source is generated by mixing-
radiation of an Ar laser with that of a dye laser

"Ar.?
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(VD ) in a temperature-controlled LiNbO 3 crystal, to produce
a few microwatts of infrared radiation. The frequency
( V - V) is tunable from 4400 - 2300 cm-l. The source
wasArfrequency modulated and the absorption signal demodula-
ted by phase-sensitive detection.

Since 1980 several new methods for generating and
detecting ions in the infrared have been developed.
The overall improvement in signal to noise ratio is two
to three orders of magnitude. The new methods inclwd5
use of different discharges, such as hollow cathode'
and alternating current, and new modulation technique
such as current modulation and velocity modulation 0 V

Also, improvemen in laser technology and use of source
noise subtractionilhas been important.

The information obtainable from the rotationally
resolved vibrational band includes the upper and lower

state molecular constants, which contain information
about the molecular geometry and the molecular Hamiltonian.
The molecular constants have been determined very well
for the ground state and v state from a variety of studies,
1,3 with J' as high aI 10. The effects of centrifugal
distortion and interactions of v, and vi states have
been analyzed. Because HJ is so light, it is very important
to fit the spectrum using a model which allows for higher-
order effects but has a low number of qqjustable parameters.
Two approaches were used by Watson, one using a conven-
tional effective Hamiltonian in a Pad" formulation and
the other a supermatrix approach. The Pade' formulation
converges more rapidly and gives a better fit, especially
at high J. The final fit of 111 observed H+ lines and
26 ground state term values had a standard deviation
of 0.065 cm-i with 31 adjustable parameters. A fit using
the potential constants as the least-squares adjustable
parameters will probably constitute a better approach.
Since all of these results have been published with lengthy
discussions of their significance, they will not be discussed
in detail here.

There has been no well-defined study of other H+
vibrational states. While Carrington and coworkers Il'
have been able to use Doppler-tuned ion beam laser spectro-
scopy to observe a rich and very. complex spectrum of

H3+ near its dissociation limit, they have not been ableto analyze it in detail. Some hot band lines involving
2 v2 and/or some other excited state may have been observed
in he hollow cathode emission spectrum by Majewski et
al.1  At the present level of sensitivity it may well
be possible to observe the 2 ofve and v i it mbands.
This woilbe t eped ie 2 ar r +  bythe a
This will be attempted in e near uture by the Oka
group.
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The deuterated isotopes D , HD+ and Ho D+h ve been
studied also; 2 1 band16,17of Dj, 91218 3ana V79 bands
of HD+ and 1,2 0  

' and 1316, 2 1 bads o H2D+.

while Lhere is much useful spectroscopic work left
to be done on H+ other hydrogenic species H+, H+, H+
etc. are much more poorly characterized. Some of theh
stretching vibrational frequencies and band structures
are known from the work of Okumura, Yeh and Lee. None
of these bands have been rotationally resolved, probably
as a result of homogeneous broadening since the upper
state vibrational energy in each s is greater than
the measured dissociation energies. 3 Rotational res-
olution would yield much more information concerning
the geometries and dynamics of these important ions.

Such resolution is likely to come in the case of H5 with
the oWeation of the relatively intense band at approxi-
mately , 1700 cm-i, which is somewhat analogous to+

the V) 2 band of H 3. The spectrum should be extremely
complex due to the presence of three tunneling motions,
each of which is expected to have a low potential barrier.
25,26 For H+ and H' an even lower photon energy may be
required fgr high resolution studies because of the lower
dissociation energies. The abundant production of H5 ,
at least, is not expected to be experimentally difficult.
The search for new spectra of H+ and H in solid, liquid

and gaseous hydrogen plasma will b one o the main thrusts
of the Oka group research effort in the near future.
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VIBRATIONAL SPECTROSCOPY OF THE HYDROGEN AND
HYDRATED HYDRONIUM CLUSTER IONS

L. I. YEH, M. OKUMURA, J. D. MYERS, and Y. T. LEE

Materials and Chemical Sciences Division
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and

Department of Chemistry, University of California %.p

Berkeley, California 94720 USA

ABSTRACT 0

Two series of cluster ions have beep investigated in our
laboratory. The hydrogen cluster ions H (n=5,7,9,11,13,15) .

have been probed in the region of the H-H stretch frequency fro,
3800 to 4200 cm . These hydrogen cluster ions consist of an H3
core which is solvated by H moieties. Upon excitation of an
H-H stretch, these ions undirgo vibrational predissociation
losing one or more H units. Absorption is monitored by
detecting the fragment ions as a function of the probe fre-
quency. Broad absorption bands were seen for these hydrogen
cluster ions. The peak absorption pofition increased signif-
icantly with larger cluster size to H9 and then remained
essentially constant to H

The hydrated hydronia ions H O +(H 0) (n=l,2,3) have been
ptudie ine waItneOro)35studied in_ similar fashion. A p obe 1 e was tuned from 3550

to 3800 cm to excite an O-H stretch. The dissociation energy
was much larger than the probe laser frequency. Therefore, a .
second laser was employed which utilized the multiphoton S
dissociation (MPD) process. Once again, fragment ions were
monitored as a function of the probe frequency. In this series
the antisymmetric and symmetric O-H stretch of the H 0 moieties
was observed. Rotational structure was resolved in ihe antisym-
metric 0-H stretch band in H 0 proving the power of this
technique for doing high res6iation infrared spectroscopy of
cluster ions.

INTRODUCTION

We have recently obtained gas phase infrared absorption
spectra of the mass selected hydrogen cluster ions and the
hydrated hydronium cluster ions by observing the consequences of
absorption of an IR photon. Previous experimental work on -.
cluster ions have largely been limited to thermochemical,
kinetic, or matrix studies. Many studies have eln.directed
toward determining the dissociation engrgy of H . Two of
the most recent studies were by Elford who found it to be 5.8 +
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1.2 kcal/mole and Beuhler, Ehrenson, a d Friedman7 who reported
6.6 + 0.3 kcal/mole. Recently, Miller has reported fluores-
cence excitation spectra of C F X (X= He, Ne, Ar, N ) with
vibrational structure. UntiI fecently, the only stady on
vibratign@f spectra of gas phase cluster ions was done by
Schwarz ' . In this early work, Schwarz studied both the am-
moniated ammonium ions and the hydrated hydronium ions. An
inherent difficulty of his technique was in determining which
cluster ion was responsible for a particular absorption feature.Nonetheless, he managed to roughly assign low resolution .vibrational spectra of these ions.

A considerable amount of theoretical calculations on
electronic structure and vibrational frequencies have been
carried out on these cluster ions. A large impetus for our
experimental studies was the work Igne by Schaefer and cowork-
ers. Yamaguchi, Gaw, and Schaefer calculated harmonic
vibrational frequencies with a femi-empirical correction factor
for the hydrogen cl9%ter ions H (n-5,7,9). Remington, Colvin,
Raine, and Schaefer did similRr calculations to obtain
vibrational frequencies, structures, and energies for the
hydrated hydronium series H 0"(H 0) (n-1,2,3). Although the
larger hydrogen cluster and henhydrated hydronium cluster
ions can be consi ered as H'$H4), and H 0 (H 0) , one ambi-guity for both H 3 " H and HO 0 is whither ihe nground state '

is an asymmetric stracture is implied in the above notation, or
a symmetric structure (H2"H -H or H OH -'OH ) where the center
proton is equally shared. The theoritical calculations show
that Tor both ions, the two structures are very close in energy;
for H , the asymmetric strcture is lower in energy by only 0.09
kcal/Role, whereas for H 0, the symmetric structure is lower in
energy by 0.2 kcal/mole. These theoretical predictions on themL
ground state structures are not in disagreement with our
experimental results. The larger cluster ions can accurately be
described as an H core solvated by H2 moieties and as an H3 0
core solvated by a 0 units. 2.3

EXPERIMENTAL

The apparatus used to study these cluster ions consists of
a rtio frequency octopole ion trap and a tandem mass spectrome-
ter . Two different ion sources were used to study the
hydrogen cluster ions. The first used a supersonic expansion of
-20 atm of ultrahigh purity hydrogen cooled to 135 K. The
neutral hydrogen clusters formed from the expansion welt then
ionized by a Brink's type electron bombardment ionizer . This
process yielded the odd mass cluster ions H (n-5,7,9,11,13,15).
The other ion source used was a corona discRarge source. -200
torr of UHP hydrogen was flowed past a needle set to +1.5 kV. A
corona discharge formed between this needle and the copper walls
of the source which were cooled to -20C. The vibrational
degrees of freedom were cooled in the high pressure drift region

-.• o-
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to approximately room temperature. This region was followed by 0
a supersonic expansion through a 75 = nozzle which effectively
cooled the rotational temperature. The motivation for building
the corona discharge source was the lower vibrational and
rotational temperature of the nascent ions as compared to the %JI
expansion followed by electron impact ionization source. The %J6

corona discharge source was the only one used in the hydrated
hydronium ion series.

Once the ions are formed, they're focused and mass selected
by a 600 sector magnet. They're then bent 900 to be collinear
with the laser as shown in Fig. 1. An octopole rf ion trap is
usually used to trap the ions and hold them while various
spectroscopic interrogations are made. The ions are then
released, mass filtered, and counted by a Daly-type ion counter.

Two different laser excitation schemes were employed. For
the hydrogen cluster ions, the dissociation energy of the
weakest bond is less than the frequency used to excite the
stretch of the H moiety. Thus, vibrational predissociation can ,
be used to monitgr the absorption by the cluster as a function 'U'

of laser frequency. This method is ideal for our experimental
apparatus due to the high detection sensitivity of the fragment
ions as contrasted with the lower sensitivity using conventional
absorption techniques.

The hydrated hydronium series needs a different laser
scheme. Here, the dissociation energy far exceeds the vibra- U- '
tional quantum of an O-H stretch. Thus, a two laser set-up was
necessary. The first laser excites the O-H stretch which places.- P.

the ion high up in the quasicontinuum. Once in the quasi-
continuum, resonant transitions are always likely in a certain
frequency range for an absorption because the density of states
is so high. Also, total absorption of photons is determined by
the fluence of the laser (photons/area) rather than the inten-
sity. Therefore, the second laser, which is a cw CO laser , is
set to a frequency and intensity where ground state ibsorption
is negligible. Those molecular ions excited by the first laser,
however, will absorb many CO laser photons and dissociate. So,
in this scheme, the CO lasei is fixed at a constant frequency
and intensity for a gigen parent cluster ion and the fragment _
ions are detected as a function of the first laser's frequency.

Two different tunable infrared lasers were used in these
experiments. An optical parametric oscillator (OPO) pumped by a
Nd:YAG was used for the initial scanning. Although this laser
had the advantage of high power, it had the disadvantage of
having a broad bandwidth. Thl other laser used was the Burleigh
F-center laser pumped by a Kr laser. The F-center }aser was
run both with an intracavity etalon (&v- 3 x 10 cm ) and
without the etalon (Av-0.5 cm ). Spectra taken using these ""
lasers will be compared in the next section.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Hydrogen cluster ions

The absorption band corresponding to an H-H stretch was
observelfig H (n-5,7,9,11,13,15). This work was reportel pre-
viously '  . Tn Fig. 2 is shown the absorption band for H
H,, and H . These spectra were taken using the electron igpact
in sourcl and the OPO. No rotational structure was observed
under these conditions. From the predicted structyres, the
rotational spacing in H was expecte~ to be -6 cm. Because
the linewidth of the OP was -10 cm, we went to the higher
resolution F-center laser. No rotational structure was observed
even under the conditions where we were limited by the Dopple.
width of the ions. Also in Fig. 2 are shown the spectra of H
and H+ These larger cluster ions have multiple dissociation 7

pathwlys. Although the band shapes are broad enough to cause
some ambiguity in determining the band origin, it is evident
that the frequency of the H-H stretch moiety increases with
larger cluster size.

H+ + Jw
H Fig. 3 shows the spectra obtained for H, H 1iH3 , and
H These peaks are also rather broad. Thl pol± tofiof the

p11k maximum as a function of cluster size is plotted in Fig. 4.
Although the peak maximum shifts to higher frequency with larger
cluster size, the shift is quite small after H The H-Hstretch in free H2 is not infrared allowed. TRe analogous

motion to the H-H stretch in the hydrogen cluster ions can be
seen due to the perturbation by the H core The three binding %
sites directly on the H become fillea at H The additional H,
units n the larger cluater units occupy sies farther removed 2

from H Therefore, we believe those additional H moieties are
too fai removed from the perturbation caused by thi H core to
become infrared allowed. The reason, then, that the aurve in .4.%
Fig. 4 levels out after H is that the H, stretch excited always
corresponds to one of the 2 moieties di ectly bound to the H
core.

The electron impact ion source used to take the above
spectra was expected to form the ions internally excited. In
contrast, the corona discharge ion source should be much cooler.
This difference was confirmed by the H5 spectra shown in Fig. 5.
The top panel shows the spectrum using the electron impact
source. The shoulder on the blue side of the peak becomes
markedly smaller on going to the corona discharge source. Also,
the absorption becomes much narrower using the corona discharge p

source. These observations lend credence to the theory that the
lack of observed rotational structure is due at least in part to
spectral congestion.
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As mentioned earlier, the symmetric HH H D structure 0
is only 0.09 kcal/mole higher in energy thin the grgqnd state %
asymmetric H' C,,tjructure at the full CI level with .
an extended iasi In fact, there are two more structures".
predicted to lie less than 1 kcal/Tole above the lowest energy
strusture. These are the planaf H'H, C and the planar
H *H *H D structures. The H5 m~le~ulir ion is, as all the
hjdrogeA ciqster ions are, very floppy and as such have several
structures close in energy to the ground state. These struc-
tures may in fact be barriers to different permutations of the
ground state structure. It is also possible that once the zero .4,
point energy of the motion connecting the structures is included
one or more of the double well potentials may give rise to a
broad single well.

The frequencies of the motions connecting these structures
are low. Even with the corona discharge source, these vibra-
tions are not expected to be effectively cooled. It is these
considerations which lead us to postulate that at least part of
the explanation for the lack of rotational structure is spectral
congestion.

Homogeneous broadening processes could also contribute. In
the larger cluster ions, several H2 moieties come off after
excitation of the H-H type stretch. The fragmentation distribu-
tion is shown in Fig. 6. This indicates that the intramolecular
vibrational redistribution rate must be much faster than the
rate of dissociation of an H2 unit.

B. Hydrated hydronium cluster ions

The hydrated hydronium ion H 0 (H 0) (n=l,2,3) wer-
studied using th F-cinter laser goth witheut (Av-0.5 cm ) and
with (AV-3 x 10 cm) the intracavity etalon. In the case
where the etalon was used, the true linewidth was limited by the
motion of the ions confined i the rf octopole trap. This
Doppler width was Av-0. 02 cm . Spectra for all three cluster
ions were obtained at low resolution in the O-H stretc region.,"

In Fig. 7 is shown the low resolution scan od H . Two
features are seen. The band centered at 3609 cm iR issigned
to the symmetric O-H stretch of an H 0 moiety. The other
feature is assigned to the antisymmeiric 0-H stretch of an H20
unit and has been resolved into a series of Q branches in a
perpendicular band progression. Details ofl his and other
spectra will be presented in a future paper .

13 1
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental apparatus.

Fig. 2. Vibrational predissociation spectra of H , H+, and H+ i

taken using the optical parametric oscillator. The ?ons
were formed in the electron impact ion source.

Fig. 3. Vibrational predissociation spectra of H;, H.., H , and
H (from top to bottom) taken using the F-cIter1 aser.
TAI ions were formed in the electron impact ion source.

Fig. 4. Plot of H-H stretch absorption peak frequency versus
hydrogen cluster size.

Fig. 5. Comparison of OPO spectra of H created in a a) electron
impact and b)corona discharge Ion source.

0
Fig. 6. Plot of the fragmentation branching ratios of the

hydrogen cluster ions after absorption of an IR photon.
+ *2.

Fig. 7. Vibrational spectrum of HO 2 created by the corona
dischargl source taken wih the F-center laser at
-0.5 cm resolution.
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THE ROLE OF ELECTRON-ION RECOMBINATION
IN BULK ANTIMATTER PRODUCTION 0

J.B.A. Mitchell
Department of Physics

and
Centre for Chemical Physics

The University of Western Ontario
London, Ontario, Canada. N6A 3K7

ABSTRACT

The differences between the recombination of electrons with
atomic ions and molecular ions is outlined. Methods for studying
recombination processes experimentally are described. A
discussion is given of how electron ion recombination must be e-

optimized in order to maximize the production of antimatter
cluster ions.

INTRODUCTION

Electron-Ion, (Positron-anti-ion) recombination processes
play a central role in the schemes for bulk antimatter production
discussed elsewhere in this volume. The neutralization of anti- P
protons to form antihydrogen is a crucial step in the process of
constructing antihydrogen cluster ions which are envisaged as the
most useful form in which to store antimatter. This neutrali-
zation process will most probably involve the two body radiative
recombination of antiprotons with positrons.

Once formed, the antihydrogen can combine with other antipro-
protons to form Iii and then on to H5, H------. At each
step positrons can recombine with the molecular ions leading to
their neutralization and fragmentation.

It is very important to understand the magnitudes of these
recombination processes and their detailed mechanisms in order to
optimize bulk antimatter production. The following discussion S
will be given in terms of normal matter interactions therefore
electron-ion recombination will be emphasized.

Energy must be delivered to an atom or a molecule in order
to ionize it. For electron-ion recombination to occur at least
some of this energy must be disposed of. The rate of the
recombination process depends critically upon the ability of an •
ion to release this energy.

The collision between a thermal electron and an ion takes
place in a time of -10- 16 secs. If the ion is a bare nucleus
such as a proton then the excess energy in a binary electron-ion
collision can only be released by photon emission. The process
is known as Radiative Recombination.

*Note: The analogous normal matter ions are Hj, Ht, Ht --- HA.
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e + A +  A +hv - - -1)

The problem here lies in the fact that typical times for
photon emission are -10- 9 seconds. Thus the likelihood of the
electron-ion pair losing energy via photon emission during the• collision time is very small. Hence radiative recombination at
thermal energies has a very small rate, i.e. the cross sectionfor the process is very small. Calculations of radiative recom-
bination cross sections are given in Bethe and Salpeter,(1957.

If the ion has at least one bound electron then it is
possible for the incoming electron to excite this electron and in
the process be itself captured into a high lying state. The
resulting atom has then two excited electrons neither of which
has sufficient energy to escape. This intermediate state will
usually decay via autoionization, i.e. the outer electron will be: ejected. This will occur within a typical timescale of -10- 13  "[

secs. If, however, the inner electron drops back to its original
state during the existence of the intermediate state, then the
outer electron will be left permanently bound and so the recom-
bination is stabilized. This process is illustrated in Figure 1.

e + A+ A +A* + hv-- (2)

The problem however is that again the typical time for radi-
ation is -10- 9 secs. Because the effective time of electron-ion
interaction has been increased by about a factor of 100, the
cross section for this process which is known as Dielectronic Re-
combination will be enhanced. It can be seen however from Figure
1 that the doubly excited states into which the electron can be
captured are discrete and so dielectronic recombination is a
resonant process which displays large cross sections at specific
electron energies only. Nevertheless dielectronic recombination
plays a very important role in the areas of stellar astrophysics
and thermonuclear fusion research. A series of reviews of di-
electronic recombination research has recently been compiled by
Nayfeh and Clarke, (1985).

Electron molecular ion recombination also occurs via an
initial capture into an autoionizing state which lies above the
ionization potential for the molecule. Such a state is illus- I
trated in Figure 2. The difference here is that the intermediatemolecular state can be repulsive and if this is so then when the
potential energy has dropped below the ionization potential of
the molecule, the state can no longer autoionize and the recombi-
nation is stabilized. The lifetime of the intermediate state is
again -10- -3 sec. but the time taken for dissociation is also
-10- 13 secs. This means that the stabilization is very effi-
ciently accomplished and so molecular ion recombination typically
exhibits very large cross sections. This process is known as
Dissociative Recombination and has been reviewed by Mitchell
(1987). (See also enclosed references.)
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MEASUREMENTS OF ELECTRON ION RECOMBINATION

A recent review of the techniques used for studying electron
molecular ion recombination has been given by Mitchell and
McGowan (1983). Studies of electron-atomic ion recombination are
reviewed in Nayfeh and Clarke, 1985. The major problem with %
measuring dissociative recombination in the laboratory is the
fact that the cross section is large only for collision energies
less than 1eV. For this reason most experimental measurements
have involved the study of the decline of the electron concen-
tration in a plasma as a function of time. Of particular note
are the studies of Biondi's group at Pittsburgh. In these
experiments a microwave discharge is created in a vessel at a
pressure of a few torr, Figure 3. The microwave generator is S
then turned off and the decay of the electron density in the
afterglow is examined by studying the scatter of a low power
microwave beam produced from a second generator. Provided losses
due to ambipolar diffusion are properly accounted for the rate
coefficient can be determined from the electron decay rate. The
identity of the principal ion species responsible for the recom- S
bination can be determined using a quadrupole mass spectrometer.

In certain cases the identity of the recombination products
has been determined spectroscopically but generally the afterglow
method is most useful for simply determining the recombination
rate. The temperature of the electrons in the afterglow can be
varied using microwave heating and this technique does not S

increase the temperature of the ions.
The vibrational state of the recombining ions has been

determined in some cases using laser induced fluorescence (Zipf
1980). Generally, however, it is expected to be low for most
molecular ions because of the high pressures used in the
experiment.

The other major approach to the study of electron ion recom-
bination involves the use of intersecting electron and ion beams.
This area has been reviewed by Mitchell and McGowan (1983) and
discussions concerning the technology of intersecting beam
experiments have been given by Auerbach et al (1977), Claeys and
Brouillard (1983) and by Dolder (1969). Only the merged beam
technique where the intersection angle between the beams - 0,

is capable of achieving very low centre of mass collision
energies. The Merged Electron-Ion Beam Experiment at The -
University of Western Ontario is illustrated in Figure (4).

An electron beam generated from a thermionic cathode is made
to merge with an ion beam from a 400 KeV Van de Graaff acceler-
ator using a trchoidal analyzer. This device uses crossed elec-
tric and magnetic fields to shift the beam from its original path
to a parallel but offset path which coincides with that of the
ion beam. The beams intersect over a distance of about 10 cms ,. I
before being demerged using a second trochoidal analyzer. The
electron beam is collected and measured using a faraday cup. The
ion beam is deflected using electrostatic condensor plates and it
too is collected and measured using a second faraday cup. The
neutral atoms resulting from electron ion recombination and back-
ground gas collisions are detected using a surface barrier detec-
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tor. Electron beam modulation and gated counting techniques are
used to separate true recombination signals from background
signals. The beams are scanned in the intersection region to
determine the effective collision area.

The recombination cross section is given in terms of
experimental parameters by:-

where vi ve Ii le are the ion and electron velocities and
currents respectively, L is the length of the collision region, e
is the electronic charge, F is the effective collision area (see
Keyser et al 1979) and Cn is the count rate f or the neutral
products of the recombination. Since all the necessary parameters
are measured experimentally, absolute cross sections can be
determined with this technique.

If one defines a reduced ion energy thus

zt~ e
E+ = - -(

then the centre of mass collision energy in a merged beam-.-
experiment is given by:-",

EC= E+ + Ee - 2(E+ Ee) Cos 0.- (111). ": ..

A discussion of the energy resolution in a merged beam experiment ".
has been given by Auerbach et al (1977), who showed that at low >.
centre of mass energy, the spread in the interaction energy is
dominated by the uncertainty in the intersection angle. Thus to
achieve very low interaction energies it is vital that the beams

.

be perfectly merged and that transvee nergies of the electron
beam, (caused by for example thermal spread, space charge effects
and electrostatic focussing) be minimized.-'"

NEUTRALIZATION CHEMISTRY !
In terms of recombination processes the formation of bulk

antimatter can be seen to comprise four stages.

(a) The neutralization of antiprotons.:5V
The formation of antihydrogen from antiprotons may be ]accomplished via radiative recombination with positrons. As

pointed out earlier, however, because of the disparity between
collision time and the time for radiation emission, the cross
section for this process is small. cr

An experiment is currently being planned to use a Merged beam .approach at the CERN Low Energy Antlproton Ring (LEAR) to study
this capture. The details of this experiment are iven cn ba
recent paper by Neumann et al (1983). In an effort to increase
the cross section it is proposed to use a laser to stimulate the

stabilizing photon emission transition.,.-.
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The problem is that once formed the antihydrogen can be re-
ionized by the laser beam. Because of this it is estimated that
the maximum achievable enhancement of the cross section can be of
the order of 110.

The cross section for radiative recombination is proportional"
to E-1 at low energies. Bethe and Salpeter, 1957. One might sup-
pose therefore that the merged beam approach would offer the
ability to enhance the antihydrogen yield by reducing the inter-
action energy to very small values. It can be seen however by
inverting equation (I) that the neutral count rate for a merged
beam experiment is proportional to L(vi-ve) where L is the length
of the collision region, vi and ve are the ion and electron velo-
cities. What this means in physical terms is that as the dif-
ference between the ion and electron velocities becomes small the
effective collision length becomes much shorter. Hence the abil-
ity for the apparatus to manufacture antihydrogen atoms will be
correspondingly reduced even though the capture cross section in-
creases. This effect has been demonstrated by Auerbach et al(1977).

There are at least two alternative approaches to antihydrogen
production which are being considered. One is to trap antiprotons
and positrons together in a hybrid trap and to give them time to
interact together. This is probably a better approach although it
will require a careful engineering design to ensure that the pos-
itrons and antiprotons actually occupy the same regions in space.

The second approach is to collide antiprotons with positron-
ium and to capture positrons via a straight forward charge
transfer process.

--.. , . . .

- + e+e - + + e - ( 3) .,-

In this case the electron carries away the excess energy and so
this process probably has a larger cross section.

Positronium can be produced by collisions of positrons with a '- '

solid target with production efficiencies as high as 50% (P.J.
Schultz, 1987, Private Communication). The lifetime of singlet
positronium is 0.125 ns whilst that of the triplet state is 140 16
ns. The relative populations of these two states is 1:3. This
approach certainly deserves further study. ,

(b) The formation of small molecules

Once antihydrogen has been formed then it is possible to form -
H2 and H3 via the reactions.

p- + H * H5 + hv - - (4)

and H + .4 Hj + hv - - (5)

These molecules might then be destroyed via positron-anti-ion
recombinat ion. .

i.e. Hi+e H+H - - (6)

+ e4 , ii + + i (7a)
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H2 + H-- (7b)

If the neutral products are free to leave the trap then these
processes will present a serious loss mechanism if their rate
coefficients are large and if positrons are present in the trap.

With regard to the recombination of HI with electrons it can
be seen from Figure 2 that provided the HI ions are in a
vibrational state v b 2, direct capture into a repulsive doubly
excited intermediate state is likely and therefore the process
will have a large cross section. Indeed this is the case as has
been shown by Peart & Dolder (1973) and by Auerbach et al 1977
(Figure 5). For HI (v A 1) however a low energy electron cannot
excite the H2 ** state directly. It is possible however for the
electron to be captured into a vibrationally excited autoionizing
rydberg state which can then make a subsequent transition to the
repulsive H2  state through which the recombination will bestabilized, i.e.

e + H + H~ R H2  H + H.

This process has been examined theoretically by Giusti et al
(1983), Takagi and Nakamura (1986) and most recently by Hickman
(1987).

The results of these calculations are compared in Figures 6.
It can be seen that despite the poor overlap with the resonant
state, the recombination cross section is still large at low
energies for HI (v = 0 and 1). Experimental measurements of
vibrationally cold H1 ions are currently in progress using the
merged beam technique.

It is more likely however that the H1_ions formed via reaction
4 will be vibrationally excited. Since Hi does not have a dipole
moment the radiative lifetime of these states is -I07 secs. and
since there will be no collisional de-excitation of the ions in
the trap, the recombination cross sections shown in Figure 5 will
be more appropriate.

The recombination of H5 may not be a serious problem however
for the following reason. In order to produce H5, hydrogen atom
trapping techniques, (See Phillips this volume) will be required
to keep the H atoms mixed with the 1+ in the ion trap. The H
atom products from the recombination of Rj will also therefore be
trapped.

Overall this will slow the rate of formation of Hi somewhat,
but the antimatter itself though chemically changed is not lost.

Once H- is formed via reaction 5 then it too can recombine
with positrons according to reaction 7. This is particularly
interesting since channel 7b produces H2 . Once molecular H2 is
available then a wide range of reactions opens up as described by
Stwalley (this volume). Mitchell et al (1983) have measured the
branching ratio for the dissociative channels following HI
recombination. Figure 7. As can be seen the channel leading to
H2 + H appears to be about a factor of 2 less favoured than that
producing H + H + H. However, more than 60% of HI ions used in
this study were vibrationally excited.
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Unlike Hj, the vibrationally excited states of HI will ..
radiatively decay in a time of a few msec. Oka (1981). For .:
vibrationally cold, Eq ions, it has been predicted (Michels and
Hobbs, 1984a) and possibly observed experimentally (Adams et al >
1983) that the recombination rate will drop to a very low value•.-
The reason for this can be seen from Figure 8. The resonant
state through which the recombination will proceed intersects the, .
Ht curve at an energy about leV above the zero point level. This .,rules out the possibility of direct dissociative recombin- ation

from low lying vibrational states. Michels and Hobbs (1984b)
have also predicted that indirect recombination should also be
very slow. A dain this reaction is currently being studied using
the merged beam technique. o dias

(c) Small cluster formation roy w

Followingr thi an be e small hydrogen molecules H H

ad e , condensation reactions to form higher clusters such as
cu rv, at , etc. should begin to proceed fairly rapidly See

Stwalley (this volume). Cluster ion recombination processes have
been reviewed by Smirmov (1977) and Biondi (1975). The recom-
bination rates for these ions are expected to be at least an
order of magnitude higher than that for vibrationally excited Hn
Bioni' group have used the microwave afterglow technique to
study a recombination with electrons, Leu et al (1973a),
MacDonald et al (1984), and their most recent results are shown

in Figure 9. ...Rates for higher hydrogen clusters have not been measuredsuch .
Figure y0 shows the rates for the recombination of water cluster
ions Hv + w (Hb) n .  It can be seen (Leu et al (1973b)) that the
rate rises linearly with increasing n. This is in agreement with

theoretical predictions of Bottcher (1978)..--"

(d) Large cluster formationayexid-.

At some point the complexity of the cluster will be such that
the recombination energy can be absorbed in the vibrational-
rotational motions of the molecule and so dissociative stabili-

zation will no longer dominate. It is not known at what size-..,this will occur.
Thiis a very important parameter because a large neutral

cluster will leave the trap and be lost since the laser

freq uencies used for trapping the H and H 3 molecules will
presumably not trap these clusters. Again this is a fertile area
of study. p i o f t r 9

SUMMARY"'In conclusion it is clear that (a) recombination processes
are important to bulk antimatter production and (b) a great deal

of work must be done before we a clear understanding of-
these phenomena. ld ai tt t
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ELECTROMAGNETIC MANIPULATION OF ATOMIC HYDROGEN 0

William D. Phillips, Phillip L. Gould*, and Paul D. Let .V

Electricity Division, National Bureau of Standards,
Gaithersburg, MD 20899

ABSTRACT

The production of atomic antihydrogen and its
condensation into molecules and clusters is likely to
involve various techniques of laser cooling,
electromagnetic trapping, and other kinds of
electromagnetic manipulations. We review some of the
possibilities for electromagnetic manipulation as they
apply to atomic hydrogen.

0
INTRODUCTION:

The precise ways in which the electromagnetic manipulation
of atomic antihydrogen will be needed in production of bulk
antimatter will depend upon the specific schemes which are used "'
for the production of the antihydrogen and the formation of bulk S
antimatter from it. Nevertheless, we can identify some general
concerns which probably apply to any such set of schemes.

Highly effective electromagnetic confinement of the
antimatter will be needed because: (1) antimatter is costly to
produce and losses must be minimized; (2) rates of formation of
atoms, molecules and clusters are likely to be low, so long
storage times will be needed to allow such reactions to go to
completion; (3) storage in ordinary material containers is out of
the question for antimatter.

Electromagnetic cooling will be important because :_'e
processes of atom, molecule and cluster formation are enabLed or
enhanced when the kinetic energy of the reactants s low-.
Furthermore, low kinetic energy may be a requirement for
confinement in some shallow electromagnetic traps.

Electromagnetic transfer of antimatter from one location to
another is also likely to be important. For example, the
environment in which atoms are formed may not be ideal for the
formation of molecules and clusters. Transfer of atoms may
involve acceleration, deceleration and focussing of atomic beams.

While the confinement, cooling and manipulation of '-,

antiprotons, positrons, antihydrogen, and clusters of
antihydrogen may be important, we will consider in this paper the
manipulation of neutral atoms. For simplicity, the discussion -' '

%S
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will concern hydrogen, with the understanding that the techniques S
will work as well for antihydrogen.

LASER DECELERATION AND COOLING OF ATOMIC BEAMS

Laser deceleration of an atomic beam was first demonstrated
in our laboratory in 19822. Since that time about a half dozen
other groups have succeeded in slowing and stopping atomic beams
of sodium, cesium and rubidium, and the technique is now well
established. The techniques for laser deceleration and the
experiments performed through mid-1985 have been reviewed in ref Co
3. The techniques for deceleration and velocity compression can
be used just as effectively to accelerate atoms. A combination S
of acceleration and deceleration could be used for transferring
atoms from one place to another.

Intense radiation at Lyman- (121.6 nm) is needed to
accelerate hydrogen. The technique for generation of the Lyman-a
is discussed elsewhere in these proceedings '. An important S
feature of Lyman-a generation is that for high efficiency
production, achieved by frequency multiplication from the visible
or near-visible, the radiation must be pulsed. Therefore, we
have analyzed the acceleration properties of a train of pulses.

Consider a train of identical n-pulses of length T,
separated by T, incident on a beam of two-level atoms. Assuming
that the pulse length is short compared to the lifetime, 1/y, and
that it simply inverts the population of the two-level system, we
find that the average fraction of time spent in the excited state
is

f = tanh(Ty/2)

Ty

The rate of photon absorption is the same as the rate of emission ""
and is given by fy. The acceleration is the absorption rate
times the velocity change per photon absorption, hk.M where k -s S
t'e photon wavevector and M is the atomic mass. Thus the
acceleration is given by a = fYk/M. The maximum possible
acceleration, obtained when T - 0, is identical to the
acceleration with continuous excitation at very high light
intensity and is given by amax = •k/2M. For Ty > 1, a
2amax/Ty. When Ty = 3, a ; 0.6 a max which is about the
acceleration achieved with continuous excitation on resonance
with a Rabi frequency equal to the decay rate.

We conclude that even with pulse spacings of several.
lifetimes, accelerations near the maximum are obtained. S
Furthermore, it can be shown that when the accelerating pulses .q

thare obtained by n harmonic generation so that the peak
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th
intensity in the harmonic goes as the n power of the intensity
in the fundamental, then for n > 2 more acceleration is achieved
with a pulse train than with the same average intensity used for
continuous harmonic generation.

The cw light intensity required to saturate the strongest
transition of the 1S - 2P manifold in hydrogen is about 15 W/cm2 .
Here, saturation means that a y where 0 is the Rabi frequency
in radians/second and y is the decay rate of the population of
the excited state. The ratio of peak power needed for a n pulse

2of length T to the cw saturation power is (it/yT) , so a 100 ps Tr-

pulse requires about 35 kW/cm2 peak power.

When Ty > 3, each i-pulse transfers about a photon momentum
Xk to the atom, with a resulting velocity kick of 3.3 m/s to the
hydrogen atom. Thermal velocity hydrogen atoms at 300 K, having

a velocity of 2.7 X 103 m/s, would require about 850 such kicks
to be stopped, and 4.2 K atoms would require 100. For Ty = 3 the
time and distance required to stop the atoms would be about 4.5
us and 6.1 mm at 300 K and 0.5 .s and 0.08 mm at 4.2 K. To
accomplish such deceleration, the frequency of the laser must be
chirped to compensate for the changing Doppler shift as the
atomic velocity changes. Also, heating due to transverse S
radiation of photons will occur if additional transverse cooling
is not provided. This heating will result in a transverse
momentum equivalent to that of the square root of the total
number of scattered photons.

COLLIMATION, FOCUSSING, AND OPTICAL MOLASSES 0

The transverse heating experienced by an atomic beam
undergoing laser deceleration or acceleration must be compensated
by collination or focussing in order to prevent loss of atoms as
the beam diverges. Such collimation, or transverse cooling, has
been demonstrated using both spontaneous and stimulated
forces. Since stimulated cooling requires very high satura-.:: on
parameters, it is likely that application to hydrogen wil: come
first from spontaneous cooling.

In its simplest conception transverse cooling is achieved by
crossing the atomic beam at right angles with a pair of
counterpropagating lasers beams tuned slighlty below resonance.
Atoms with a velocity component transverse to the atomic beam
axis will have that component damped by the laser beam directed
in the opposing direction, as the Doppler shift of that beam puts
it closer to resonance. A similar pair of transverse laser beams
orthogonal to the first provides complete transverse cooling.

If in addition the opposed laser beams are diverging as they
cross the atomic beam axis, atoms off the axis will feel a
restoring force resulting in a focussing of the atomic beam onto

-S1
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the axis . A combination of focussing and collimation will
result in an atomic beam concentrated on the axis, with a
transverse energy spread of approximately hy. For hydrogen this
corresponds to a velocity of about 9 m/s or a temperature of 5
mK.

If the average longitudinal velocity is brought near zero,
the transverse cooling can be extended to three dimensions with
three pairs of mutually orthogonal laser beams forming what is
known as optical molasses"8. Here, damping of the atomic
velocity occurs in all directions, resulting in a small total
velocity, as well as a sort of atomic Brownian motion leading to
long diffusion times for the atoms compared to the relatively
short transit time which would be implied by their ballistic
velocities.

ELECTROMAGENTIC TRAPS

The low kinetic energies achievable with laser cooling
enable atoms to be confined in electromagnetic traps. Many types
of traps for atoms have been proposed, but all of the stable
traps are quite shallow, having energy depths on the order of
about a kelvin or less (see ref. 3 for a review of types of
electromagnetic traps.)

The first electromagnetic trapping of neutral atoms was
accomplished using a magnetostatic trap for sodium atoms 9. A
magnetostatic trap works for atoms having a permanent magnetic
dipole moment, exerting forces on the atom by virtue of an
inhomogeneous magnetic field. Since a configuration of magnetic
field with an absolute maximum in field magnitude is not possible

, such traps must have absolute minima and therefore can trap
only those states of an atom whose energy increases in increasing
magnetic field.

The depth of a magnetostatic trap is the difference in
4nterac:iton energy of the magnetic moment with the magnetic field
from the lowest to the highest field in the trap. For a magnetic
moment of a Bohr magneton, as in the ground state of hydrogen,
the depth of a 5 T trap would be about 3.5 K. The first magnetic
trap for Na was only 17 mK deep and was loaded with laser cooled
atoms 9.

Since a magnetostatic trap can only hold states whose energy
increases with field, one must avoid any transitions to non-
trapping states. For slowly moving atoms, non adiabatic or
Majorana transitions are rare and will not be much of a problem
', especially if regions of low field are avoided. Laser
irradiation, however, may change the atomic state, making laser
cooling more difficult. Some of these problems can be avoided by
using magnetodynamic traps which work in a manner analogous to
rf traps for ions. Such traps work independently of the
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direction of the magnetic moment of the atom, so all states are
trapped, but the well depth is reduced compared to a static trap
with the same field.,

%4e
The only other form of neutral trap yet demonstrated is the

laser dipole trap. This trap works by virtue of the energy of
interaction (ac Stark shift) between the atom and an
inhomogeneous light field. The first such trap 12 had a depth of
5 inK, a volume of 10 7 cm , and was loaded with sodium atoms in
optical molasses. Other kinds of laser traps have been
proposed which rely on the ordinary radiation pressure force
(scattering force) rather than the dipole force. Such traps may
be deeper and larger than dipole traps and require less laser
power.

Magnetic and laser traps each have their own advantages and
disadvantages for storing antimatter. Magnetic traps may be more
stable because, apart from collisions, the stored atoms neither
gain nor lose energy. Laser traps constantly heat the atoms, but
at the same time can cool them, establishing an equilibrium
temperature. On the other hand, laser cooling is difficult in
magnetic traps. Magnetic traps may be easily made in quite large
volumes, while laser traps will be smaller. Laser traps are
easier to load because of the damping provided by laser cooling.

CONCLUSIONS

The tools for electromagnetic manipulation of atoms are well
established and based soundly on experiment. Application to
hydrogen and antihydrogen requires the extension of presently
available laser manipulation techniques to the use of trains of

* Lyman-a pulses.
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Abstract

The motivations and prospects for a measurement of the inertial mass of the ,
antiproton are discussed. Prospects for such a measurement are now excellent since 0
our TRAP Collaboration actually captured antiprotons in a Penning trap only several
months ago. An overview of ways to cool particles within the trap is provided and brief
speculations upon the possibility of producing antihydrogen in a trap are included. -
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A. The Antiproton Mass

Measurements of the antiproton mass 'l ', 4 are represented in Fig. 1. All of
these are deduced from measurements of the energy of x-rays radiated from highly
excited exotic atoms. For example. if an antiproton is captured in a Pb atom. it
can make radiative transitions from its n = 20 to n = 19 state. The antiproton is
still well outside the nucleus in this case, so that nuclear effects can be neglected.
The measured transition energy is essentially proportional to the reduced mass of the
nucleus and hence the antiproton mass can be deduced by comparing the measured
values with theoretical values, corrected for QED effects. The most accurate quoted
uncertainty is 5 x 10-5 and is consistent with the much more accurately known proton
mass. indicated by the dashed line. It looks like it would be difficult to extend the
accuracy realized with the exotic atom method. It might be possible. however, that
proton and antiproton masses could be compared directly in a storage ring. from
the spatial separation of counter propagating beams of protons and antiprotons at
comparable or somewhat improved accuracies. 5

Based upon precisions obtained with trapped electrons, positrons and protons.
it seems very likely that the measurement uncertainty in the ratio of antiproton to
proton masses could be reduced by more than 4 orders of magnitude. to order 10 9 or
better. A major question. however, is whether or not one should bother. The widely
accepted assumption of CPT invariance would insure that antiproton and proton
masses are equal. Fig. 2 shows the current status of experimental tests of CPT
invariance, taken from the Particle Data Group compilation6 with several updates.
Since CPT invariance implies that a particle and antiparticle have the same magnetic
moment (with opposite sign). the same inertial mass and the same mean life. the
tests are so grouped. The fractional accuracy is plotted, and baryons. mesons and
leptons are distinguished. The neutral kaon system provides a test of CPT invariance
of striking precision. Equally striking, however, is that only 3 other tests exceed I
part per million in accuracy, and these involve leptons only. In fact. :here is not even
a sing!e precision test of CPT invariance with baryons. The widespread faith in CPT
:nvariance is clearly based upon the success of deid theories in generai and not ':ion
a dearth of precision measurements.

We note here that it is even conceivable that proton and antiproton masses could
be different without a violation of CPT invariance. Precisely stated. CPT invarance
relates the mass of a proton in a matter universe to an antiproton in an antimatter
universe. A long range coupling to baryon number would not affect the kaon system

A. Bamberger. et. al.. Phys. Lett. 33B. 233 (1970).
2 Hu. et.al..Nucl. Phys. A 254. 403 (1975).

P.L. Roberson. et. al., Phys. Rev. C 16. 1945 t 1977).
B.L. Roberts. Phvs. Rev. D. 17. 358 (1978).
s. van der Mfeer. private communication.
Particle Data Group. Rev. Mod. Phys. 56. S1 (1984).
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but could shift differently the proton and antiproton masses. given the preponderance
of baryons in our apparatus and universe.

The scarcity of precise tests of CPT invariance makes the case for a precise corn- QN.

parison of proton and antiproton masses seem to be very strong to me, especially
since no precise test at all involves baryons. Such a measurement also satisfies several
additional criteria.

1. A big improvement in accuracy is involved, somewhere between four and five
orders of magnitude.

2. A simple. basic system is involved.
0

3. The technique used will be convincing if the masses are found to differ.

4. The measurement will involve a reasonable effort.

5. It will be fun.

The last two criteria are more subjective than the others, but important nonetheless. ,

B. First Slowing and Capture of Antiprotons in an Ion Trap

As you well know, antiprotons are created at energies of several GeV. Precision
experiments in Penning traps take place at millielectron volts (meV). An experimental
difficulty. then. is to reduce the antiprotons kinetic energy by approximately 12 orders
of magnitude, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The first slowing, from GeV energies down to
MeV energies takes place within LEAR. The unique capabilities of this machine are
well known here, so I will not discuss them further.

I am delighted to report that in the last several months the TRAP Collaboration F.
(PS 196) has taken 21.3 MeV antiprotons from LEAR (200 MeV/c) and slowed them
down :o below 3 keV. A: this energy they xere cauht in the small volume of an :on
*rap and iep "p o tn minutes. Members of ,he TRAP Collaboration are ,is',: n
, .g 4. 1 sOU, ,oint, out that :his effor: suiceeded .ies.te incredible :e;re

.he rapru:r of antiprotons. For examDie. ocr•red during a single 24 hour Der:o(.

The experiments went in two stages. In Mav. we used a simpie :ime-of-:,ig1.'.

apparatus to measure the energy distribution of antiDrotons emerging from a '-ick,
degrader. Since we have not yet finished our analysis. I present in Fig. 5 only a
preiminarv reslit takeii on line during the May run. The upper graph shows trans- .J'

mitted antiproroi i:lr,,n::rv versus thickness of the degrader. As degrader thickness -
i- increased. the inihmber of antiprotons drops as more of them are stopped in the de-
grader. The degrader thickness at the half intensity point is very close to the proton

.ang which i- onilpiled in standard tables. All energies of transmitted antiprotoll -
are inciuded and ,iost Of these antiprotons have energies above 3 keV which is "e
higne t enerry .vwe ,oiid trap. S

Th'e lower eur'.'o in Fig. .5 is more crucial. Here the number of anTiprotons wh ich
.....:.., :'corr ne de,:rader with ;ow k;net, criererge aiong the beam axis he,wew' 2

2'..
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and 8 keV is plotted versus degrader thickness. The low energy flux is clearly peaked
at the half intensity point of the upper curve. Approximately 1 in 104 of the incident
antiprotons emerges from the degrader with below 3 keV. These are the particles
available for trapping.

In July we returned to LEAR for a 24 hour attempt to actually catch antiprotons
in the small volume of an ion trap. An account of our success has just been published,
so I will only briefly summarize. The trap is very simple as is indicated in Fig. 6.
The slowest antiprotons leaving the thick degrader are confined in 2 dimensions to
field lines of the 6T superconducting magnet (dotted lines in Fig. 6) and are so
guided through the series of 3 trap electrodes. As the antiprotons enter the trap. the
first ring-shaped trap electrode (the entrance endcap) and the main ring electrode
are both grounded. The third cylindrical electrode (exit endcap) is at -3 kV so that
negative particles with energy less than 3 keV turn around on their magnetic field
lines and head back towards the entrance of the trap. Approximately 300 ns later.
before the antiprotons can escape through the entrance, the potential of the entrance
endcap is suddenly lowered to -3kV, catching them within the trap. The potential is
switched in 15 ns with a kryton circuit developed for this purpose and is applied to the
trap electrodes via an unterminated coaxial transmission line.8 The 3 keV potentials
and 15 ns rise times contrast sharply with the several volt potentials and the 100 ns
switching times used recently to capture Kr' in a few eV well.9

After antiprotons are held in the trap between 1 ms and 10 minutes, the potential
of the exit endcap is switched from -3 kv to 0 volts in 15 ns, releasing the antiprotons
from the trap. The antiprotons leave the trap along respective magnetic field lines

and annihilate at a beam stop well beyond the trap. The high energy charged pions
which are released are detected in a 1 cm thick cylindrical scintillator outside the
vacuum system. A multiscaler started when the potential is switched records the
number of detected annihilations over the next 6ps in time bins of 0.4gs. A second
mult:scaier records the :ion counts over a wider time range with less resolution to
monitor backgrounds. This time-of-flight method is similar to but iess refined "han
that ,ised on very low energy electrons and protons ejected from a Penning trap '.V;h
a 6 volt potent:al .ve iL 0

Fig. 7 shows a time-of-flight spectrum for antiprotons kept in the trap for 100s.
The spectrum includes 31 distinctly counted annihilations which corresponds to 41
trapped particles when the detector efficiency is included. We carefully checked that
these counts are not electronic artifacts. When the high voltage on the exit endcap
is switched to release antiprotons from the trap. a single count (occasionally two is
observed in the multichannel scalers. We take this to be time t = 0 and always remove

(;. Gabrielse. X. Fei. K. Helmerson. S.L. Rolston. R. Tjoelker. T.A. Trainor. H.
Kalinowsky. .J. Haas. W. Kells. Phys. Rev. Lett. 57. 2504 (1986)

X.Fei. R.Davisson and G.Gabrielse. Rev. of Sci. Inst. (in press).
S Schnatz. et.al.. NucI. Inst. and Meth. (in press)

:o (A. (rarf. H. Kalinow ,kv and .1. Traut. Z. Phvw. 207. 35 (19S0,
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a single count from the measured spectra. Otherwise, the background is completely

negligible. When the potential of the entrance endcap is switched on just 50 ns before

3 keV antiprotons arrive in the trap, when the magnetic field is off, or when the -3
keV on one of the electrodes is adiabatically turned off and then back on during a
100s trapping time to release trapped antiprotons, no counts are observed.

The potential on the exit endcap is lowered quickly compared to the transit time
of particles in the trap in order to maximize the detection efficiency. Even a small .-

number of trapped particles can be observed above possible background rates in the
6ps window. For trapping times shorter than 100s, however, we actually released.- MY
so many trapped antiprotons that our detection channel is severely saturated. For •
a 1 ms trapping time. we conservatively establish that more than 300 antiprotons
are trapped out of a burst of 108, which corresponds to trapping 3 x 10-6 of the
antiprotons incident at 21.3 MeV and 3,% of the antiprotons slowed below 3 keV in
the degrader. We observe that 5 particles remain in the trap after 10 minutes. This is
actually based upon only two trials (since we were reluctant to use up our short time
at LEAR holding antiprotons for long times), but both of these trials used a burst -- 

of antiprotons from LEAR of comparable intensity to that used for the 41 trapped
particles of the lO0s spectra in Fig. 7. If a simple exponential decay describes the
number of particles trapped between 100 a and 10 minutes, the decay time is 240
seconds. An extrapolation back to the loading time t = 0, however, would then
indicate that only 62 particles are initially trapped. We clearly observe many more
for a trapping time of 1 ms, suggesting that antiprotons are lost more rapidly at
earlier times.

A key point here is that the rate of cooling and annihilation via collisions with
background gas will decrease with decreasing pressure. The background pressure can
be made lower bv orders of magnitude compared to the present vacuum by cooling
a completely sealed vacuum enclosure to 4.2K. We thus expect a very significant
.ncrease :n achievable trapping times. Ur 10%

'%,* •

. ..

C. Cooling Particles Within the Trap

If. as we suspect. we will soon be able to hold antiprotons in a trap for times much
longer than 10 minutes. we feel rather confident that we will be able to cool them
from approximately 1 keV down to of order meV. When the background pressure is
greatly reduced. electron cooling seems to be the most promising method of cooling
trapped antiprotons from keV to eV energies. In fact. electrons are probably already
confined in the present trap. under the assumption that each antiproton emerging"
from the degrader liberates several electrons and many" of them are trapped. A 1 keV
antiproton traveling through a cloud of 1 eV electrons with density of 108/cm- ioses

energy exponentiallv with a time constant of I s or less, which is much shorter -han
-he time antiprotons w fere held. .lthough su'ch a calculation of electron cooling rate

%
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within a trap was only done recently,11 and the possibility of spatial separation of

trapped electrons and antiprotons must be investigated,12 such cooling is quite well
understood both experimentally and theoretically insofar as cold electron beams have%

often been used to cool various particle beams traveling along the same axis with the
same velocity.13

We presently prefer electron cooling as a first step because no resonant frequen-
cies are involved and it thus promises to be the quickest cooling scheme. Once the

r amplitude of the oscillation along the magnetic field line is sufficiently reduced. the
. oscillation frequency of this oscillation will become increasingly independent of am-

plitude. It then should be possible to couple to a resistor such as that used to detect
induced currents using a tuned circuit to cancel out the trap capacitance on resonance.
The induced current dissipates power in the resistor. This removes energy from the
axial oscillation, cooling the axial motion to the temperature of the resistor. Resistor e

cooling is a well established technique which has been used for many years.

D. Antihydrogen Production

While I would prefer to wait until we have completed a more detailed study which
is under way, I think it would be unfortunate if some thoughts about antihydrogen
production in traps were not part of this discussion. If one could make antihydrogen in
a particle trap, this would impact LEAR itself very much less than the merged beams
approach. Mfany years ago, we mentioned the possibility of putting positrons a;,d an-
tiprotons into a radio frequency trap at the same time in order to make antihydrogen. 14

At that time. there was no promising proposal for getting antiprotons in a trap, but ,_

this of course is no longer the case. Mfore recently, we mentioned the possibility which '"'

.",.

we have been studying for some time. of using a nested pair of Pening raps to
simultaneously capture positrons and antiprotons.mbs e sc o i t

To provide a concrete starting estimate consiofr a oud of lositrons of vouae
density n thermal equilibrium at 4.2 K. Fortiplicity we will assume he positrons
are each moving with the average speed a' firtsec. If we now simultaneousiv till
the same volume with N antiprotons with energies below ievn the relative vetocity

tudW. Kells. G. Gabrielse and K. Helmerson. Fermilab-Conf,-84/68 E (1984 . the
osiD.J. Larson J.C. Berquist. .l. Bollinger W.m. Itano and D.J. Wineland. Ph .

Rev. Lett. 57 70 (1986) et sho
Th F.T. Cole and E.E. Mills Ann. Re-. Nuc . Sci. 31. 295 (1981) eryf-t
liH. Dehmet. R.S. Van Dyck. Jr. P.B. chwinberg and G. Gabrielse, Bull. Am.

Phys. oc. 24. 7o 7 (1979)
W.Gabrielse. K. Helmerson. R. Tjoelker. X. Fe .T. Trainor. W. Kels. H. Kali-

nowskv in Proceedings of the First Workshop on Antnatter Physics at Low Energy.
piipre by B.E. Bonner and L.S. Pnskh. April 1986, Fermilabn pio-"a
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between antiprotons and positrons is the positron velocity '. since antiprotons are
much heavier. The antiproton production rate is thus approximately given by

R .:nz . (1),

The cross section for radiative recombination to any antihydrogen bound state is well
known' 6 so that

a ' 1-0 "B ; 10 
1 7 cm

2  
"" "

for i' = 10 6 cm/sec. where cB is the Bohr cross section. Suppose we take N = 104

which is larger than we have already achieved by a factor of 10 but looks to be a
realistic expectation. We further assume that n = 101 positrons/cm3 can be placed
in a trap at in thermal equilibrium at 4.2K. Together this gives a production rate

R ;- 10/sec. (3)

This rate could possibly be made larger by stimulation with a laser as suggested for
a merged beams experiment,17 perhaps by a factor of 10, depending upon how small
the interaction region can be made. Our favorite scheme is to stimulate to n = 3 or
higher. perhaps even with a diode laser. However, the effective rate is actually lower
owing to the duty cycle involved in loading a trap with antiprotons from LEAR.

Such low rates might be sufficient to observe antihydrogen for the first time.
When antihvdrogen is formed in an ion trap. the neutral atoms will no longer be
confined and will thus quickly strike the trap electrodes. Resulting annihilations of
the positron and antiprotons could be monitored. However. it is very clear that the
very low rate will make further experiments with antihvdrogen to be very different
than experiments with copious amounts of hydrogen, and much more difficult.

For me. the most attractive way around this difficultv would be to capture t-e an-
t:hydrogen in a neutrai part-icie -rap such as has been usedi 'or neutrons: and neura.
aMOMS,' , The ob'ective would be to then -,udv -he properties of a smail number of
a'oms confined :n he neutrai trap :'or a iong ime. ., ,7aDt':r an anih.drogen atom
dlryc:.' :nto a neuirai trap wouil require a neutral -rappn- l ,,eph of.rder 4.2 X
or Z x 10' eV This unfortunately is many orders of magnitude dee:er than what *s
being realized. Thus. laser cooling and ovtical molasses techniques would be required.
with Lv a lasers. The technologies which wouid eed to eonverge in order to Dermit

6 H. Bethe. E. Saltpeter. Quantum MXechanics of One and Two Elect'orn . o" In
Handbuch fur Physik. 35. SS (Springer. Springer. 1957).

R. Neumann. H. Poth. A. Winnacker. A. WVolf. Z. Phvs.313. 253 (19S31).
: K.J. K,i,glr. W Paul and T'. Trinks. Phvs. Lett. 72B. 422 197S.
SA.L. Nfiiall..1 V. Prodan. W.D. Phillips. T.H. Bergernan. H.J. Metcaif. Phys.

Rev. Lett. 54. 2596 1985). .
20 5. Chu. J.E. Bjorkholni. A. Ashkin and A. Cable. Phys. Rev. Let. 57. 314
(19561.,--
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the study of antihydrogen in a neutral trap is rather imposing, but may be possible.
It would also be necessary to minimize the rather strong interactions of the atom and
the neutral trap in order cto meaningfully study the properties of antihydrogen.

Since I am speculating in this section, let me make several comments relevant to
the discussions about gravity which are part of this school. I find the possibility of
measuring the acceleration due to gravity for a antiproton to be very appealing, if
it can be done. Another group is presently endeavoring to demonstrate that such a
measurement can be done with charged particles. 2' We are investigating a different

approach, to see whether such a measurement could possibly be done instead with 4.

neutral antihydrogen, in order to reduce the extreme sensitivity to stray charges.

Finally, to avoid the small cross sections involved in radiative capture. it has been
proposed to send positronium into a cloud of trapped antiprotons. 2 The cross section
is several orders of magnitude larger, but because the positronium can not be confined
in the same volume as the antiprotons for a long time, the rate seems to be lower
than considered here. There are nonetheless attractive features to this approach and
we are studying it further.
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ION TRAPS FOR LARGE STORAGE CAPACIT "l

D. J. Wineland '
Time and Frequency Division
National Bureau of Standards

Boulder, Colorado 80303

ABSTRACT

Ion storage in Penning-type or rf (Paul)-type traps is discussed.

Emphasis is given to low-energy, long-term confinement of high densities and

large numbers of ions. Maximum densities and numbers are estimated using a
low-temperature, static model of the ion plasmas in the traps. Destabilizing
mechanisms are briefly discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The following notes are concerned with the storage of large densities and
numbers of charged particles or ions in electromagnetic traps. Certainly,

this is a small part of the problem concerned with the accumulation, storage, ..

and manipulation of antimatter. However, this particular problem appears to

be interesting by itself and may have interesting applications elsewhere.

Devices such as tokamaks and tandem-mirror machines for fusion plasmas are no:

discussed because we concentrate on long-term, low-energy confinement which is

desirable for antimatter storage. For brevity, only Paul (rf) and Penning-

type traps',5 are discussed. Maximum densities and maximum numbers of ions .
for one or a mixture of species with different charge to mass ratio are
investigated.

,ENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

'e wil assume that thermal equilibrium of the stored ion sample has -e0 -

achieved. This condition may not always be achieved or desirable. :or
xample, antihydrogen might best be made by passing antiprotons through " -

positrons without thermal equilibrium between these two species being

achieved. For long term storage, however, thermal equilibrium appears like'.

If we assume that the ion trap has symmetry about the z axis, the therma'

equilibrium distribution function for the ith species can be written - -

3/2 "
f n, T exp -(HI -w2)/k T] ,

*Contribution of the National Bureau of Standards; not subject to U.S.

Copyright.
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mi is the ion mass. k. is Boltzmann's constant, T is the ion temperature, and
and n, are constants (determined below). If a magnetic field is

superimposed along the z axis (B - Be), then

Hi - mv±2/2 + qiO(x) (2) .

is the ion energy and

lZi -miveiri + qiAo(x)rj/c (3)

is the ion canonical angular momentum. qi and vi are the ion charge and
velocity, and vi - Ivl. vs, and As, are the 9 components of the velocity and
the vector potential, and r, is the radial coordinate of the ion in
cylindrical coordinates. 0 - 01 + OT + OLd is the total potential, which is
written as the sum of the potential that is due to ion space charge 0,, the
applied trap potential OT, and the potential, OiDd , that is due to the induced
charges on the trap electrodes.9  We choose the symmetric gauge where A(x) - B
x x/2, so that Asi - Br,/2. We can therefore write the distribution function
as

I
- . 3/2

-(xv) n,(x) ) exp[- i(vi-wri) 2 /k3T], (4)
27rk a T.['

where ni (x) is the ion density given by
I

n,(x) - niexp~ w) r2 /kB T) (5).

We assume that the trap potential is adjusted to make - 0 at the origin, in
which case n, is.the ion density at the center of the trap for a single ion
species. From Eq. 4, we see that the ion cloud, or non-neutral ion plasma,
rotates at frequency w. JQ=, - Jq,.IB/mic is the cyclotron frequency. The
signs of w and 0,. indicate the sense of circulation where we use the right-
hand ruie. For example, Q., is negative for positive ions (q.>O) and is
oositive for q<O.

in the limit T-0, we must have .,-m( -r.)r-/2 - 0 for f. to be we [

behaved. This condition and Poisson's equation imply that the charge dens,-'.,
,. at the position of the ions be given by

p - "p " + m w ( nQ -w )/(2 q ), (6) -I

where p' is a fictitious charge density arising for rf traps since the
pseudopotential does not satisfy Poisson's equation9 (see below). By low
temperature, we mean that the Debye length, A , for the plasma given bvs ."

A2 - kT/(41rn~q2 ) , (7)

is short compared to the plasma dimensions. From Eq. 7. we can write

182
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AD 6.9(T/ni)4/Z cm, (8)

where T is expressed in kelvin, n, is expressed in cm" 3 , and Z is the ion
charge in units of the proton charge. For T - 4 K, Z - 1, and n, - 10a/cm
AD - 14 um. Therefore, for the low temperatures desired for long term
storage, the T-0 limit will usually be valid.

PENNING TYPE TRAPS

By Penning-type trap, we will mean that the trap is formed by a static

magnetic field B - B2 and an axially symmetric electric trap potential, o., of.
the form (in spherical coordinates)

T k ]~P(cos ) (9)
k

where Ck are constants and Pk is a Legendre polynomial of order k. Axial
symmetry is particularly important for the Penning trap. If the trap is not
axially symmetric, angular momentum can be coupled into the ions and they will
diffuse out of the trap. If the trap is axially symmetric, angular momentum
is a constant of the motion and stable ion clouds are maintained.10  For
spectroscopy,'-. particularly mass spectroscopy, 5,. 1,, 2 we desire a
r 2 p2 (cos 9) as indicated in Fig. 1. This is because the ion motions
(neglecting relativistic effects) will be harmonic. A fourth order trap where
OT c r"P4(cOs 0) would look something like that in Fig. 2.

V ,e A

e d, I l . . .

S"

Fig. 1. Electrode configuration for the quadrupole rf (Paul) or Penning iraz- '
inner surfaces of electrodes are assumed to be equipotentials of :). and te.'

effect of truncating the electrodes is neglected. r, is the inner radiuis of ''

the ring electrode and 2z, is the endcap to endcap spacing.
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mas unt) *.ax is inepndn of Z. Fro Fig 3 n-q 1 ~e a 1_.

number~~~~~' ofios Nmx s ienb

whass unis) andh ae ise indepenrdnstaof Z. iFromiFg.,3randeEq.v11y the
numertoflions, a ) ise givten bytepam asmn tecnrlc;idri

N1ax .4 x i0 Z r +hB (T) / )/h (12)%

where rs ande hn arets the plasmauderadiusmuandbheightr incrsetely the

magnitude of this potential to confine ions along the z axis. If we eliminate

For or- 30 kV, B 10lT, rp/r. 0.5, and Z -1, we find r2 M/10.

A few examples of n(max) and N(max) for these values of 0., B, and pr
are illustrated in table I. From the above considerations and table I, large
mass storage would favor ions with large values of M.

Table I. Example parameters for a cylinder Penning-type trap. Fig. 3 applies -

with V. > -30 kV, B - 10 T, rp/r. - 0.5, and Z -1.

M(u) hc) r(cm) n(max)(cm 3) N

1 500 0.32 2.7x101 1  4.3x1013 -0.7x10 7mg
_00O c00 10 2.7x101 4.3xl0 - 0.7x10 :rg
.1336 5C0 0.0075 5.xO4.3%1011

:-f'?AU1L) - YPE TRAPS

P;1ul or rf - type traps provide trapping of charged particles in
Osciating, spatially-nonuniform electric fields. It. is also possible to --Ise
static electric fields to alter the trapping geometry somewhat,'- but for
simplicity, we assume trapping in pure oscillating fields here. If the
trapping potential is given by

then, for 0 suffici-entlyl high (defined below), ions are confined in a pseudo
potential, given by'

S1
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O~j j I-OO 1) 1 (4m 02(16)

The fictitious charge density is given by V 20p - -4irp. For spectroscopy,
the usual choice is the quadrupole rf trap where 00 a r2P,(cos 9) (spherical
coordinates).4' 5  This makes the trap pseudopotential harmonic in all
directions. In this case, 0 sufficiently high means'

5

qz i m _ I.2+ Z2 (17)
S  +2z)

V0 is the magnitude of the rf voltage applied between ring end endcaps whose
dimensions are indicated in Fig. 1.

If we assume that the "secular" motion in the pseudopotential well of Eq.

16 can be cooled, and if we assume w - 0, the density of ions for a single

species is determined by space charge repulsion and is given by 4'5 (dropping
the subscripts)

n - 8.3 x 108 qzV 0 (kV)/(Z(r2+2z02)). (18)

If we neglect Oind, the shape of the ion plasma is a spheroid of revolution.
9

If we also assume r0 - 2z0 , and assume that the dimensions of the ion cloud
are equal to inner trap dimensions, the maximum number of ions is given by

N(max) - 2.3 x iO qz z0V0 (kV)/Z. (19)

From Eq. 17, we have

Q/2ir(Mlz) - 5.7(V0 (kV)Z/( Mq z )) /z 0 . (20)

From Eqs. 18-20, we tabulate a few example parameters in table II.

Table If. Example parameters for a quadrupole rf trap.

. V0 (kv) qz Z r 0 (cm) n(cm"3 ) N Q/21r(MHz)

1000 10 0.5 1 1 2.8x109  5.8x109  0.81
1 ... .... 25

1/1836 ... .... 1100
0.005 " 2.8xi07  5.8xlO' 11 GHz

M " 0.5 " 20 6.9xlO 1.2x1011 1.3/M.

%%.
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We note the independence of n and N(max) on M. For electrons and positrons,

the practical limits on n and N(max) may be due to the required large values

of 0.

For higher order rf traps, 00(r) might take the form given by Eq. 9.

Perhaps a more useful form of 00 is given by the potential (in cylindrical
coordinates)

40 (r,8,z) - V0 rk~l cos((k+1)8]/r 0k I, (21)

where 9 is the azimuthal angle and k is an integer. A sketch of such a trap %

for k-2 is given in Fig. 4. Ideally, the electrode surfaces are
equipotentials of Eq. 21; in Fig. 4, they are shown as cylindrical rods for
simplicity. k-I describes the Paul quadrupole mass filter. The ends of the

trap could be closed off by bending the rods in towards the axis of the trap
or using endcaps with appropriate static potentials thereby making a cylinder

rf-type trap. Alternatively, the individual rods could be connected end-on-
end to make a kind of race track.13

".is "

.
oo 0,.& :,- ..,

V~e v C4 si

Fig. 4. Sketch of cylinder rf-type trap for k - 2.

Experimental examples of higher order traps are given in refs. 14 and 1 .

From Eqs. 16 and 21,

46 - C r
2  

, (22)

where

C - qjV2(k+l)Z/(4mf 2r0
2(k+1)). (23)

% .

.pi is cylindrically symmetric. 
'p

From Gauss's law, the density of stored ions is determined by space

charge repulsion and is given by (if we assume W - 0)

n,(r) - k 2 C,,r 2 ( k' ) / ( rq j ) .  (24)

187
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Therefore, for k >> 1, the ions tend to form cylindrical shells near the inner
edge of the trap electrodes where r - r0 . If the ions occupy the space out to
r - r0 , integration of Eq. 24 gives

N(max) k(k+1)2 V~h ir(2
)- 32 q1  o (25)

where q. is the stability parameter analogous to Eq. 17, and r. is defined
in Fig. 4. We have

qxi - 8 V 0qj/(mjn
2r,2 ). (26)

For k - 1, ro/r 0 - .2 and q .~ 1 for stability. For k - 1, the ratio of
N(max) for the cylinder rf - trap to N(max) for the rf quadrupole trap of Eqs.
15 - 20, is equal to 3h/(4z0 ) where h is the length of the plasma column as in
Fig. 3. For k >> 1, we have

N(max)k/N(max)k., - kx2 /8, (27)

where we have assummed that the required value of the trap stability
parameter, q,, is independent of k. Thus, N(max) increases approximately as
kh/z0 .

ION MIXTURES

For brevity, we consider only two ion species, with charge-to-mass ratios
q,/m, P q2 /m2 . The results are easily generalized to more species. When
qj/q2 > 0, we consider only cylinder-type traps for simplicity. However the
qualitative aspects of the results apply to other geometries.

Cylinder ?enning-type trap. (a _2 > 0)

In Eq. 6, with p' - 0 for the Penning-type trap, p can be single valued
only if the two ion species occupy different spatial regions. QualitativeL,
since thermal equilibrium implies that w is the same for all ions, if q, - q2
and m7 > m, species 2 is forced to larger radii than species 1 because of the
larger centrifugal force acting on it. This separation has been theoretically
and experimentally studied.6 , 

7 In the T - 0 limit, the separation should be
complete with a gap between the species. If we look along the z axis of the
trap, the spatial distributions appear as in Fig. 5.

The ion densities are still given by Eq. 10. The maximum density of the
outer species is again given by w - C 2/ 2 . Using this value of w, we can find
the corresponding value of n,. The separation of the plasmas is given by

solving the equation of motion for the rotation motion of species 2 at the
radius a2 . We find

a2/b18 (Pg/P 2 ) (28)
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For a2 - bi > AD, we expect the thermal contact between the two species to be
reduced. %Irk.

- >

Fig. 5. Centrifugal separation of ion species in cylinder Penning or rf-type 0
trap. The view is along the z axis, B is into the paper, and q,, q2 > 0.

A possible configuration for maintaining cold trapped positrons3 in a
Penning trap might be the following. Consider simultaneous trapping of
positrons and 9 Be+ ions. The gBe ions would form a hollow cylinder around
the central e column. Using laser cooling, the 9 Be ions and therefore the
positrons could be cooled to temperatures much less than 1 K.1 In addition,
angular momentum can be imparted to the ions in the laser cooling process to
prevent radial diffusion of both species.17  In this way, a stable, low
temperature positron sample could be maintained. It is likely that W would be
limited to the value for maximum 9Be+ density; that is w(max) - Q,.( 9Be*)/2.
If we assume B - 10 T this would limit the maximum positron density to n(e) =
5.9xlO'/cm3 .

It would be nice to realize a similar scheme for antiprotons;
unfortunately, negative ions suitable for laser cooling do not seem to be
available. Cooling of antiprotons by thermalized electrons should work!
20 In the condition of thermal equilibrium, the antiprotons form a hollow

cylinder around the electrons. In order to prevent radial diffusion, angular
momentum of the appropriate sign might be imparted to the ions by partic-e •

beams,2 positive or negative feedback on the ion motion 2 >2 2 or angular
momentum transfer from plasma waves.

2 3 2

Cylinder rf-type trap (,_q2 > 0)

For the rf-type trap, assumming w - 0, separation of the species with
qj/mj r q2 /m2 occurs because the pseudopotential wells are unequal. This %

phenomenon has been investigated for the quadrupole trap configuration. A
simpler case to analyze is that of the cylinder rf-type trap where 0 is given
by Eq. 21. If we assume q,/m, > q2 /m., Fig. 5 again applies. Ion densities ,e

are still given by Eq. 24 and the separation of species can be easily
determined by noting that at r - a2 , the space-charge electric field outward S
from species 1 is just equal to the pseudopotential field inward acting on

species 2. We find

% NN8
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*a 2  Z1...2 ]k(29)
b, iZ 2Mi

Low order traps (e.g., k - 1 (quadrupole trap)) can give rise to a significant

separation of the species.

Penning-tvpe traps (ql/0 2 < 0)

Simultaneous trapping of charges of opposite sign is particularly
interesting in the context of this meeting. An important example is the
simultaneous trapping of positrons and antiprotons for the production of
antihydrogen by radiative recombination.

* For the Penning-type trap, simultaneous trapping of charges of opposite
sign is precluded because it is impossible to simultaneously trap both species
along z. Therefore, to achieve a mixture of positive and negative ions, one
species must be injected through the other. A possible arrangement might be
to stack Penning traps for charges of opposite sign along the z axis in a
"nested" arrangement as suggested in ref. 26. If positrons are stored in the
central trap, antiprotons could be passed back and forth between traps
adjacent to the central trap. Angular momentum transfer would tend to spread
the positrons, but this might be overcome as described in the previous
section.

rf - ty-e traps (91/Q 2 < 0)

In the pseudopotential approximation, it is apparent that if N1q1  N2 qz
the ions shrink to a point! The practical limit would appear to be due to rf
heating which tends to keep the ions very hot. This problem is accentuated
for simultaneous storage of positive and negative ions since they can come
very close together due to Coulomb attraction and the rf micromotions' 5 are
180 ° out of phase for the two species. Some experimental work has been
reported in ref. 27, where T2 and I- ions were simultaneously stored in a
quadrupole rf trap. In this work, an increase in density over the maximum
value for a single stored species was observed, but overall densities were
still fairly low. Clearly more work needs to be done on this interesting
possibility.

Penning - rf tran combinations

An example of such a combined trap might be an rf type trap for positrons
superimposed on a Penning-type trap for antiprotons. --ch a scheme appears
valid for small numbers of positrons in an antiproton sample. When the number
of positrons exceeds the number of antiprotons, trapping is more likely to
occur because the positrons are held by the rf trap pseudopotential and
antiprotons are held by the attractive space charge of the positron sample.
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PROBLEMS '-

The analysis in this paper has considered only the static properties of
nonneutral ion plasmas held in Penning-type or rf-type traps. The calculated
maximum densities and numbers will be reduced by various effects which we l.

might classify as plasma instabilities.

Penning-type traps

The most serious problem appears to be due to asymmetry induced
transport. Radial transport can also occur due to ion collisions with
background gas, but at very high vacuum, this process is negligible. The
basic idea of asymmetry induced transport is that if the trap is not axially
symmetric, angular momentum can be coupled into the ions which causes them to
spread radially in the trap. Eventually, the ions will strike the electrodes ..
and be lost. During this spreading process, the electrostatic space-charge
energy will be converted to heat. In a cylinder Penning-type trap, spreading
rates proportional to (h/B)2 have been observed,28 where h is the plasma
length (Fig. 2). Although the spreading mechanism is not understood, one
possibility might be resonant particle transport.9 2 8 -2 9  Resonant particle
transport might occur if the trap geometric axis and magnetic field axis are
misaligned. As the ion density increases, w becomes larger. As the
temperature becomes lower, the individual ion axial frequency, w;, defined as
the mean axial velocity, v., divided by h/r, becomes smaller. When w; - w, a
coupling exists9'2 9 which can simultaneously heat the axial motion and
increase the ion radii. At the densities required for this condition, W;
becomes less well defined due to collisions, but the same mechanism may still
apply. For w - w;, the densities may be considerably less than the maximum
density given by Eq. 11. For small samples, some experimental evidence for
such a resonant effect exists.

9

Independently of the mechanism, such transport is likely caused by trap
asymmetries. Conversely, if axial symmetry is preserved, angular momentum is
a constant of the motion and confinement is assured.10  Therefore, axial
symmetry in the Penning-type traps appears to be at a premium.

Historically, the mechanism of rf heating30 has prevented the attainment
of low temperatures and long confinement times in the rf traps. Therefore,
attainable densities have typically been less than those dictated by space
charge limitations (Eqs. 18 and 24). Cooling with a buffer gas allows the
space-charge limited densities to be obtained, but this option seems to be I
precluded for antimatter storage.

The basic mechanism for ion-ion rf heating is that the rf driven
micromotion can impart energy to the secular motion, that is, the motion in
the pseudopotential well. In many experiments, this has limited the ion
kinetic energy to a value of about 1/10 of the well depth of the trap due to
evaporation.' 5,' 30 This problem is often accentuated since it is desirable to
operate the trap with large q, values (Eq. 17) in order to obtain deep well
depths. For the quadrupole rf trap (Eqs. 15-20), the relation w/O - q,/(2./2)
holds, where w. is the single ion secular frequency.' 5,30 Therefore, for
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large values of q., w. approaches Q and subharmonic excitation of the secular
motion becomes more likely. ,

For stored ions of the same sign of charge, it would appear that rf

heating could be made less by using much lower values of q. (q2 < 0.01). This %
reduces the ion micromotion amplitude at a given distance from the center of
the trap and it increases the mean spacing between ions. Both of these
effects would reduce the rf heating mechanism and thereby allow the space
charge density limit to be approached. Unfortunately, reducing q: also
reduces n (Eq. 18), so that a reasonable compromise would have to be met to
achieve maximum stored numbers.
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LONG DURATION COHERENT LYvAN-ALPHA S>"RCES V-

THOMAS J. MCILRATH

University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland, 20742 and
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

ABSTRACT -

Resonant radiation at 1215.56 A for cooling and trapping of
atomic hydrogen can be produced by parametric upconversion of
visible laser outputs. Several gases and vapors have been shown
to be suitable for generating I15 A radiation with verified
conversion effigiencies of >10 . A scenario for producing long
pulse ((2 x 10 sec) outputs of >10 W power using proven tech-
niques is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION *

Trapping, cooling and manipulating atomic hydrogen by
optical means requires an intense source of laser radiation at
the Lyman-alpha resonance line (1215.56 A). Coherent generation
of Lyman-alpha radiation can be achieved in several ways. Direct
generation between 123J A and 1274 A has been demonstrated with 0
an Ar excimer laser and the tuning range is expected to

2
extend below 1215 A. However, contamination of the discharge by
H due to dissociation of H20 and hydrocarbon contaminants makes
lasing at 1215.56 A itself difficult and unreliable. In
addition, optics for this region are sparse and easily damaged
which makes it difficult to obtain narrow band opera:ion. Gain S
media at 1215 .56 A seem most appropriate as amplifiers for low
power, narrow band sources. e". ..

The absence of direct laser sources at 1215.56 A is not,
nowever, a serious problem for laser cooling. Lyman-alpha radia-

::.on can be readily obtained by frequency upconversion of longer
wavelength laser outputs. This has the advantage that all of tne
laser generation and control can be done in the familiar and
convenient visible portion of the spectrum and only the final up-
conversion need be done in vacuum. As we will show below,
sources based on this technique have now been tried and proven
and are sufficiently powerful to satisfy the requirements for S
cooling atomic hydrogen from room temperature to the low values
associated with atomic traps. We will devote this paper to dis-
cussing upconversion sources.
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II. PARAMETRIC UPCONVERSION

A. Introduction

The only efficient way to generate coherent 215.56
radiation is by upconversion of visible radiation. The process
of upconversion is a parametric process whereby fundamental
driving waves at frequencies w w 2 ' and w simultaneously drive
a nonlinear medium which in co sequence pr duces a polarization

wave at w with4

4 1  2 3

There can be any odd number of driving waves for an isotropic
nonlinear medium. Two or more frequencies can be the same and
the frequencies can be positive or negative. TIn the case shown
here, the process is termed four-wave mixing since a total of
four electromagnetic waves are involved, three driving waves and
one product wave. If all three driving frequencies are the same

then the process is that of frequency tripling. The charac-
teristic of a parametric process is that the nonlinear medium is
in exactly the same state before and after the process, it acts
as a catalyst. Thus no energy absorbed by the medium and the
energy of the final wave is completely determired by that of the
driving wave. In addition, the linewidth of the final beam is
determined by the linewidth of the driving beams. Since the
driving beams are from visible lasers, all of the beam generation
and control occurs in the visible where we have a wide variety of
techniques and instrumentation. Single mode lasers can be used
and frequencies monitored with Fabry-Perot interferometers.
Vacuum techniques do not need to be incorporated until the final
stage when the parametric generation occurs. The only suitable,
transparent, nonlinear materials are gases which are isotrooic so
we are limited to an odd number of driving waves and the !owest

order process is frequency tripling or four-wave mixing. :n
frequency/ tripling the driving waves are at 3646.68 % which can
be produced by frequency doubling 7293.36 A using con ventional
crystals. The generation of visible or near infrared radiation
is accomplished using dye lasers or tunable solid state lasers

such as Alexandrite.

B. Nonlinear Susceptibilities

In order to understand the potentials and limitations of
upconversion we must consider the process more carefully. When a
material medium is subject to a driving electric field E(t) there
is a resultant polarization P(t) generated in the medium. The
polarization is related to the driving field by a power series
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() 3) 3P( t) =X E(t) + -X E (t ...
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where only odd powers of the driving field are present due to the
isotropy of the gaseous medium. The driving field is the sum of
all the optical waves present so higher order terms contain all
the sum and difference frequencies.

The first term gives an incoherent wave representing
Rayleigh scattering and a forward, coherent wave which interferes
with the driving wave to give the refractive index of the
material. The higher order terms give the parametric processes
of tripling and sum and difference generation. Efficient S
generation of the parametric wave requires a coherent
superposition of the radiation from the spatially distinct
components of the bulk material and the resulting output is a
collimated, forward directed wave with a mode structure
reflecting the mode structure of the driving wave. V,

C. Phase Matching -.-

The polarization wave P(t) travels in the medium with a
phase velocity determined by the phase velocity of the driving
waves. The generated wave at w travels with a phase velocity
characteristic of its frequency. In order to achieve a coherent
superposition of the generated waves from the different portions
of the bulk medium it is necessary that the phase velocity of the
polarization and the generated waves be the same (or just
slightly different to compensate for the effects of focusing).
This requirement is called phase matching. The normal behavior
of transparent materials is to increase their refractive index
monotonically with frequency. This normal dispersion precludes
phase matching. The phase matching requirement is overcome by
using a material with a strong absorption line between the
driving and generated frequencies. The anomalous real dispersion I
associated with passing through a resonance reduces the high
freouency refractive index to allow phase matching. The require-
ment of ohase matching restricts the available materials fDr uo-
conversion in the case of gases just as it does with crystals
used in the visible.

D. Resonant Enhancement I
(3) •

The nonlinear susceptibility for four-wave processes, X
is resonantly enhanced whenever the intermediate or final "
processes can proceed through a real level while conserving
energy. Upconversion by frequency summing represents the 'ii
absorption of a quantum of energy at each of the driving fre-
quencies and emitting a photon at the product frequency. The

susceptibility is large if there is a real level which can be
reached by absorption of one of the driving frequencies, or by
absorbing the generated frequency. Either of these resonances
also entail large losses in the medium. However, in four-wave
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mixing the susceptibility is also enhanced if there is an inter-
mediate resonance corresponding to the absorption of two of the
three driving frequencies, i.e. an intermediate resonance part
way up the ladder. The enhancement is just as efficient as one
photon or product photon resonances in increasing the suscepti-
bility. However, the associated system loss is much reduced
because of the low rate associated with two photon absorption
processes.

III. CURRENT SYSTEMS FOR LYMAN-ALPHA GENERATION

A. Materials for upconversion

Several gaseous media have been shown to be capable of pro-
ducing Lyman-alpha radiation by four wave mixing. The materials
fall into the two categories of metal vapors and room temperature
gases. Among metal vapors, yman-alpha generation has been
reported using Hg, Be and Mg and there is no reason to doubt
that many more metals could be used. Both Hg and Mg have low

*susceptibilities at 1215 A compared with their susceptibilities
at nearby frequencies and Be is extremely difficult to handle at
high vapor pressures. All of the metal vapor systems exhibit
substantial challenges in attempting to operate at high vapor
pressures. The metals also have low lying excited states and

exhibit abundant resonances with visible and ultraviolet radi-
ation which substantially enhances their susceptibility. An
inevitable associated property is that they break down or
saturate at relatively low incident fluxes. Thus the metal
vapors are very useful systems for obtaining reasonable
efficiencies at modest laser energies but lose many of their
advantages when used with high energy systems.. The disad-
vantages associated with working with metal vapors remain at high

energies.

Room temperature gases include molecular gases such as NO
- or CO and the rare gases He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe. Efficient gener-
, ation has been achieved in NO between 1500 A and 1300 A but

ionization occurs below -125 r A and the reported conversion ef f-
ciency at 1215 1 is very low. The rare gases have proven - e
extremel', convenient materials for generation of radiazion -

. -1700 A to as short as 380 A. The major disadvantage of Zhe 7-.7

. gases is that resonance enhancement requires driving radi43: --

2500 A or below. It is possible to satisfy the resonance
condition using driving radiation produced Jrom visible !a,,-
combined with mixing in efficient crystals. FurtherTrr,

found that for high energy systems the limiting eff!c:
nonresonant systems is comparable to that for res -a:
but at larger output energies.

B. Limiting Conversion Efficiencies

The conversion efficiency of paramezr.
limited by several physical processes

ulation by multiphoton absor tt)n, .
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A.
ing. For unconversion in the rare gases the efficiency is
limited by stark induced refractive index changes which preclude
maintaining the phase matched condition during the full intensity
range of a high energy pulse. In the laboratory the highest
conversion efficiency 2 bserved to date for generation of 1216 A
radiltion is 1.4 x 10-'. This was achieved by Langer, Puell and
Rohr using non-resonant upconversion in a high pressure mixture
of Ar and Kr. The efficiency was limited by breakdown and an
analysis of the results indicajed that under optimized condition

conversion ffic'ency of 10-  could be achieved. An efficiency
of 10-  or 5 x 10 is accepted as a reasonable goal with modest
effort. Higher efficiencies will presumably follow from new
materials and fully optimized experiments.

C. Lyman-Alpha Generation using Current Systems

Experiments on generation of Lyman-alpha radiation by para-
metric upco version in rare gases have shown conversion efficign-
cies of 10- with an incident pulse of 3648 A9rad aIon of 10- s
duration focused to a power density of 5 x 10 W cm . A 50 cm
focal length lens was used to give a confocal beam parameter
b-0.16 cm. Output powers of 5 to 10 W have been produced in this Y-Y
and other experiments and coherently generated Lyman-alpha
radiation has been used to probe atomic hydrogen in the prepulse
of a Tokamak by resonant scattering.

The requirement for cooling atomic hydrogen by Lyman-alpha
radiation is that a sufficient number of photons be scattered to
absorb the momentum of the hydrogen ajom. For hydrogen initially
at room temperature this requires -10 scatters. Since one can
incoherently scatter at most 3ne photon per spontaneous lifegime,
the laser pulse must last )10 atomic lifetimes or 1.6 x 10 s.
The required power depends on the beam area but an energy of 10-J -
per spontaneous lifetime would allowlaturating the atoms in a
beam with a cross-section of -0.1 cm .

There are several possible ways by which such Lyman-alpha
outputs can be obtained. One straightforward scenario would be
based on a mode locked, cw pumped Nd:YAG laser, YAG amplifiers 0

and dye lasers. By Q-switching the mode locked oscillator with
an actively controlled civity gain, the energy storel in the YAG
would be spread over >10 mode locked 2ylses of -10 s. The
energy per pulse would be at least -10 J. This could be
amplified in a bank of Nd:YAG rods. The use of three rods in A

parallel would allow amplification to -2mJ per pulse extracting
-666mJ per amplifier rod. These numbers are in line with
conventional operation of Nd:YAG systems.

The second and third harmonics of the 1.064u Nd:YAG output
at 5320 1 and 3547 A could be efficiently generated with non-
linear crystals. The output of a synchronously pumped dye laser 6
oscillator operating at 6070 A could be amplified in pulsed dye
laser amplifiers pumped by the 5320 A beam. This would produce
*150 uj per pulse at 6070 A. This output can in turn be summed
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with the remaining 1.064 U radiation in a nonlinear crystal to
yield 350 uJ of 3547 A radiation and 50 uJ of 3865 A
radiation. This would produce a power iS the driving waves for
the parametric up conversion of 5.3 x 10 W which hai been shown
sufficient to achieve conversion efficiencies of 10-o This
efficiency for upc nversion in a high pressure Kr/Ar cell would
give a train of 10 pulses at 1215.67 A with -10nJ per pulse.
The output could be nearly transform limited both spatially and
temporally. This would be sufficient for cooling a beam of
atomic hydrogen initially at room temperature.

The scenario outlined above is intended only to show that
the required power levels and durations of Lyman-alpha radiation
for cooling atomic hydrogen can be achieved by non-heroic methods
with tested technologies. There are other approaches which might
prove more desireable after preliminary studies. Lasers based on
Alexandrite rods are tunable over a wide region including 7296 .
The second harmonic of this output could be tripled in Kr to
generate Lyman-alpha radiation. Alexandrite lasers are high energy
systems currently under rapid development. The 7296 A region
is near the edge of the gain profile and the attainable output at
this wavelength would need to be studied to see if the required
long train of pulses could be produced.

Upconversion as discussed so far has involved a single pass
of the Kr/Ar cell with low conversion efficiencies. Recent work
on high reflectivity mirrors has produced reflectivities >0.9995.
It ihould be possible to produce a cavity with a finesse of
)10 to enhance the driving fields. A Brewster plate in the
cavity could be used to extract the resultant 1216 A radiation.

IV. SUMMARY

The problem of laser cooling of atomic hydrogen is
difficult due to the short wavelengths involved but the problem
is made considerably easier by the high momentum per photon and
the low mass of the hydrogen atoms. Direct generation of Lyman-
alpha radiation is difficult and until fundamentally new
techniques are developed does not represent a practical approach
to narrow band, long duration Lyman-alpha sources. On :he other
hand, techniques for generation of coherent Lyman-alpha by
nonlinear mixing in gases are well developed. They have been
shown to produce intense pulses of narrow band radiation with
wavelength control derived entirely by control of the visible
driving lasers. It is seen that demonstrated techniques can pro-
duce outputs which are sufficient to cool a beam of atomic
hydrogen initially at room temperature. There are several
alternative approaches which promise to enhance both the effic-
iency and simplicity of the generation process.

This work has been supported by the National Science
,oundation.
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MAGNETIC TRAPS FOR AN ANTI-HYDROGEN GAS

Richard Lovelace,
Dave Thompson, and

Dave Lee

Department of Applied Physics, and
Laboratory of Atomic and Solid State Physics

Clark Hall, Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York 14853

Abt r"c

Magnetic traps are described for the confinement of a dense, 0
collisional gas of spin-polarized anti-hydrogen.

INTRODUCTION

We consider the magnetic confinement of a dense, collisional
gas of anti-hydrogen atoms. The confinement is a result of the
interaction of the magnetic moments of the gas atoms with a mag-
netic field which includes a component which oscillates rapidly
in the reference frame of an atom.

Spin-polarized atomic hydrogen gas can be formed by collect- S
Ing atoms in the two low energy hyperfine Zeeman states (the "a"
and "b" states, where the electron magnetic moment is parallel to -"

the magnetic field with the spin anti-parallel) in a strong
1magnetic field at low temperatures. For anti-hydrogen, the "a"

and "b" states have the positron magnetic moment parallel to the
magnetic field with the spin also parallel. Atoms in these two
states are forced towards regions of stronger magnetic field,
while atoms in the two high energy hyperfine states (the "c" and A'
"d" states, where the magnetic moment is anti-parallel to the
magnetic field) are forced towards low field regions. That is,
the "a" and "b" state atoms are strong-field-seekers while the
"c" and "d" state atoms are weak-field-seekers. The "a" state is •
a mixed state whose wavefunction includes a small admixture of
the electronic spin-up state causing recombination of atoms to
molecules in three-body, singlet interaction collisions. As a
consequence, the sample loses its "a" state population as time
progresses, leaving only the pure "b" state atoms whose nuclei
and electrons are polarized parallel to one another (and there-
fore, have a triplet interaction). Because of the long longitu-
dinal relaxation time (T1) between the "b" and "a" state the

resulting doubly polarized sample would be long lived 2 .3 and thus
ideal to produce a high density sample needed for storage were it
not for the three-body dipole recombination which becomes import-

ant at densities above 10 cm (Refs. 4-7). One possible solu-
tion is to go to temperatures below 10 mK, where the needed gas

17 -3phase densities are less than 10 cm
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The influence of surfaces it, removed by constructing three-

dimensional magnetic traps. 8 11  Static magnetic field minimum
traps are possible but only for the "c" and "d" state atoms which

are low-field seekers. One could inject a "b" state gas and use
electron spin resonance to flip the electron spins so that the
resulting "c" state atoms would be magnetically confined. How-

ever, dipole-dipole interactions are predicted 4 to cause a rapid
flipping of the electron spins and this would lead to a rather
rapid loss of the sample.

Here, we discuss three dimensional dynamic maanetic traps
where the magnetic field includes a "fast" time-dependent
component. The dynamic trap must provide containment in the
presence of frequent collisions. (Thus, one can rule out con-
finement in a rotating magnetic mirror field where the possible
stable single particle motion is analogous to that of the Trojan
asteroids.) A simple AC dynamic trap which is viable in the
presence of collisions can be made by passing an alternating
current through a circular wire loop located with its axis

parallel to a strong, uniform static magnetic field.12  This
magnetic field oscillates between a mirror and an anti-mirror
configuration and it provides containment for the high field
seeking "a" and "b" state atoms (as well as for the "c" and "d"
state atoms). In the following, we first analyze the collision- ",
less confinement of a single atom. Secondly, we investigate the
influence of collisions using the Boltzmann transport equation
and a Monte-Carlo code for the numerical evaluation of particle
orbits Including collisions. Finally, we describe a storage ring

13for neutral atoms. This trapping method has the important ad-
vantage that it avoids the Ohmic dissipation associated with the
AC fields. Both the AC trap and the storage ring suffer from
viscous heating at high densities (corresponding to a total

number of trapped atoms I0 16 for systems of size <50 cm).
12 ,13

For the storage of anti-hydrogen this heating would need to be

counteracted by cooling with a Lyman-Alpha laser. 14

SINGLE PARTICLE MOTION

The envisioned temporal variations of (X,t) are very much
slower than the electron spin precession period. Thus, the
potential describing the interaction of the atom with the mag-
netic field is

V(it) - -P.(Z't)

where y is the magnetic moment of the atom. For the case of

spin-polarized atomic hydrogen, p m te/(2me c) 1 0.93 x 10-20

erg/Gauss (or 0.93 x 10-23 J/T). Note that the magnetic moment
is parallel to a for the "a" and "b" states of atomic hydrogen so
that P > 0. For the "c" and "d" states it is anti-parallel and
p - ~i" In the absence of collisions, the equation of motion ,..-
for an atom of mass m is

i
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m £ V .(1)
dt

In a static 1(1) field, a spin-polarized atom with p parallel to
A (the "a" or "b" states of hydrogen) tends to move towards r %
regions of maximum Jil. There are, of course, no isolated maxima
of Jil in free space (Earnshaw's theorem).

The magnetic field j(2,t) is considered to consist of a
A

uniform, time-independent component BOZ (with B0 > 0), and the

time-dependent field 1(t) of one or more circular wire loops with
axes coinciding with the z-axis. We first consider the case of a22
single wire loop of radius R. We assume 2 << BO so that I =

Bo+b z . In the vicinity of the center of the loop we have

whr r!j 2z y2

where r x + y, bo(t) = 2nI(t)/(cR) in Gaussian units [or

PO I/(2R) in MKS units], and I is the current In the wire loop.

For b0 < 0 the field configuration corresponds to a mirror

field, whereas for b 0 > 0 it is an anti-mirror configuration.

The Taylor expansion simplifies the immediate discussion; the
exact field of a circular loop is used subsequently. From %

equation (1), 'V.

d x = -(t) x d Y dz =
dt dt dt

2
where a(t) = (3/2) [yb 0 (t)/(mR2)]. Evidently, the sign of y is

irrelevant if b0(t) is an oscillatory function with an average

value of zero.
Exact solutions to equations (2) exist for the case where "

bo(t) or a(t) has a square wave dependence, that is, a(t) = a

sign(sin(w e t), and a0 and we are constants. This case is

evidently the temporal analogue to an alternating-gradient or
15strong-focusing synchrotron. The motion in the x, y, or z

directions can be written down explicitly during the intervals in
which a(t) is positive or negative. We have stability for

2a 0 < 0.177 w2  (3)
e
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That is, the rate of switching between the mirror and anti-mirror
configurations must be rapid compared with the "natural" fre-

quency in the mirror field (a 0)1/2

Equations (2) with a(t) = a0 sin( et) can be solved approxi-

mately in the limit where a << W 2 (Ref. 16): Let + = +

where X(t) is slowly varying on the time scale 1/we, and C(t) is

rapidly varying. Notice that A(t) is analogous to the guiding
center position of a charged particle in a magnetic field while j.

represents the rapid gyration. Then, d2t /dt2 = -a sin(w t) Xx

or x (a/W 2) sin(wet)X and d2X/dt2  -< >  -(1/2)

/W2)2 X , where the angular brackets denote a time average over

the interval 2r/w. Similar formulae describe the y and z

motion. Hence, the angular frequency for the slow motion is

ax = aO/(W erf)' '2y M ao/(We 7), or Rz = a0 /Y/e for the x, y, or

z motion. For the guiding center motion,

2 2 .

/dt =-V /ax,

where

a2
S 1 [°]X2 + X2 + 4X ) (4) -,

e 9 x y z

is an effective potential, and j = x, y, or z.
Equations (2) and (4) can readily be generalized to account

for the full spatial dependence of the magnetic field b (r,z)
2 2

of one or more coaxial wire loops for b0 << BO . In place of
equation (2), we write

d 2 j x 2 
5

dt

for j = x, y, or z. Here, a(t) = a0 sin(w e t) with a0 defined as
2

before below equation (2), and F = Rv (2bz(rz,t)/[3bo(t)]}.
An approximate solution is again obtained by letting 2 = A + L,

where d 2 /dt 2 = a(t)F or t V a 2 The slow,
guiding center motion obeys the equation
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d2X.1 =
P. % .r _

where

Ve(X) = (1/4) (ao/We) 2 [(] 2  (6b)

is the effective potential.
Figure 1 shows a contour plot of V (r,z) obtained from

e
equation (6b) and the actual field b (r,z) of a single circular

coil of radius R. The lowest values of the effective potential -
are seen to occur along the z-axis where the effective potential •
is Ve(O,z) = (aOe/We) 22 [ + (z/R) 2-5 Thus, the "top" of the -.

effective potential, the separatrices of Ve, occur at z = ±R/2 "
where max(V e ) W 0.0819 (a0R/we) 2

INFLUENCE OF COLLISIONS

Here, we consider the "equilibrium" of a magnetically con-
fined classical collisional gas in an oscillating mirror/anti-
mirror field [a = a0 sin(wet)] in equation (5)]. Of course, the

equilibrium will not be a simple Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
For the present purposes the equilibrium can be described by the
single particle distribution function (or phase space density)
f(z, , t) which satisfies the Boltzmann equation

Df/dt a "af/ot + (..)f + (.a - v)f = C(f,f) , (7) S

where C(f,f) is the Boltzmann collision integral, and a = a(t)
j

F (x). A dimensionless measure of the "strength" of the scatter-

ing is R/AO. Here, A0 * [n(O)ottt] is the mean-free path at -
the center of the trap [at which point the number-density is
n(0)]; o is the total scattering cross-section; and R is the

radius of the current loop (which is larger than the radius of
the trapped gas). For the case of spin-polarized atomic hydrogen
the scattering at low temperatures is predominantly the isotropic
(S wave) scattering of identical ("b" state) particles so that

2
atot = 4nas, where a m 0.72 x 10 -8 cm (Ref. 18). Thus, A0 = 1.6

15 -3cm [10 cm /n(O)].
Approximate solutions to (7) can be developed utilizing the

smallness of two parameters: a /W 2 1 and a a &R/A < 1.
We let f - f + f + f ... where the zeroth approximation is

0 1 2

2 1
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fo(-,,t) K exp(-H/T) (8)

with

H O(A'x't) a - U(Axt) 2 + V e()

Here, K - constant; T U kBT0 /m, with T the usual absolute
temperature; Ve is given in equation (6b); and u dL/dt is a *

time and space dependent flow-velocity with L the above mentioned
rapid component of the single particle motion. Specifically, we

2
take uj = -(da/dt)F ( )/wae . Therefore, u differs from dL/dt by a

fractional amount of order '; and Z x U = 0 and Z U = 0 in that

F is proportional to v b z and v2bz = 0. Thus, 2= d /dt +,U +

0(&). Consequently, H0 = 1/2(dX/dt) 2 + Ve (N) + 0(&) is an appro-

ximate constant of the single particle motion.
We have numerically determined the orbits of test particles t

in an oscillating mirror/anti-mirror magnetic field including,
via a Monte-Carlo method, collisions (S-wave scattering) of the
test particle off of the background distribution function given
by equation (8). Projections of a sample orbit are shown in
Figure 2. In terms of the physical variables, the conditions for
confinement that we find can be expressed as

3 f 2
I < 1400 A-turn (9a)1103 1z

Hz~

and

T 1~/ 2 r r
I > 2700 A-turn l 0 H (9b)

1lmK lcJ 10 Hz~

where I is the number of ampere-turns of the circular coil and
fe = We /2n In order for equations (9a) and (9b) to be compat-

ible we need fe > 1.9 kHz(T0 /1 mK)1 /2 (1 cm/R). The Ohmic dissi-

pation from these large AC currents represents a non-trivial
problem for the system design.

STORAGE RINGS FOR NEUTRAL ATOMS

A spatial analogue of the AC dynamic trap can be obtained by
having the atoms circulate toroidally along a strong DC toroidal
magnetic field while passing through periodically spaced DC cur-

rent loops as shown in Figure 3. The current loops act as
lenses for the poloidal (r,z) motion of the atoms. The average
toroidal motion of an atom gives rise to a time-dependent compon-
ent of the magnetic field which has the role of 1(t) in the AC
trap.
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The particle dynamics in the storage ring can be more easily ,
understood for a straightened-out system. The magnetic field can
then be written as 0

R( ,z) , , z-ne) (10) 4

n-**

where e is the field of a single loop, e is the distance between

loops, and p2 = x2 + y2  The potential for the single particle
motion, V =-1uj[B, is periodic in z so that -.

- 0

V(p,z) =n= Un(p)cos( 2nzn/1) , (11)

with Un  c n + d p + . As in the above treatment of the AC

trap, we may separate the particle motion into slow and rapid
components, x = X + txF y - Y + Cy, and z = Z + t In contrast

y z
with the AC trap, we now have Z = <v >t. As before, <x> = 0, <y>

z
= 0, and <C = 0. For the storage ring, the average angular

frequency at which a particle passes through the loops, w =

2n<Vz >/, is the analogue of the driving frequency we of the AC

trap. Following the methods used for the AC trap, an effective
potential for the transverse guiding center motion (X,Y) can
readily be derived.

Table 1 summarizes the results of a large number of particle
orbit calculations in different toroidal-storage ring geometries.
The storage ring aagnetic field is entirely DC so that super-
conducting coils can be used. This represents an important
advantage over the AC trap.
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FiueRepresentations ofthe efciepotential from
equation (7b) for the case where the ]a field Is due
to a single circular wire loop of unit radius in the
(X,y) plane. An isometric view of the potential is
shown in A, and the equl-potentials are shown in B. -

The two points denoted by V are separatrices. The
m

trapped particles occupy the region V* V i
0.0829 (a 0 /W e) Rt . The equi-potential contours are
uniformly spaced with AV, V max /6 .
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Fiaue 2: Projections of the trajectory of a test particle for

the conditions where T - 3 x 10 and 4 - 0.076.
The h field Is due to a single circular loop. This

trajectory corresponds to an elapsed time of 10 3 t e
During this interval 490 collisions occurred.

a'a

Fiaue 3: Geometry of the storage ring.
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PO N, a AVS Av x  AV

(cm) (A) (cm) (ms- ) (ms-') (Ms- ')

25 12 8000 1 3 4

25 20 8000 1 6 9 10

25 24 8000 1 10 12

25 28 8000 19 12

25 32 8000 1 12 > 14

20 12 8000 1

10 12 8000 1 6 12

5 12 8000 1 no stable orbits found

5 6 8000 1 6 12

0J&

Table 1: A summary of the single particle simulations of the
storage rings, listing: p0 the major

radius; Ne the number of current-loop lenses; 1e the e

current through one of the current loops, a the
radius of the current loops; v s the longitudinal

passband for zero initial transverse velocity; 4v,

the transverse passband in the plane of the ring;
and v the transverse passband perpendicular to the

y
plane of the ring. Blank spaces in the passband
columns indicate that no attempt was made to explore 0
that passband. Only one simulation, which was
stable, was run for the pO = 20 cm, N, = 12 ring.

The average toroidal velocity is 100 m/s, and the DC
toroidal magnetic field is 1.8 T at the major
radius.
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Abstract

This paper is divided into two parts: First, key problem areas
in the cluster ion approach to containerless condensation are
reviewed. In the second part, problems and strategies involving the
first step in the overall synthesis (H atom formation) are discussed.

I Key Problems

As a result of the Workshop and analysis to date on the
"Cluster Ion Approach," a number of problem areas have been
identified:

A. Problems with cluster ion synthesis:

It has been known since the HCISG meetings that the "bottle-
neck" to the overall synthesis involves the smallest hydrogen cluster
fragments: H, H2 + , H2, H3+, H4+. HC+, where Hc+ is a critically sized
'seed" cluster ion that possesses enough internal degrees of freedom
to withstand collisions (without fragmentation) with a suitable
reactant (say H or H2 etc.). It has been estimated by Tardy (see
appendix) that the threshold cluster ion size for H2(v=0, j=0) addition
(M + ) is at around c=29. The threshold cluster size for the A + path is-0
not known and there have been no attempts to determine if it exists.
It is understood that the synthesis of small cluster ions will be slow
as well as difficult, but one may argue that once the seed cluster
ion(s) exist, the growth rates will be limited to how fast the reactant
can be produced (hence the ideal reactant is likely the one that can
be produced the fastest).
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The most desirable synthetic path (A+), utilizes H as a reactant
and is thus limited by H atom formation rates. If the H atoms must
be in the ground (IS) state, the cluster ion growth rates may be
rather seriously limited. However, the rates should be larger if
Rydberg atoms (that is, association through excited states) can be
used. It seems clear in any event that H atom formation is of central
importance to ,the cluster ion approach and will be discussed as a
separate topic. Ole

One key problem currently being studied theoretically is the A+
path involving the production of an odd cluster ion (from an even
one, where n is the number of protons in the cluster):

Hn8 (even) + H = Hn+l + (odd) + hv.

This reaction is exoergic by roughly 4.5 eV, and will likely proceed
via the elimination of H2 . Is it possible to perform this step in a
way that does not deposit excessive amounts of energy into the
cluster ion? The reaction to produce an even cluster ion,

Hn+ (odd) + H = Hn+l+ (even) + hv,

is much less exoergic (a few tenths of eV's), with correspondingly
less tendency to fragment the cluster ion. A number of other
questions are closely related:

- What are the radiative cooling rates of the hydrogen cluster ",

ions in the ground states?
- Are there viable pathways involving excited states?
- What steps can be stimulated, and how?
- What are the relative radiative vs. unimolecular

decomposition rate constants as a function of cluster ion
size? C

- How does the association exoergicity couple to the degrees
of freedom of a cluster ion?

- What wavelengths and photon fluxes will cluster ions
tolerate without photofragmentation?

- Is there vapor pressure data on hydrogen cluster ions?
- Are there unstable cluster ions (e.g. HI1 +)?
- Are there significant advantages to clustering about larger

nuclei (e.g. deuterium or helium ions)?
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A critical issue in the formation of small cluster ions is the
formation of cold reactants (see reports by Sando and Weiner). Since
small cluster ions have binding energies of only a few tenths of eV's
and possess relatively few states, it is vital (with the possible
exception of H2+ formation) that the association reactions through
the ground state manifolds be done with no excess energy. Hence
the reactants must be vibrationally, rotationally, and translationally '-4

cold. Both H2+ and H2 present difficulties in this regard since neither
have dipole allowed transitions in their ground states. This problem
might be circumvented by utilizing deuterium or helium nuclei.

B. Other problems

1. The elimination of background gas is considered an engineering
problem.

2. The cooling of H atoms seems to be an unavoidable task; hence
there is a real need for laser cooling (see report by W. Phillips). The
development of an efficient, quasi-continuous laser at the Lyman-
alpha wavelength has been considered in this Workshop (see report
by T. Mcllrath). Recent advances in the development of VUV sources ,,
and McIlrath's analysis imply that this problem may well be solved
in the near future.

3. Large volume storage of cluster ions will likely be needed. This
is a very worthy problem that has been considered in detail by D.
Wineland (these proceedings).

4. Clustering about larger nuclei has not been considered in this
workshop so a brief discussion will be included here. The production
rates of antideuterium and antihelium-3 nuclei are currently large
enough (1) to justify a detailed analysis of these pathways. Low
temperature, 13 K, reactions of He+ with H2 in ion traps have been
studied recently by Barlow, (2) who has also reviewed the extensive
literature on this system.

The clustering pathways for the buildup of mixed .- J

hydrogen/deuterium cluster ions are the same as for those using
only hydrogen. However, one obvious advantage in using deuterium
is that radiative transitions in the ground state of HD are dipole
allowed. This means that if the M+ process is required, the
production of internally cold reactant molecules becomes easier.
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Certainly the radiative properties of cluster ions that are mixtures of
H and D will be different. The ground state radiative rates of the

mixed cluster ions should exceed those of the pure cluster ions. It
has been found in the photodissociation studies (see report by Yeh)
that the peripheral H2 molecules belonging to cluster ions larger than
13 do not radiate (or absorb) in the infrared; hence the addition of
HD could be a significant advantage in the build up of cluster ions
beyond this size. Thus, studies should be conducted to determine
critical cluster ion sizes for the A + and M + pathways involving mixed
clusters.

Antihelium-3 presents an interesting variation to the problem
of containerless condcasation. HeH++ is not bound in the ground
state, and the larger dipositive cluster ions are probably not stable.
Likewise, the negative cluster ions are probably not stable and will
be dismissed at this time. The singly charged positive cluster ions
should all be stable (HeH + is bound by 1.8 eV). HeH2+ has been

observed experimentally and is bound by 0.2 eV relative to H2 + He+

(2). Although no information on the larger ions (or their radiative
properties) is at hand, they will likely be bound by tenths of eV's via
the ion-induced dipole force. Because He+ 1 has a Is electron, the
number of states available to a collision complex with this ion is
increased, and this should increase its lifetime and diminish the
probability of unimolecular decomposition. This would be a
noticeable advantage in the bottle neck region (particularly reaction
b, below), where condensation is made difficult by the general lack of
available internal states. Presumably, the analogous A+ clustering
pathway should proceed via:

a. He++ + e = He+ + hv,

(or) He++ + H = He+ + H+
b. He+ + H = HeH+ + hv.

c. HeH + + H =HeH2+ + hv...

d. HeHn+ + H = HeHn+l+ + hv.

Because the first ionization potential of He exceeds that of H (by 11
eV), the charge on these cluster ions beyond N=3 will reside
primarily as H3+ (rather than as He+), and the neutral He will likely

be ejected from the cluster ion and lost. The M + and A + pathways
would be analogous to the pure hydrogen case.
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The lack of stable nuclei at mass 5 and the very low probability
of producing 6 Li (and larger) nuclei tends to preclude the possibility
of their use. This topic is reserved for a later date.

II H Atom Formation

The H atom formation problem is rather serious since the
spontaneous recombination rate of electrons and protons is likely the
rate limiting step in the prescribed condensation. 0

The recombination of electrons and protons has been
understood for a long time (3) and numerous formulae are in the
literature that allow one to calculate accurate cross sections and rate
constants (4-7). The rate constant for spontaneous radiative
recombination is 1012 cm 3 s-1 (@ Ec.m.=0.2 eV). If one assumes a
minimum production rate of 1 mg of antimatter per year (=1014 s-1)

as reasonable, an effective volume is implied. If the ion density is
(space charge limited) 107 cm-3 , the rate of H atom formation is 102
cm- 3 s-1. But one must condense at 1014 s-1, so the effective
volume becomes,

V = (1014 s-l)/(l0 2 cm-3 s-1) = 1012 cm 3 = 106 M3 .

A similar calculation can be performed if one considers the effective
volume resulting from the finite cooling rate of cluster ions. If one
assumes that the radiative cooling rate of a given cluster ion (in a
single radiative association that increases its mass by 1 AMU) is 0.1
s-1 , then

O

(1015 cluster) X (0.1 assoc./s cluster) X (107 s/year)=10 2 1 assoc./yr.

If, in addition, the cluster ion density is limited to 107 cm- 3 , the
storage volume becomes onlyl0 2 M 3, implying that H atom •
formation (rather than radiative rates) is the more serious probem...1

One possibility for improving recombination rates is to reduce
the temperature of the electrons. Using simplified rate constant
formulae for the capture of low-energy electrons by stationary S
protons for thermal Maxwellian and "flattened" Maxwellian
distributions (8):

9
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a (Maxwell) = 3.79 (kT)-0. 6 7 8 X 10-13 cm 3 s-1

a (flattened) = 7.88 (kT)-0. 64 5 X 10-13 cm 3 s-1

(where kT is the energy in eV), one can estimate the effect of
electron cooling on the effective volume (the quoted accuracy is <10%
for kT<.Ol eV).

kT (eV) a (flattened) (cm o.u (M
10-3 9 X 10- 12  1 X 105- ,

10-4 4 X 10-1 1  2 X 104

10-5 2 X 10-10 5 X 103

10-6 7 X 10- 9  1 X 103

At the present time, obtaining a source of electrons with be

microvolts of kinetic energy would be difficult so one is led to b
consider the possibility of laser stimulated recombination. This was
suggested some time ago by Forward (9) and has been considered in
detail recently by Neumann et al. (10) who have proposed a concept
for the production of anti-H atoms at LEAR (fig.1).

Cw4ep fm H AoM Pia*Wt at LEAR

21 M- PI0,cletrVa-d

puls o- gun

P P.

Figure 1. Diagram of proposed anti-H atom production scheme at
LEAR. 2269
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As shown, an electron-cooled beam of positrons is merged with the
main beam of antiprotons. A laser, operating at 3647 Angstroms
stimulates free-bound transitions to the n=2 level of the anti-H
atoms. This transition is saturated (rate of photoionization equals
stimulated radiative association) at a laser intensity of about 18
MW/cm 2, and the estimated maximum gain factors for spherical and
flattened electron distributions were found to be,

Gsmax = 7.2
Gfmax = 110.

C,. .%,

There was found to be a factor of 15 (Gf/G s) increase in
recombination rate for the flattened electron distribution, implying
the use of merged beams. However, it has been pointed out by 0
Mitchell et al. (11) that although very low center of mass velocities
can be achieved in merged beams, the recombination coefficients do
not continue to increase with decreasing electron temperature as
implied in the above table due to interaction length, angle, and
energy resolution limits imposed in the laboratory.

The rate of spontaneous recombination in a merged beam
arrangement is given by, ..

R = 1 rspont Ni/* 2 , .

where il is the fractional overlap of the two storage rings, rspont is

the spontaneous recombination rate for the flattened distributions, Ni

is the number of recirculating ions, and 2= /1 (1 -b 2 ) is a
relativistic correction factor for obtaining the recombination rate in
the laboratory reference frame. Using this formula with

Ni = 1010 particles

rSpon t = a ne = 2.2 x 10-12 cm 3 s-1 X 108 e/cm 3 = 2.2 x 10-4 s-1

b*2 = .47
1j = 0.02

gives: R = 104 H atoms s- The rate should be increased by a 0
factor of 100 from laser stimulation yielding an H atom

' S ..-.. ?



recombination rate of only 106 s- 1 , far less than the 1 mg/year rate
of 1014 s-1 .

As mentioned briefly in the first section, Rydberg atom r

formation (12, 13) may be an attractive possibility provided that
these can somehow be used directly in the condensation.

A final possibility worth mentioning is the use Positronium or
Protonium:
a. e+e" + P- = a + e-
b. P+P" + e+ = H + P+.

Reaction (a) seems more useful, at first glance, based on the longer
lifetime for Positronium.

In conclusion, the H atom recombination rates are in drastic
need of improvement (if one relies upon radiative processes). H
atom formation likely be achieved in practice by using:

a. Merged beams (providing flattened distributions).
b. Ion traps using cold electrons and protons in ultra-low

energy (center of mass) n-body collision arrangements.
c. Maximum ion densities.
d. Stim,;iated radiative recombination.

2.2
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PRODUCTION OF HEAVY ANTINUCLEI: SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Dr. Robert L. Forward
Hughes Research Laboratories
Malibu, California 90265 USA

ABSTRACT

Antinuclei heavier than antiprotons, such as antideuterons,
antitritons, antihelium-3, and larger antinuclei, might be useful
in the initial phases of the nucleation and growth of
antihydrogen cluster ions from antiprotons and antielectrons
(positrons). The heavier antinuclei could possibly be used as
seed catalysts to initiate the growth of a cluster ion, or to
broaden or increase the number of infrared emission lines for
radiation cooling purposes, or to break the symmetry of the "
smaller cluster ions, thus changing the large difference in
binding energy between clusters with even versus odd numbers of
atoms. There also may be other uses for heavy antinuclei,
antiatoms and excited antiatom species that will be discovered
once it is realized that small quantities can be obtained using
variations on present antiproton production, capture, and
trapping techniques. This paper summarizes the experimental work i
to date on the production of antideuterium, antitritium, and
antihelium nuclei, and the prospects for production of heavier
antinuclei such as antilithium. The general experimental trend
is that the ratio of production of antideuterons to antiprotons
is 10- 4, antitritium and antihelium-3 to antiprotons is 10-8, and
each added haryon lowers the production rate by another factor of p
I0" . A typical facility using high energy protons striking
metal targets can produce about 10" antiprotons per day (about a
nanogram), of which only 0.1% or 1012 (about a picogram) is
captured. Thus, if special collection apparatus were used to
separate out these heavier antiparticles and the collection
efficiency was the same as that for antiprotons (0.1%), then
along with the 1012 antiprotons being captured there would be 108
antideuterons, 104 antitritons and antihelium-3 nuclei, and 1"
antihelium-4 nuclei. In addition, there are alternative
proposals for producing antideuterium through colliding beams of
antiprotons that may ultimately prove to be more effective in
producing significant quantities of captured antideuterons.
Extension of these techniques to colliding beams of heavy
antinuclei may even allow fabrication of small amounts of very
heavy antinuclei that are not feasible using the straight proton-
target production approach.
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INTRODUCTION

The availability of small numbers of heavy antinuclei may be
useful in certain scientific and technological areas. Some V
examples would be the use of antideuterium and antitritium in the
initial phases of antihydrogen cluster ion nucleation and growth,
or the use of antihelium or antilithium with their multiple
ionization states as a catalyst for antihydrogen cluster ion or
antihydrogen ice crystal growth. Muon catalyzed fusion of
antideuterium and antitritium to produce antihelium and an
antineutron could also be attempted to search for any anomalous
results from the use of antiparticles.

This paper is a brief review of the experimental results
reported in the literature on the relative formation rates of
heavy antinuclei. Most of this work was done in the 1970s, soon
after the particle accelerator energies were sufficient to
produce heavier antiparticles than antiprotons. After a brief
flurry of papers, interest in production of heavy antinuclei
dropped off and later papers only mention the production of heavy
antinuclei in passing with the major emphasis being on searches
for more exotic particles with approximately the same masses.

The threshold for production of antiprotons in pp collisions 12
is 5.6 GeV, for antideuterons it is 15 GeV, for antitritium and
antihelium-3 it is 28 GeV, for antihelium-4 it is 45 GeV, etc.
For the efficient production of antinuclei it is necessary that
the incident proton energy be considerably greater than these
threshold values. For example, as the incident particle energy
is increased from 30 to 70 GeV, the yield of antideuterons
increases by more than an order of magnitude. S

The production rate of heavy nuclei varies with a large
number of parameters, the incident particle type and energy, the
target type, and the output heavy antinuclei type, energy
(momentum), and production angle. The variations with incident
particle type, target nuclei type, and production angle turn out S
to be small (<50%). Even e'e- beam collisions give almost tene
same rates as proton-target interactions at the same center o:
mass energy. The major variation in production rate is the
variation with output antiparticle type, with the antiproton
production rate being a few percent of the pion production rate.
the antideuteron production rate being 10-4 of the antiproton
production rate, and succeeding antinuclei being down another
factor of 10" for each additional antibaryon.

The simple model' that seems to fit the data is that it is
necessary that several antinucleon-nucleon pairs be produced
simultaneously, and that the antinucleons travel off in nearly S
the same direction at the same speed so they are close enough to
"stick" together to form an antinucleus.

Most of the experimental measurements surveyed are reported n
as a ratio of the production of the heavy antinuclei at a given
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momentum and production angle compared to the number of negative
pions with the same momentum and production angle, because this
is an easy measurement to make. Sometimes this ratio is (or can
be) converted to the number of heavy antinuclei at a given
momentum and production angle compared to the number of
antiprotons at the same momentum and production angle. Less
seldom the absolute production rate of pions is also determined
(or estimated) and an absolute production cross section for the
heavy nuclei from the given target nucleus is given. There are N
small but significant differences in production rates from
different target materials.

HEAVY ANTINUCLEI EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The first report of the production of antideuterons seems to
have been in 1965 at the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS)
at Brookhaven National Laboratory by a team from Columbia
University'. They used the 30 Gev (BeV in 1960s notation) proton
beam from the AGS on a beryllium target. About 200 heavy
antinuclei events were reported and the ratio of antideuterons to
negative pions at this low energy was only 5.5xi0 - . No firm
evidence was found for antitritium. This team barely beat out ,.
another group in Europe2 who also observed antideuterons using
the 19.2 GeV/c proton beam from the CERN Proton Synchrotron.
Their antideuteron to negative pion production ratio was 8x10 9 .
In 1969 an IHEP-CERN Collaboration made measurements at incident
proton energies of 43, 52, and 70 GeV, and a number of
antideuteron energies and production angles. This was followed
in 1971 by further measurements at low antideuteron momenta by an
IHEP team4 , again using 70 GeV protons on aluminum targets. The
results of all the IHEP experimental measurements at 70 GeV is
shown in Figure 1. At the peaks of the 70 GeV production curves,
which occurred around 13 GeV/c secondary particle momentum, the
ratio of antiprotons to pions was about 3x1O 2 , and the ratio of
antideuterons to pions was about 3x10 6 , fiving a ratio of
antideuterons to antiprotons of about 10"

The same IHEP teams '6 also reported in 1971 the first
observation of antihelium-3 from 70 GeV protons on aluminum. A
total of five antihelium-3 particles were observed out of
2.4x1011 particles (mostly negative pions) passing through the
apparatus. The ratio of the differential cross section for the
production of doubly ionized antihelium-3 nuclei at a momentum of
20 GeV/c compared to the negative pion at a momentum of 10 GeV/c -r

was measured as 2x1O 1 1 . In 1974, essentially the same group
7

reported the production of four antitritium nuclei with 70 GeV
protons on aluminum. The production ratio of antitritons to
negative pions was about 1011. Although the statistics of the
heavier nuclei are bad, it is possible to draw a trend curve of 6
the relative production ratio. The (sparse) data for 70 GeV
proton on aluminum production ratios of antideuterons,
antitritons, and antihelium-3 nuclei with respect to antiprotons
(instead of negative pions) is shown in Figure 2.
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With the advent of the 200 GeV SPS machine at CERN,
experiments were initiated in 1978 that produced copious
quantities of antideuterons, ten antihelium-3 nuclei, and three
antitritium nuclei'. The production ratio of antideuterons to
negative pions was measured as a function of the secondary %
particle momentum and as shown in Figure 1, a broad peak was
found at 30 GeV/c compared to the 13 GeV/c for antideuterons
produced by 70 GeV protons. Later experiments9 in 1979 increased
the number of heavier antinuclei to 99 antitritons and 94
antihelium-3 nuclei. From this data the relative production
ratio compared to negative pions is 3x10 2 for antiprotons,
4.6x10- for antideuterons, 1.3x10"9 for antitritium, and 3x10 - 0

for antihelium-3. This is also plotted in Figure 2 with the
heavier antinuclei production ratios given as the production rate
with respect to antiprotons rather than negative pions. At that %
time all the available data1 '12 on the production of %
antideuterons at low transverse momentum seemed to show a smooth %

trend as shown by the open data points in Figure 3 taken from
Bozzoli, et al.8 There was an increase in antideuteron
production rate with increasing incident proton energy, leveling
off at about 5x10-6 antideuterons per negative pion above
200 GeV. The solid line drawn through the data points is the
square of the production ratio for antiprotons to negative pions
at half the antideuteron momentum, as a simple model for the p.

antideuteron production ratio. -

Measurements in 1978 of the ratio of production of deuterons
to antideuterons in proton-proton beam collisions at the CERN ISR
Collider'2 at a center-of-mass energy of 53 GeV (1400 Gev
equivalent p->N energy) gave a value of 3.8 deuterons to
antideuterons, which is close to the square of the ratio of
protons to antiprotons. This gives credence to the simple model'
that if (anti)deuterons are produced as the result of the overlap "
of two produced (anti)nucleons, then the deuteron to antideuteron
ratio should equal approximately the square of the ratio of .* * -.

protons to antiprotons at the same transverse momentum per
(anti) nucleon.

Later experiments in 1985 that included correction factcrs
for relative absorpion of negative pions and antideuterons gave
a value of 5.8x - antideuterons per negative pion . Then more
data points were generated by other experiments with the highest
energies being reached by experiments that involved protons
colliding with protons. The data for the antideuteron to
negative pion production ratio as a function of the equivalent
incident beam momentum in many different experiments with
different targets and different secondary momentum is shown as
the filled spots in Figure 3 taken from Thron, et al. 13  The
smooth trend with a leveling off above 200 GeV is now not so
clear, and there could be a possibility that the production ratio
of antideuterons (and presumably the heavier antinuclei) is
increasing with increasing production energy above 200 GeV.

'.
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Antideuterons have also been observed in electron-positron
annihilation collisions at 10 GeV center-of-mass energy in the
ARGUS detector at the DORIS II storage ring at DESY in Hamburg, %
Germany'' A total of six candidates passed the selection
criteria for antideuterons. The production rate for
antideuterons was about 2x10 s per hadronic event compared to a
production rate for antiprotons of 2x10-1 per hadronic event, or
a ratio of antiprotons to antideuterons of 10- 4 , similar to that
observed in proton-proton or proton-target interactions.

PRODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS

A few production cross sections have been given in some of
the papers. To convert production cross sections per target
nucleus (usually 27Al or 9Be) to production cross sections per
nucleon, the accepted procedure is to divide by A2 /3  which is 9
for Al and 4.33 for Be.

For 30 GeV/c protons on Be: * •
antideuterons at 5 GeV/c 7x10-3 3 cm2/sro(GeV/c)*Be

For 70 GeV/c protons on Al:'
antideuterons at 13 GeV/c 3x10 cm2 /sr(GeV/c)*Al
antitritons at 25 GeV/c l.0*O.6xlO- /3 cm2 /sro (GeV/c)*Al
antihelium-3 at 20 GeV/c 2.0x10-3 5 cm /sr ° (GeV/c)°Al S

For 200 GeV/c protons on Be:9

antihelium-3 at 21 GeV/c 1.3*0.3x10 3 4 cm2 0/sr(GeV/c)Be

antihelium-3 at 47.4 GeV/c 1.9*0.3x10 3 4 cm 2/sr'(GeV/c)eBe
antitritons at 23.7 GeV/c 7.6*0.9x10-3 4 cm 2/sr.(GeV/c)*Be

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

If we extrapolate the data to date on the production of
heavy ant:nuclei as shown in Figure 2, we can predict that at
mach:ne energies above 200 GeV, that "or 1012 antiprotons
cantured rough y one day's oroduction at CERN or Fermilab) we
could exoect to capture 101 antideuterons, 10s antltritons, 104

antinelium-3 nuclei, and 1 antihelium-4 nuclei. Antilithium will
have to wait for higher machine energies, greater beam currents,
and especially better collection efficiencies. I

Since machines exist that make large numbers of antiprotons
using proton-target interactions, it is relatively simple to
consider the installation of a diverter and a collection ring I
after the target and focusing lens to capture other particles
than antiprotons. It might even be possible to make such an
installation without significantly affecting the collection of •
antiprotons. It was estimated' s in 1982 that the Antiproton
Accumulator could store 2 antideuterons per production pulse at
3.5 GeV,'c. At 7 GeV/c this number would be increased by a factor
of 40. Another factor o-' 80 could be gained in the prod,.;ction -

rate if antideuteron beams of 30 GeV'c were produce.- from 200 GeV
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primary protons. Thus, for planning purposes, it is probably

best to assume that if antideuterons or heavier antinuclei are
urgently needed for some critical scientific experiments or to 1,
overcome some bottleneck in the development of antimatter
technology, that they can be obtained using the same machines
that are presently producing antiprotons. There are alternate
methods for producing heavy antinuclei, however, and they may
have some advantages.

ALTERNATE HEAVY ANTINUCLEI PRODUCTION CONCEPTS

Since cooled antiproton beams are now available at low
energy at CERN and high energy at Fermilab, it is possible to
consider using these beams for the production of antideuterons
through the reaction P - -> d - . The process occurs in 8%
of all p reactions. The details of arranging the reactions and
capturing the resulting deuterons are discussed in two ,
papers1 5  In principle the reaction could be iterated to
produce antihelium ions and perhaps heavier antinuclei, although
there have been no publications discussing this concept in any
detail.

It is also well known that negative muons can be used as a
catalyst to initiate fusion of a DT molecule to produce He ' and
an energetic fusion neutron. Once we have copious amounts of
trapped neutral antihydrogen molecules with a large component of
antitritium and antideuterium nuclei, we could attempt the
formation of antihelium-4 by subjecting the trap to a positive
muon beam.
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ABSTRACT

A Hydrogen Cluster Ion Study Group (HCISG) meeting,
sponsored by the University of Dayton Research Institute, was .
held at the University of Iowa (June 30-July 11, 1986) with a :

twofold purpose: First, to consider the problem of
"containerless" condensation of protons, electrons, and hydrogen "b
atoms (and possibly molecules) to form bulk matter (as a simulant
for the condensation of bulk ant hydrogen). In a closely related
task, the participants were also asked to critically analyze the
"Cluster Ion Approach" to the problem. Second, to determine and
then examine individual aspects of the problem in detail. The
greatest difficulty was found to involve the condensation to form
the small hydrogen cluster ions (N<30) since condensation of these
may necessarily involve the production of cold (translationally,
vibrationally, and rotationally) H2 molecules. The "Cluster Ion
Approach" was found to be an acceptable solution. The par-
ticipants recommended that a workshop be conducted to examine
the issues (see individual reports) more closely prior to any :.
lengthy theoretical or experimental investigations. :

)

For simplicity, the discussions presented in this document i
refer to "normal matter" hydrogenio species. [,
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THE CLUSTER ION APPROACH TO THE CONDENSATION,
AND STORAGE OF ANTIHYDROGEN S

J. T. Bahns

ABSTRACT

The problem of concentrating antiprotons and positrons into a
high energy density form is analyzed from the viewpoint of "the
containerless" condensation of hydrogen cluster ions in traps -
using ion-neutral association. The constraints that lead to the
proposed method and the available ion-neutral association
channels are discussed. It is found that the condensation method
should (if possible) avoid the use of neutral hydrogen dimers.
It is concluded that the condensation to produce the first seed
(critically sized) cluster ions need only be done once to
surmount the main problems associated with "containerless"
condensation.

INTRODUCTION *

The central problem is the "containerless" assembly of

subatomic, atomic, and molecular fragments into bulk antimatter,

in this case solid antihydrogen (1). It is necessary to

condense antimatter into this form to achieve favorable mass S

payload fractions when it is used as a fuel for propulsion as

well as have a new means of high-energy density storage, when it

is used for energy storage. Since this condensation has not

been done before and must be done under "containerless"

conditions, severe restrictions are placed on the methods to be

used. Fortunately, normal matter can be used in all aspects of

the investigation since the only relevant difference In the two

forms of matter (in this case) is the sign of the charge.

Hence, this discussion will refer to normal hydrogen. Because

the process by which antiprotons are produced Involves -

relativistic velocities (kinetic energy much greater than

interatomic and Intermolecular potential energy), the antiprotons

must have virtually all of this translational energy removed

before condensation. In addition, the process of condensation N
also requires the removal of significant amounts of chemical

energy. The primary emphasis is with the condensation of

precooled (this includes kinetic, electronic, vibrational, and

3



rotational) hydrogen fragments in devices such as ion traps

(2-20) to ultimately achieve the large cluster ions of hydrogen.

The problem of laser cooling hydrogen atoms is reasonably

well understood (21-30); the primary task here is the

construction of an appropriate vacuum ultraviolet laser of high
average, and peak power. In recent years six methods have

been used to construct Lyman-Alpha lasers (31-38) that have the

right wavelength (121.57 nM) to cool hydrogen atoms. Laser

manipulation (cooling, deflecting etc.) of neutral molecules of

hydrogen (Figure 1) involves the development of a multiline

cooling laser resembling hundreds of Lyman-Alpha sources. This
Is unavoidable for these systems due to redistribution among

numerous available states. However, none of these laser systems

comes close to meeting the power and duty cycle requirements.

At present no such cooling laser exists, although there are

plans to build a free electron laser (39) at Los Alamos, NM

within the next several years that will likely be capable of

cooling hydrogen atoms. However, the development of a cooling

laser for hydrogen atoms will not solve fundamental problems

associated with condensation and storage. It is clear that research

is needed to investigate the character and manipulation of

cluster ions, positively and negatively charged leading to a
definite antimatter synthetic, or condensation, method. This

will be necessary to answer the question of what to do with

cold hydrogen atoms after they have been produced.

DISCUSSION

Since no appropriate condensation method exists, it is
necessary to devise one. There are five primary constraints
that the method or process must employ to be feasible

with present and near future technology. The resulting product

must be in high-energy density, or mass density form implying

clusters. The product should be chemically stable, implying

cluster ions. The process must at all times confine the

lC



LASER-COOLING OF MOLECULES

-. - EXCITED STATE

W LASER INDUCED
0 FLUORESCENCE
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PROBLEM REDISTRIBUTION OF STATES

Figure 1. Schematic of laser-induced fluorescence between two
electronic states of a diatomic molecule. Because
the minima of the curves seldom coincide, there i s
efficient redistribution among the lower vibronic
states.
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antimatter in a tight "containerless" environment that is stab~e

for very long times (months or years), implying ion traps. It

must allow for storage in a near perfect vacuum such that
annihilation with normal mater is minimized. To achieve such a

near-perfect vacuum (<107 cm- 3 ) environment, it will be

necessary to maintain the system, as well as the product cluster

ions, at very low temperatures (<2K). It is thus concluded that

ion clusters of hydrogen (40-54) used in conjunction with ion

traps are capable of satisfying these constraints. The

resulting "cluster ion approach" has become the first

comprehensive plan for the containerless condensation (and

confinement) of antimatter into a high-energy density form.

The primary consequences of satisfying the given constraints

are: First, the method will be limited to low densities

" (107-1010 cm- 3 ). Second, the association rates will also be low
(<105 cm- 3 s-1). These two difficulties can only be overcome by

using large volumes and/or times respectively, or large cluster

ions.

Research is needed to understand interactions between

hydrogen cluster ions and laser fields such that, upon collision,

chemical energy may be released through stimulated or

spontaneous emission of a photon, or the ejection of some small

fragment. Because wall collisions and expansions cannot be

used, special condensation techniques using available

third-bodies are necessary. The primary goal is to obtain a

detailed understanding of the available association channels.

The simultaneous requirements of the association reactions are:

release of energy, conservation of momentum, and
generation of a larger cluster ion. Generally, the association

pathways may be categorized as radiative, for example,

H2 ++ H 2' - H 4 + + hv,

or dissociative,

6 %
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HI2+ + H2 =H 3 + - HS

or

H 4
+  H2 = H5+ + H etc.,

where the (*) denotes an electronically excited state. In the

first case a larger cluster ion Is obtained because the channel

allows the excess energy (kinetic, electronic, etc.) to be

radiated as a photon. In the second case the excess energy is

released in the form of kinetic energy of the ejected atom

(certain channels may exist that involve both processes

simultaneously). Furthermore, the channels may involve only -4-.

ground state reactants, or have one in an electronically excited S
state. As with radiative association; for example, in a cluster

ion containing N hydrogen atoms, there are N-1 possible radiative

photoassociation channels (Figure 2). Currently, the radiative

association channels to form H (55,56) and H2+ (57-60) are .-',

known. For the larger cluster ions only the channel that

involves H2 plus a smaller cluster ion has been studied and only

with odd-numbered hydrogen cluster ions (43,45,51,52). Both the

odd (40,53,54) and even-numbered (61-63) positive hydrogen

cluster ion ground state surfaces have been calculated (to ;

N=11). The odd-numbered negative hydrogen cluster ion ground

states have been calculated (64,65) and H3- has been observed "..

(66). Also, in the case of the odd-numbered negative hydrogen

cluster ions, only the ground states have been calculated (65) •

(for M<5).

There are many pathways by which ion-neutral association

reactions may proceed, three of which are illustrated

schematically in Figure 3, see also report by W. C. Stwalley).

Path (a) uses the addition of neutral molecules by radiative

association to ions and uses only odd-numbered cluster ions, path

(b) uses the addition of neutral atoms to ions (via radiative

association) producing alternately odd-and even-numbered cluster

7 .':A. -'A
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T H + H + a H + +hv

,le H? +I H "I  a H + -+ hv 10
H +H2 + 

..-

" 2 +4+ H+ hv
H + H+

H + H3+

T H2 + H + , H ++ hv I.

H4 + H+
.:H3 + H +

H + H3+

* H2 + H H + hv

H5 + H..
H4 + H +
H3 + H3+

* H + H+ 
Z.

54

H2 + H5+ 0 H7++hv
He + H+

* H5 + H +

196+
H4 + H3+

H3 + H+

H + H +

Figure 2. Hydrogen cluster ion ground state radiative
association channels through H7' Known channels are
indicated with (0) for experimental and (T) for
theoretical studies.
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O- Small Cluster Ion Synthetic Pathways

F~-~ Path: -
5- <.-.

CPa Ion molecule association (odd)
0 b - Ion atom association

c --- Ion molecule association (even)
0

-15
C

E -20-
0

o -25--

' I I I I I I I I ,- .
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Cluster Ion Size (N)

N: Reaction: .

I H+ +I M-•Ht:::

2 H+ + H a H2+
3 H2+ + H a H3+ z H+ + H2
4 H3+ + H a H4+
5 H3+ + H2 a H5+
6 H5+ + H a H6+
7 H5+ + H2 a H7+
8 H7+ + H a H8+
9 H7+ + H2 a H9+

Figure 3. Hydrogen cluster ion synthetic pathways involving ,
ground states. The solid (open) circles represent
odd (even) positive hydrogen cluster ions.
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ions, path (c) uses the addition of neutral molecules to even

numbered cluster ions (resulting in the production of either the
next larger even or odd cluster ion depending upon the use of the .

radiative or dissociative channel respectively). The figure also

shows the enthalpies involved in the synthesis of small (N<11)

hydrogen cluster ions. The small cluster ions are the most

important to study because they involve the release of more

chemical energy, per step upon condensation, relative to product %

binding energies, than the larger cluster ions. It is noteworthy A%

that the energy released in each step decreases rapidly in going
to larger cluster ions and the overall process proceeds a,

exothermically all the way to the bulk limit. a.

Figure 4 shows the enthalpies for the ion-molecule 4
association pathway. The diagram is divided into four regions

in which different association reactions (see Table 1) may be

necessary, or allowed. In the first region the association

reactions are limited to the three-body process. This is

therefore, presumably the rate limiting regime. The second

region uses ion-molecule association through the ground

state manifold. As mentioned, the use of molecules is not

desirable; see also report by K. M. Sando. This region is

currently believed to extend from N=30 (see report by D. C.

Tardy) to N=600. At the threshold of this region the reaction,

H2 (Ke,VJ) * Hn.29 <-> (H3 1+)* - H3 1 + (KeVJ) hv

where (s) denotes a vibrationally excited state, proceeds to the

right via radiative stabilization. The third region uses the

desirable ion-atom association mechanism. Current estimates

imply that the critical size positive hydrogen cluster for this

association reaction is Nc(H)-600 (atoms/cluster). Figure 5

shows an estimate of Nc(H) for ion-atom association using an

empirically defined unimolecular dissociation rate (RRK theory)

and assumes a radiative rate, in the ground state manifold of

103 S- 1 . The fourth region uses ion-ion association. This

10
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Figure 4. Plot of enthalpy of reaction versus cluster ion size ""'
for ion-molecule association, with extrapolation to -
the bulk himit. The bulk limit is taken to be the -
work tunc'ioo. for H2 from uncharged solid hydrogen. "'
The four ideal synthetic reaction zones are also :ndl- __
cared (see text) .
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Table 1. Reactions.

REG ION:

(1) 3-BODY ASSOCIATION
H4 + e- + hZ/ 1 *H + 1/213. 6ev

H + H + h 1 , H2 + hZ 2  4.6
H4 + H + h1  * H2 +h11 2  .2.6

(2) 2-BODY ION-M)OLECULE ASSOCIATION (ODD CLUSTER IONS ON LY!)
H H 2 H3 .
H+ +A + k . 09 rl.13 ~ 2  5

5 .301

n H-2 2 *H n(H)

(3) 2-BODY ION-ATOM ASSOCIATION nlc(H) 600
H+ + -HHn(H) n H*H(H)+1

C C

n~ (H)+1 n HH+2

(4) 2-BODY ION-ION ASSOCIATION nc+ 2000
+ + +

Hn H H qlm *CONST.!n (+ + n(+) n :1
~C C..-'' C
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20-

-30 .- ,

40 170
-50 630-flc(H)

0 .5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
Log fl -

-2n-3
(a)De(H2) -70

LD (H)
2 n-3

N Z/ De(H) -(70 + W n)
[De((He(H2)j

(C)~~ [ (H2)~ - (70 + 3 W )2n-
LD e(H2)j

k~a 103 10 W(n) u3530 crn'
nil

Figure 5. Plot of unimolecular decay rates and radiative stabil- *
ization rates versus cluster ion size. simple RRK
theory was used for the unimolecular decay of the
activated cluster ion-molecule complex. The radiative
rates were assumed to be constant with cluster size.
W (n) Is the assumed form of the (H 2 -cluster ion)
binding energy.
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LICK

process becomes possible for sufficiently large cluster ions

(Nc(+)=2000). Figure 6 shows an estimate of this parameter and

predicts the critical cluster size to be Nc(4)2000. The

ion-ion association process is particularly desirable for use in

ion traps because the products have the same mass-to-charge ratio

(m/q) as the reactants and thus all fragments experience the same r

trap potential field.61"

Because of reduction in the space-charge effect, due to the

shielding effect of hydrogen dimers surrounding the charged core

of cluster ions one may expect larger ion densities in ion

traps with increase in the average cluster ion size.

The maximum ion-molecule association cross sections, assuming

unit probability of association upon collision,a (N), have

been considered as a function of cluster ion size. In Figure 7

the Langevin cross section for ion-molecule association has been

plotted with the gas kinetic cross-section as a function of N.

As can be seen the Langevin function decreases with cluster ion

size while the gas kinetic (or hard sphere) function increases.
Note also that the two functions cross at N-40 where the total

cross section is about 10OA 2 ; the total cross section is of

course the sum of the two functions. The rate constant (k(N))

of bimolecular collisions is related to the cross section by

k(N)= a(N).V

where V is the center of mass velocity. Table 2 shows the

calculated bimolecular rate constants (particles- I cm3 s-1 ) as a

" function of cluster ion size for collisions at 10 K. Note that

* the total rate constant is large, even for the smallest

clusters, and increases with N due to the gas kinetic cross

• section. Hence, once large cluster ions (say, N>10 4 ) are A
obtained, the rate constants cease to be a concern.

Table 3 shows the corresponding rates (cm- 3 s- 1) for the case
of a dilute gas (107 cm- 3 ) of cold hydrogen molecules condensing

on a dilute (107 cm- 3 ) gas of cluster ions.

14
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ESTIMATION OF n ).

+

++00
q2-

4d.'

VR (n) U wr~Eb(n) 4

V.'%

14 . 28 n2/  (cm--
11l3n/= t e%

SIMPLE MODEL PREDICTS: n 1830C

+T.: n 2000- 8000

CI

igure 5. A simple electrostatic model calculation of the mini-
mum sized, stable, doubly charged hydrogen cluster
ion (or Nc(4)). This also indicates roughly where
the lower bound of the mass-to-charge ratio is for
stable dipositive ground state hydrogen cluster ion.
Thus ion traps will not need to operate for cluster
ions with m/q much larger than a few thousand. .
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Ion - Molecule Association: H2 + H' H+~,

3- Tz 10k 2 n2

~Gk.n)~ 2J 0Gas Kinetic

n.4

04

02 3 4 5
LOG fl-

Figure 7. Ion-molecule collision cross-sections versus cluster
ion size. The Gas Kinetic model represents colli- 0
sions of hard spheres while the Langevin model repre-
sents the ion-induced dipole interaction. The
Langevin cross-section decreases due to shielding of
H3 + by H2 ; here it was assumed that the charge on the ~ 1
cluster ion was immobile, in the center of the
cluster.
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Table 2. Collision Rate Constants.

k vs. n JFOR H2+H
FO H2  n

k • V

T 10K

HARD

SPHERE LANGEVIN

LOG n V (n, 10K) kG.K (n,10) kANG(n,l1)

0 7.25 x 105 5.1 x 10.10 1.17 x 10-8

1 5.92 x 104 1.31 -10 4.45 -10

2 4.23 x 3.51 -10 1.46 -10

3 4.19 x 0 1.45 -9 6.78 -11

4 4.18 x 146.39 -9 3.15 -11
5 4.18 x 104 2.89 -8 1.46 -11

6 4.18 x 1 1.33 -7 6.78 -12

oO 4.18 x10 4 a..-.
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A critical issue in the overall scheme is the mean free path

associated with the described condensation (Table 4). As shown,

the expected mean free paths (given in miles) are very large for

the small cluster ions and decreases with N. This implies the

use of either recirculating reactants, perhaps in rings, or of

large volume trap arrangements.

Ion traps are well suited for the proposed condensation.

Figure 8 shows a calculation of the expected trap depths in the

axial (D(Z)) and radial (D(R)) directions as a function of S

cluster ion size. The parameters for the RF or Paul trap were

held constant and yield a spherical potential of about 12 eV for

cluster ions with m/q equal to 200, where the two curves

cross. Notice that the heavier cluster ions that might be S

produced in such a trap experience an ever-decreasing trap depth

in the axial direction while the well depth in the radial

direction remains rather constant. This would be of practical

value for the growth, separation, and transfer of the larger "in

trap" grown cluster ions, through the end cap electrodes to

other "resonant" traps where they may be stored. Figure 9 shows

the corresponding stability diagram. Note that the larger

cluster ions remain in stable orbits while clusters with N much

less than 100, in this case, are lost.

Hydrogen cluster ions (both positive and negative) are known

to be stable. Most work so far has been done an the positive

cluster ions, both theoretically and experimentally. .n the --

case of the positive hydrogen cluster ions singly charged

clusters have been observed experimentally at sizes beyond 106.

Figure 10 shows some of the distributions obtained by various

research groups (45,46,47,49). Notice that the even-numbered

cluster ions are not observed for sizes much below N=200 (47).

It Is known that this is due to conditions used in the plasma

expansion and that the small even numbered clusters have binding

energie.s comparable to neighboring odd ones (62,63). Also,

certain hydrogen cluster ions (magic numbers) exist that have

19
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Table 4. Ion-Molecule Association Vs. Mean Free Path.

AX L 1o-p -o7.

HAR D LANG EVI N
SPHERE

LOGn AX (MILES) AX (MILES)

0 878.00 38.3

1 281.00 82.6

2 74.80 178.0

3 17.90 383.0

4 4.07

5 0.89

6 0.19 3835.0

20'
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enhanced stability. This behavior is an active area of researchI

P4and it is currently believed that it is due to packing structures .
(such as icosahedra) in the case of weakly bound (Van der .

ONWaals) clusters. "

Finally, the energy that can be stored in an ion trap in "he :

form of antihydrogen cluster ions has been considered. Table 5

shows the volume needed to store one milligram of cluster ions of

a given size, assuming an ion trap limited maximum ion density

of 107 cm-3. Notice that if cluster ions of size N-107 are
used, one milligram can be stored in a trap volume of only 6 M3

4(or less). Table 6 is included to show the potential energy densi,:-
achievable with antihydrogen cluster ions in a one-gram, one

cm3, ion trap. Note that these crude calculations indicate

that for cluster ions of N>107 the energy density (in Kj per gram

of trap + fuel) may exceed condensed spin-polarized hydrogen (in

Kj per gram of fuel). It should be pointed out that these are

conservative estimates and do not take into account space charge
shielding or density increases due to laser coolng techniques,

or to improvements in ion-trap design.

pd. -

".5.
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Table 5. Cluster Ion Storage Volume 1 mg 107 cm-3.

-.: .-.

Log n VOLUME (-)

0 6 x 107

1 6 x106

2 6 x105

3 6 x104

4 6 x103

5 6 x102

6 6x101

7 6x 1":

8 6x10-1

9 6 x 10:2
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Table 6. Anti Cluster Ion Energy Density In An Ion Trap:
-Assume 1 cm3, 1g Trap, Pion 107 crn 3 .

acloude.

MEAN CLUSTER ION SIZE i/kg (TR AP) JiTRA P-

100 3 x101  3 x10-3

101 3 x102  3 x10-2

102 3 x103  3 x10-1

103 3 x104  3
143 x105  3 x101

*10 3 x106 3 x102

106 3 x107  3 x103

107 3x 108  3 x O14

108 3 x109  3 x105

193x 1 0  31 6

COMPAR ISON i/kg FUEL)

021H2  1.5 x 1

(C BES LIMIT) -Ht Ht 2.2 x 108

FISSION 8.2 x 10l

FUS ION 3.9 x 1

P + 9.0 X1016
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CONCLUSION

This analysis, in its current state of development,

concludes that cluster ion synthesis in ion traps is

a highly desirable method within the confines of near-term .Y

technology and may be of significant value in the synthesis and

confinement of antihydrogen in high-energy density form. The %

method is able to satisfy all of the critical constraints and at %

the same time Is capable of incorporating the reaction of laser

cooled atoms (or cold molecules) with trapped ions resulting in S

association to form large, well-confined cluster ions. It is

found that the initial reactions to form H and H2
+ are known and

have been demonstrated experimentally (in reverse via

photodissociation) and are rate limiting due to three-body

kinetics (67,68). Association pathways to produce cluster ions '

larger than N=3 under the conditions imposed by the proposed

method are not known. An analysis of the relevant potential

energy surfaces (ground and excited) in search of radiative and

dissociative channels resulting in larger cluster ions is

currently underway, with specific emphasis on 3<N<11. In

addition, it was found that for the case of ion-atom association

through the ground state manifold, there are critical cluster

ions sizes associated with a given channel that result from

competition between unimolecular decomposition and radiative

stabilization. Channels through the electronically excited

states are not known. It is also clear that the difficulty in

producing the first large "seed" cluster ion(s) will be ;rea, ,

will only need to be done once, and will govern the condensation

rate!
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.Ana. ss of "-nt ai4n ar" ss ::.., : : P:*2

ayrgn 7onrs, 'th E:-as s cn s:a:n

Channels iand a Future Worksh~op to Study Related 7ocell

The Air For:a has identified antimattar proculs4ion as a,:sib

ing!" tachno 1ocy fa r a w 41d z varieaty aof rc rt an: t r-o:uI sin a::c: t ia:n s. A

a r as uIt , it1 has taegun fu ndinlg of research air,-ed at t:Ie j t4na:a ::a' - an

ant 4 rat:n pr~.s 4 cn sys :=-i. For such a systen. ant:.:ro::ns 7%S: .-a :r:-

ducad. slowed to *low enrgry and condensed to a hi;n density for- sui4tabtle r

propul s-ion, all t'e while maintaini ng 'czntainerieass" (kindeed ":', s icnleass2

canditi4 ons ; i~e te-ra rust be no contact wi th wallIs ao1 ordi;nary -natter (o r

even witn backgrou;nd -as molecules) to avoid catastroohi1c mattar-an: ,-attar

ann ,nhil1a tioan. Such high energy density antimatter nay, of course, have cOter

imortant acqplica:ions besides propulsion.

As a result, 4t ncw azzeirs that a s mgn rfcant numter or; an...r: :ns a7:

positrons can be produ;cad anc that, after being slowed to low enerI:y, ttey :-

be laser-s-.4irulatad toa recombine into antihydrolgen at:,-,s via tne 2Z: s~z:e.

Mcrecver, anoihycrogen atzors can prasur.-aoly in tu;rn te czoled. icvec arcz

tra::-ed -isinlg 7lasr teams. 't -aso accears that c.orcensec: an:- !a":e-

'ni cro- or ~i cirams) 'wiII be used ; f it can be convenie, nt!y stored 4 n a ':

tairerless" fashion. The question then is how to go from cold ant4iorocons.

Positrons and antihydrogen atcms to bulk antihydrogen.

A leading czncept to span this gao from atom to the b6ulk is the cluster

ion ac-roach for-nulated by Cr. ,ohn T. Sahnrs of the Un4iversity aif .ayto-n,44-

my assistance on a numter of tcoics. Because ion traos are a relatIve'v we"

de fined technologcy (the new generatioan o f ' atomic clack3 " e7-.1oys tne.-.) te

buik treoping snculd te feasible. rt is this c.,nceot tnat led to, t~e :orvs-
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ning of a study grou: at the University of 'cwa these pas: two weeks.

For siml licit,, t shall dis uss :r:4,,ary ma::ar ra::esr t6an ant:at:tr in

wha: follows. Hence our goal is t ,- - a .

,;r:w (n s:ar:4ng a ra 77 :a-. s a H, - an: n -. ::

passing that hydrogen cluster ion tac6h-o cqy may in its e ? 6e of significa:

importance: as a stzale high mass team for dirc :d ener~y or lasar a.-]i: r

a:olications; as the Precursor ion fr a H. neutral bam fr dirv:e energ'/

or nagnetic or inertial cznfinement fusion a::Iicaticns; art as . a :recurs:r

ion for c4amicilly bound excit-d stias f inoarest as ad'a n:a : r:'izV

(e .g . Ha , H .) v

The possible growth processes consiCared by the Cus:ar :on St7dy Srou-

are as foilows:

* . A H - H3,1

2. M H
... A~ :- -> H_. "1:1"1*

SHZ -> H . H4. A/m H - H ->

. A,'M" H a H -> " dd
"odd

cd odd

r:.casz s;;es:; a: least one i4c-r-ta: :ancarn. A'4 procases .x.a:: .

and 4. involve Production of translationaliy, rotationaly and asoecia41y vi-

briticnal y cold H2 molecules, certainly a challenging and difficlt task.

Let us first examine therefore the A processes.

The first process, A*, involves first the formation of H" and then -.

H' could be formed by radiative association of H and H* either free (Z -
bound or free (XZs -> bound (Zbu) -> bound the latter -r-cess

seeming ;rsferiabe at first glance. Both pr:cesses have the disadvantage of S
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pr-,ducing a 4ar~ety of iI.ratic,~ rt ~~aes ~~ -'~ ~-

state. Thia s a I ev a I s-i1 -1 ~a ve a s ry n z; r ai ai v e a s:, cin.n.-2

Cce nanl- undera,.

wOu tC-4cly oc:..r. Uoft-:nately, this 4s -Z ev exoer;4:, s: 1 .4-

-tarral excitatic- a-^ tI H, ~r-.d,.ca d i s e x: :a ... s:.

avcid t is using; trv~sitic,. state s:ectr: s::, i s: :%a:4n;

r -a-

7he 'a :.e ;r:cass s."culzd te sti a , es:v:a;ay inc~ r:i~: f-rce-

reaeas:-::. 7hi CjZim s ;:ast a sa:-ot ;:s;4*'4*, ty, -a-a .1 rii-

tv--d- :a.s rai 4,Iva is .c a: 4. vi -4a a, : :ay ex: :a:

s7ph e mo~ecul~ar or~ital ar;u,-.en*6 for H'z indicates t.~e ;r:una state Nzre

scornds to ( a; (two el ect-.n ri In strongly bcrnd4ng ar i al s) . 7Te Icwe s t a-

ic~med exc-;tad sIr.giet state cot ss~cmds t3 (ai (e' (:me ortita: str-.g'l

tcndiig, one or:ital weikl.y ant"cnding) and tus miay te tcund 'rter tnm

I--- vr s i-Ie. Ab mritio c2ac-.at~oms of t. 4s exc'ta stat.e ant itz ridat:e
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transitions are needed.

The next procass Hj + H *>HI whc is -. eV excer;4z, aa.

by radiative associatic, via the (Hr ec:ronc~ xie ~~.~a

excited state calculations are needet.

The process

is more problematical, since the Ccmpne:ing prccess

occurs rapidl.y. Again radiative contr:1 i the M-2thcd Of choQice. bt-. ac t

tions are needed.

In general for the A, synthesis, i: am;;eirs that the

even ee
is the critical step because of coWm;et::.on frcm

n H -> ~H7.
even zeen

Can radiative association via electronically excited states be used here? h

*answ~er is no one yet 'Knows and calculatitns (and ulti~nately ex;erinents) are

*needed. 
J

1.

For significantly larger n (>103'?, the pr-cess of ground electr-.nic

state radiative assciation

tecvnes ::-:et't~e, and thus very lar;e :'-.stars In > ay:e ic~a

sustain Multiple collisions with H atoms by this process.
The A' synthesis is much more prob~emat4ic_. in particular, H! is not

stable, so '.

H' + H ->CH21 - H2 + e'

will occur. Perhaps H2 resonances are stufficiently long-lived that

H2 H-> H4i

can occur, but it seems unlikely. it a::ears that H5:an t& e ::.z :
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H - - is th bes . Tetcd J.'% '~ ~' ~

a'.

Of H aH; tc., presu:-a:ly because

H4-> H2 +HZ -

and similar decays may be exoergic. Clerl cllains ae re e4Z,.

H!, etc. are unstable, the A' process is ruled out. -

The other processes involve first the for-ation Sf col H. uch6 fr-,a -

ticn is by no means easy. Even populaticn of 3.,v C, u- H or *./ -

C , J - 1,H, leads to only -Iand -12"d erniss4in to 'A' v -. -C,2

Such populatilon could be ottained wMith 3v* vacuu,,m ultraviolet lasers, where w-

i s the highest ground electronic state vibrational level significantly ;c;u*la-

ted, in the case that only J 0 and 2 H2 levels are populated. A detailed

consideration or cooling HZ is needed.

Given cold HZ, the synthesis M"' az:oars to be the most attract4ie of the

four remaining. In particular, H6, H2, H", et:. co.rrespond to the binding Cf1

Successive H2 molecules to an H"' core. A third body such as H might carry
away t.he excess energy.0

For large n (n 27 in Figure 3, attached, based on Professor Tarty's

preliminary calculations), the fairly slow ('<ad - 0~sac") or:cas; o

grolund state radiative association

H, .H7 H, 2 - 'od

ecmes competitive with unimolec'ular decomcosition (kthreshoidi igr )

it should be noted that if the species H* contatis only 1".00 ='i of inter-a.

energy, the unimolecular decomposition bec^om.es mucn faster (iCcm in Fg

ure 3) and one must go to larger clusters (n 1 37) before radiative stabiliiza-ii

t ion o f H4' 2 i s c ompe t itive wi th un imol1eculIa r d ecomp os itioan . The numbers 27

and 37 quoted above are of course uncertain because of the simol ;clt! of tne .*

model used, but are probably the right ortder o,: a;nit,.de.

A N



Figure 3. Rate c:nstants of unimclec;Iar tec::r:csit: n~ -

with trssi ,old vitriticnal eney f:-,- --

(k*~r~o d)and with I-C :7 f ,-r-~ ~ a
t~~rs~:o (~~'- ,--'.) A : s7cwn ;S :7e s- e sa~

9cr :n:;:n ssC'l ~ r: a::ears 0:ra-: a 7. -' 7
of , s-I as n*> .
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*

neven

;r:cess. The A/M- process is ruled out1: t:-e c e ar--

unstable.

1*t is wi th the above background, especially the set o,,; synthe:4.c ue.

that the November Workshop has been planned by Cr. ,'ohn 7. 2.ahns with my as-

*s'stance. His report will contain our detailed rec:~rendat4:ns.

* .0
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.-4ALL M OL:.LZ An S-.AL :L S :N 7CvJ TRM ,LA .7, 1 [-' .."N

1NTA(3ERLZSS mrx'TuRE 3F ELC7RCN'S ?RCTC.NS, .1-NO T{rTRCCE.' ~

The purpose of this" study is c~o ;nvestigate the possibility and means "'

of producing condensed antimatter. ehean is. however. no :hemcall
.,

difference between antimatter and matt.er and initial experiments will be

done with matter for reasons of ;ost and availability. Therefore. In this

discussion terms relating to matter wt'l be used throughout.

The oruot'on of ldrgs- cluster ions has been shown to be a promising

method of producing bulk antimatter in a containerless environment. The

production of cold ant:- edlc-rons. cr-tons and hydrogen atoms has been

discussed elsewhere, and is believed . be feasible. The chemical process

of" producing large cluster ions from mecium sized (about 30 atoms) ions has

also been Aiscussed and is belipea : '-e feasible. Therefore. this

disc'ission Is ..ivited to the prndiict-ion ,)f sm;all to Medium-sized cluster
0

ions from electrons. protons, and hydrogen atoms. Cold hydrcg'?n molecules

may be more effective for increasing the sIZCe of a cluster ion than hydrogen

atoms. Because there Is no known method for producing cold hydrogen

molecules in a low-density, containerless !nvtronment. some discussion of

hydrogen molecule formation is also Z:ven.
-'S" %,

PREMISES .

In a medium to hign density environment with wells, the

formation of larger molecules or cluster ions from smaller ones may occur

via collisions with a third body or with walls to remove the excess energy

due to binding of the fragments. In the low-density. contalnerless

environment, wall collisions are strictly prohibited and third body colli-

slons are rare. The third body is restricted to be a photon. an electron, a

7.



proton. i .ydrwcrn at, or !as --he p'. e rICe , 3),

cluster Ion. 3ecausp of the low r-a2:1Y ;f 3-booy c:7ns. :eactcns

that prctitice .wn prnducts, so th;at .e tner'.- e reacton can e more

effectveiy dissiated. will dominate :hse 'hat produce only one. For

reactions jeneficlai :o cluster Zrow'n. tCe second product alll be small (H

atom .)r a )nocnj. Reuctions that produce a ;hoton as a product can in some

cases ze stlaulated. A careful anaiyiis of the '.<lnetlCS is required

because. af course. if the forwarm -eactin is stimulated. the reverse

rectlan .s also . mtulated. [n trip , a a third body is required.

:ong- ivp.i resornnc s Ln the coll.siun :=mpiex cr* th-e reactants will enhance

the ;proh4bility o i tnree-body ::uL1£slon.

To avoid wall collisions, all matter must be confined. Electric and

asCnetlic fields are used as "traps' for confinement. Existing methods

provice Lon traps that 4re energet-:-al!V iuch deeper than traps for

neutrals. Therefore. neutral atoms and solecu.i tre difficult to contain

and will eventually reach the walls. Neutrals escaping the reaction zone

must be ;notoloni:ed and the resulting electrons and positive ions must be '4

re-trapped and cooled.

.1'

The nydroen moiecular ion can be a vaiuaole reactant for subsequent

3teps '.n nall c!iuster Ion for*.r..on. Ideal',;. It hould be vlbratlona~ly.

rotat:ionai;7y. and translationally cool.

A hydrogen ion and a hydrogen atom can approach on two potential energy

curves corresponding to the 2r u and 2 .- molecular states.

The potential curves are shown schematically, below.

48
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Reactolns invOiv.ng the fu curve r-t, ,, i,- ,/-: . , e

" '" " -. .t. ,. ,,,, -'" " . " ' "- "•

/-~ ,- ., -- ... ,;

"he crarie rr:nsfer reacti3n is ,arvess uness ene.zetic nydrogen Ions are

involved. .n ,n'-n case enerletic hydrigen atoms r. ;ruduced that will

juick:.; esc-ipe :he reacticr zin, ind must be ;hocoiunined so that they can

be re -'r -,Jed. The radt .ve ts., ci.:tn -... I.on will produce bouna 12

but in.- distr:tut:on of vibra:-ondl states that favors hizh vibrational

quantum numbers. e.ce.t for highly 2ner,;etic collisions. The actual

di.tribution of' bound states produced can be readily calculated as a free-

uound pric.ss Zecause the potential cur'-s and transition moments for R':

are 'ell 'Know. .1---------------------------------------------
Ques t n: What is that dIst.!butlon as .a, fjnc:on of collision energy. : s

it :In the 'iterat re? It not, Is It tm;ortant enough to calculate? .
• -%%

-- ---------------------------------------------------------

The radiative association can. perhaps. be stimulated. Because the process 0

Is reversible. the product H2 must be removed. Because relaxation

processes will be slow, the only practical removal process seems to be

physical remuval. ron trap technology could. perhaps be used to selectively B

49
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-M-117V 17 W

pr;.e~v ir,: to h .e -atp, ; o I:,,, DOl' 2f .

rrcductinn ( :ow vibrationai .- .r ,vorit, gn.h yel

coL7;.sion energ~es. 7his i s oner-:vc i bacaus- '.he if 13o cold. High

.%co[isin nerK.ze:. howerir. ,seanu :' prcducton C hot . icoms v:a cPa-r=e

rt s probacle that the use of hct A- and .he .weeping out of . "

.4 fit'rmed *4611 prv -1oracticaI. 7Th!renr,,. -a:t.-tins (if .1 with R{ 3n the 21-~

surface will prd4,:. vibrocional'; ax::tid ' a - a slow :ote. The overall

r:i:t can oC ta.:l:. rum the -.:s -.; ir3aces. T.Pvol -spe;: ic rates can

be easi:' :3:..ttd ,is .i re-bcun. :r'c-ss i "hev are not available in

the '.i trarur,

n'tl' r *Ow dt-.. :+.:: +.." t' n- .i. " .,. .'i f . L :H n t e surf.ace

' - .. nu! - Clisi;., :fsoitInc ;:;:asiound state) Is torsed.

The lif."'&i' ,; the .onance must be 3ufficien :y lonZ to allow a third

, - , th .n;l, ;3ion enpr rj tnrl orIng the molecule to a true bound

r e The res-i', wi t . )p for.ation zf 4i1in ":i ::brationally excited state

at a i ow 'te.

F:oa the abot':e di.cussion l. can be ;r:eect.. that the forsation of H2 '

in low vibrational :evels from H' and A wi-l rteqw:z, tetdctive removal ot

vibrational enerZI by seans of a third tboy. That th4rd body cannot be a

photon (unless some very tricky methods are usedl because H 2  has no dipole

moment. More will be said later on the use of a third body for vibratlonal

relaxatlon.

The most 12portant reaction of H, with R Is

50
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Bec.ause thii r*ac-ion !s exoer;-ii ind .7:1"s .e forzat'on -w *o

he I - l! be forbed .n "1-ratonal" exc 41i :ates.

Question: For !!,Is reaction. .nat .s :.he ivera!l rate and what ts t e

branching ratio into various vibration-rotation levels of product 42 a a

function of collision energ.y and Initial H2  excitation?

-------------------------------------------------------

Even thntt a photqna is not normally a product of this reaction. It is

possible It could occur radiatively

. -,. - A .,.. ,

Here Is 3 -ibrationally excited ..cp ex in either the ground electronic

' te .r in the exc~te.1 state that also iijsor.atas t a zrcund state .1 atom

and a vrnund state H,_ moiecular ion. The second step can be effect-vely

stisulated becau3e it is not reversbi. ,he .avantage in stlaulating this

step is that it aay be possible to select low vibratlunal levels of product

H12 by selecting th4 aser wavelength. Hligh laser cwer3 *ould be requ:.ed

to overom.e the hign rcc expected for :he non-radiative reaction.

ue3tn: 0 n : h a ":tabe p!rcess for sahni vibr~tionalIly cold H 2? I

so. z '.brat.ona y czcid ,4. :-equi1re- as a -eacant'? ,'W N

7vi most saporta.t -eactlon between .!.," and H2 is

OW -I,, '

9 rqsc!.on 1s also exoergic and Involves the formation of two products.

51
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-~"-~ ~ ~ ~ N ., .R J *LNc.h:~~ ... ' -

so t -ii! te fa.,.f:urjtoe ":-.a- -e:acton rnnaUV..nfs :ons~i~'.- -d

n ~ s -l e 't n 0 0 1 f ,1 nt i n , o c .e i , . .h e . w, " , > . i e ; y "%

Z o. furned in .1 '-, rat. lndliy xrted s.,te. but (In zontrst to if, and qZ

H,- can :ose its exces .energy S.: . y , e Carney ia Por:er vila

Question: H(ow Z;es 'he cr,,s--in::ion .tefano ,pon the vibrational icates of

:,he reactant aolecues?

R ,EACTt ONS INVO L';;G :NG

Neutral molecular ydrogen could be a valuable reactant for the growth

of cluster ions. ,'he roiuction ,and t.he ccnflneme.t if cold Ii, are. however

both 2aor problees. he confinesent it is probaoly not practical.

Therefore. it moist he regarded as a tr-.-ner: 3pecies that either reacts soon

after its proauction or is photoionizeol as !t leaves the reaction zone.

, 'uetion: What are :he most efic ent set.%ods of ;notoionizlng 327 Single

photon and rsonantcy enhanced u'iihct.n procesps should be considered.

Production of v:brationally cold product H- is preferibie.

See (for examaie) CarnaUia. et a!. Phys. Rev. A 34. 207' (1988).

One method for producing H2 has been discussed above (the reaction of

112+ with H). Another method will be discussed here. It has been shown that

hydrogen molecules can be formed efticiently In a high pressure environment

by the association of two H atoms in a collisional resonance (quasibound V

532
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3tate) :allowed by -elaxatbon ";ia a - bOay. 7hac ;Cce.o .9 oossible

here. also. but i: is 11kel7 to be jilw dna le-d 'o an,y nigni

vibrationally excited :2 Aere. t.'Ie ;o1sbit!ty of enhancing : e process by

using laser excitation is discu3sej. nhe processes considered 2re .

1,d : -5 . V 114 4 C m . r - S .- c } ,,h e J 4

r-esonance Is thot zoat acgealing because of its low dner:-7, and It2 long _

,a 6 :{"0 3@Ce,. Its nar,--w w:.'h means. however. that only a small"-

relevant :.ani-ions were alculated 'a tahle is available). A promsing

sequ'enc s i sor tion .from v-1 4 J-4 of the ground state to -- ,3, 3 at. '

resonane ir -he a i2.09al . , . nu o followed by spontaneous

emission CaC tJ the round state. Sooet A-coeficl ent istre i tven in the

table bi'"w

en*ci sA3

s53ne~ isrinfo -4 .. ofteaondsaet -'..= f

% M d iUM I I~illaiilmmmm a



-Ii T ' 'J 3 rm .t i4.0

052a

7 0.35 150

1 1.02 ,41.. 0.88 4.d

13 -.3
:4 0.4: G..6 1-*:

;n add:tzn to .e e bound-ound ::ansitions. Ct:r: -1:11 also be oound- ed

free :ransi.luns 1@ding to -!4ssciacin. Lt is zleir thac throii.7h the

spontaneous es'gsson, a smal l. but 3171i 'ant, nusicer -if aolecules will and ,

Kjo in V'-. J-2 or 4. tm 2nlecu'es .n nigher v:bratlonal levesin :n be

seiertv'..y fhtoinized. a zaall pc~uiation of v-brationai"- cnid ., can be Al

aaintinl,. The laser power required to aake the ;rcce-s proc~ed I IN

effc!ently can be estisated by raqtuiring the ibenr;tion -ate to be equal to

'he soontaneois ea&ssion rate (note :hat the rnte it decay of the resonance, ,

:.7 : 10 -e . is also zomparable to the spontaneous -zision rate). T.e

units of 3 .ire chcen suc.h that if It is multiplied by the interal uf the

product of tle line-shape functions (in cm- 1 ) of the laser and of the

tranu tlon and by the laser power in wu:ts/ce a *r.nsltlon race in sec -  .

ubtained. Fnr the sake of definiteness. assume the laser line shape is much

narru-er than 0.006 c,-'. in which c the IntegrAl of th product of

normalized line-shape functiuns is 3i'sply L,'irO' . where f is the width of

the resonancu (,03C1 cm'1). We then win: 3. :P X P a 2.0 X 108 . This gives

us a laser power required of P - 400 Watts/cm . liven a trnnslational

ener y distribution for the reactant H atom%. an overall rate for the

5 %4
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a function if laser power from -',L , z,_,:,ers ."'ven -cove.

--------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------

Questicn: Whdt Ar, the :atos of . ,t:.-c ;rocesses. such as t.do-Photon -

-- - ----------------------------------------------------------
.- ,

RF.%C-TCiNS -O '0R4 LARGER CL:SFR fr,.4S

Many ;ossCjle ceactons have ;en -. 'issed ffor get.ing f.1a 3.. to

larger il-str ) Tn ?.-%s sect.ion. ".,, .o.aon X'iH n will be used for

ada cl-astar L nd 3 far 'ne :."--n ; .u%:zr .ors. Three of the 2ore _-
nS

pronij,-L ire :,s.ed )eiow

Th t . I

corlae wit groun stt ecat. ramr ihl xie tt

4 6

% I

P J. °.- P_

Th ae ) oeo ts.prce •e is ko. ,, th firs proce....

ap •oc ca.eo the ground'stat suf"e "t-he excied"/. "uracetha
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surface t the 3 is .nL:1ai1y exc::d. The 5efnd process :;nulJ e /erv

favoraole if v0ratiunally cold t, ;;3 ised. The *-a process .3 lanortant

because it a11ows the zrowth f larger cus s wih 'rfniy one reactant ,;,

ilbe*it a diftfmult one to handle. The react:on wi be nnanced by the

numerous resonances that pr6oably dxlts by anaiv'.j with '" The central

question Is: What are the reLative liffet es of c :e :esonances toward

dissociat:jn as compared to their !!fetiaev tcwud radiative (infrared)

relaxation or relaxat.on via a third body*?

---- -------------------------------------------------------------------------

Question: 1! 4, and H coll1de in a single cois!ion envt onment. will any

stable H5 he formed" : f the H,1 initia:" vibraclonall excited, how

will that affect the outcoee? Wi te vibrat!-nal .nerg" -f the H" be

rapidly transferred co the cluster. thus :.austng ;t :) fraoment; will the

cnar-ed zduter !nduca a dipole In the it to adiaze efore che

*7c~ss eneb.,y can ;'ise fragmnt.aticn: )r will :he erTy xauualy leal'

into the cluster at a rato that can be :adiated awa,!?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4,

.6

5.
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RELAXATrON 3Y -HO-itW 2DY

Por a1l the processes discussed ter-!. .#ou,( ,bviousi; ;e :avantageous

to have a .hird body available 'or rela~cat.on prccesses. !Z 'ias been

assumed above that the environment A 2t 4'w densitv. Th,3 13 because t-e

proposal for .L t -satter condensation involved ion t:::ps And a aeutral

hycrogen Atom laser-.ooled 'zolasses." "ach of *.hese is lmited :o low

density (about :0 or the ion trap and perhaps :0 c- 3 a or the molasses).

Three-body -ollisions are then infrequent, even if resonances are used.

Q~uestionl: Are there alternative methods that would yield higber densities ..

so that three-body collisiona will be effective in Rmoving the energy of

reaction resultir; , rom the excergici.y of cluster ion formation? Can a S.

cold plasma be "ised? "ihat happens In a tokomak ir other plasaa conftnement

device wnen the enerir; is lowerei? Are tluster ions produced?

-%

,". ]~
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Tardy's summary (7/17/86)

The formation of H2n+l+ clusters from the association reaction
H2 + H2nl + --- > H2n+l+(E)

has a minimum excergicity of approximately 2000 cm-1 which is distributed
between the internal degrees of freedom of H2n+l+, if this energy is not
removed, then the association complex will undergo unimolecular elimination of
H2 (the critical energy E9, for this process is just the minimum excergicity
for the association reaction). In competition with the H2 elimination is
collisional or radiative (infrared emission) stabilization; at low pressures Z
radiative emission is dominant. Thus the probability for observing H2n+l+ -

from the association reaction, P(E), is given by
k(E,rad)/(k(E,rad) + (k(E,uni))

where the pertinent processes are:

H2n+l + (E) > H2n+l + (E EO ) + hv K(E,rad)
> H2n-l + + H2  k(E, uni) for E> E0

= 0 for E < E0

If the association energy is not coupled to the internal modes of the cluster,
then elimination will occur in a time comparable to the vibrational period
(i.e., 1013 seconds) and further associations will not be possible. However
with strong coupling the lifetime relative to elimination is substantially
increased as the energy can be partitioned between more vibrational modes. In
a similar fashion the radiative lifetime will be affected. If the energy is
statistically distributed, then k(E,uni) can be computed from RRKM theory and
an average radiative lifetime can be computed by using statistical vibational
mode population distribution and Einstein coefficients for each vibrational
energy level (an effective Einstein coefficient is calculated). Since these
rate constants have different dependences on the vibrational frequency •
pattern, it is important to know how the stabilization probability depends
upon cluster size. C,

A group of six frequencies (4516, 373, 343, 114, 114, 63) which correlate with
the six degrees of freedom of H2 was determined from Schaefer's vibrational
frequencies for H7

+ and Hg+. An integral multiple of this group was added to
the frequencies of H9+ to simulated H2n+1 . The activated complex frequencies
were identical to the ion except that the 373 mode was chosen as the reaction
coordinate (373 ---> 0) and the four modes, 343, 114, 63) correlating with
rotation and translation were reduced by a factor of two. This provided a
consistent pattern to simulate vibrational frequencies for clusters larger
than Hg+. The absolute rate constants for these clusters may have large
errors (<10) but the error in the relative change of the rate constant when H2
is added should be small.

Average Einstein coefficients, k E,rad), were computed assuming that the
Einstein coefficient scales as v and m (where v is the vibrational frequency
and m is the vibrational energy level in units of hv). An average Einstein
coefficient of 2 x 10-1 sec- 1 was computed when a 4000 cm-1 mode was assumed
to have an Einstein coefficient of 103 sec- 1; this average value was
relatively independent of cluster size for n 9.
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Rate constants, k(E,uni), were calculated at two total energies, E, and EO+
n/2 * 4000 corresponding to the total available internal energy being the
complex dissociation energy and the complex dissociation energy plus 4000 cm-I
for each H2 moiety (each H2 have 1 quantum of vibrational energy). The
results are:

n k(Eo,uni) K(<E>,uni),< E > Pn(EO)

4 Hg+ 8.8 106 7.4 1012 : 8000 2.2 10-8

5 H11
+  1.7 105 5.8 1012 : 10000 1.2 10-6

6 H13
+  6.7 103 4.9 1012 : 12000 2.9 10-5

8 H17
+  3.5 10 3.9 1012 : 16000 5.6 10-3

10 H21+ 5.5 10-1 3.5 1012 : 20000 2.7 10-3

12 H2 5
+  1.7 10-2 3.1 1012 : 24000 0.91

14 H29
+  8.2 10-4  2.9 1012 : 28000 1.00

16 H33
+  5.6 10-5  2.9 1012 : 32000 1.00

Two points are clear from these calculations:

i. any internal energy in excess of the dissociation energy (i.e., that due
to internal energy of H2 or H2nl + and relative translational or rotational -?Z
energy of the collisions partners) will substantially decrease the elimination
lifetime so that radiative stabilization will not be competitive

ii. clusters larger than H2 9
+ (the critical size) are quantitatively

stabilized by radiative emission.

Hence the bottleneck for the formation of large clusters is the stabilization
of the small clusters. Once the critical cluster size is reached, the only
constraints for further addition are that the increase in the rate constant
due to an increase in internal energy is offset by the decrease in the rate
constant due to the increase in the number of vibrational frequencies. With
the proper dependence of k(E,uni) on E and the number of vibrational
frequencies the association rate (addition of H2 ) may be increased so that
there still Is a low probability for H2 elimination; this seems feasible for
clusters larger than the critical size.

It is critical that radiative lifetimes be obtained and unimolecular rate
constants are verified. If the association excergicity does not couple to the
internal degrees of freedom of H?7+1 + , then k(E,uni) will not decrease with
cluster size and stabilization wi 1 be an extremely improbable event; a
critical size where Pn(E)=1 will not exist. The above rate constant
calculations will be an upper limit if the true density of vibrational states
is larger than we have assumed; spectroscopic results of Carrington indicate
that this may be the case.
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Recommendations for a Workshop on the Cooling, Condensation
and Storage of Hydrogen Cluster Ions

J. T. Bahns and W. C. Stwalley

July 11, 1986

The purpose the proposed workshop is to analyze specific

problems associated with the condensation of antihydrogen into a

high density form. Detailed planning of the University of

Dayton sponsored Workshop on the Cooling Condensation and

Storage of Hydrogen Cluster Ions (CCSHCI) is currently in

progress. This report outlines the detailed recommendations for

this workshop as determined in the HCISG meetings.

The workshop will, at the onset, make three basic

assumptions: First, that the basic building blocks for the

"containerless" condensation can be produced in unlimited

amounts and consist entirely of the cold (translationally as well

as internal degrees of freedom where this applies) particles

H, H , e-, and possibly H2 . Unlimited amounts of photons (from

VUV to IR) are also presumed available, and are preferred as a

third body. Second, that it is in fact possible to synthesize

large (N>107 ), cold hydrogen cluster ions by some "containerless"

method(s). Third, it is assumed that these large clusters

ions are useful; see report by W. C. Stwalley, p. 2.

The CCSHCI workshop will be held at the Stanford Research

Institute, Menlo Park, CA. on January 8-9, 198?. it will

feature at least 10 participants with outstanding qualifications

in the task-relevant fields of hydrogen cluster ions, ion traps,

and laser cooling (total attendance shall be less than 30.

Besides specific tasks, the participants will:
". %

1. Identify and outline specific condensation pathways to N-i.

2. Examine the validity of the cluster ion concept as a sound

approach.
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3. Outline a plan including relevant experimental and theoretical

issues.

4. Identify areas of uncertainty and suggest solutions to "problem

areas."

Each participant will provide oral and written presentation

of a relevant topic in his field of expertise. The written

reports will be compiled to form the Proceeding of the CCSHCI
Workshop. Among the topics to be covered are:

1. The even-and odd-numbered positive hydrogen cluster ions.

2. The even-and odd-numbered negative hydrogen cluster ions.

3. Radiative and dissociative recombination pathways using hydrogen

cluster ions.

4. Hydrogen cluster ion electronically excited states.

5. Hydrogen cluster ion transition state spectroscopy.

6. The synthesis, condensation, and confinement of antihydrogen in

ion traps.

7. Laser cooling of many-state systems.

8. Laser photofragmentation studies of hydrogen cluster ions.

9. The infrared, visible, and ultraviolet spectroscopy of the hydrcgen

cluster ions.

10. Hydrogen atom formation.

5IS
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The participants under consideration include ( indicates

those assigned in the itinerary):

R. Forward Hughes Research

L. Friedman Brookhaven National Laboratory

G. Gabrielse University of Washington

SH. Helm Stanford Research Institute

D. Konowalow State University of New York (Bingham-:-.n

SY. Lee University of California, Berkeley

H. Michels United Technologies Research

S B. Miller University of California, Berkeley

B. Mitchell University of W. Ontario

J. Muckerman Brookhaven National Laboratory

* T. Oka University of Chicago

W. Phillips National Bureau of Standards (Gaithersbur-;

K. Sando University of Iowa

R. Saxon Stanford Research Institute

R. Saykally Stanford Research Institute

* H. Schaefer II University of California, Berkeley %

* W. Stwalley University of Iowa t

D. Tardy University of Iowa

D. Wineland National Bureau of Standards (Boulder
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AGENDA
1/8/87

Topic/Activity Participant Time

Introduction to Antimatter R. L. Forward 8:00-8:45
Propulsion/Hot to Cold
Antiprotons and Positrons

Large Hydrogen Cluster Ions W. C. Stwalley 9:00-9:30

Ion traps 0. Gabrielse 9:45-10:15

Laser Cooling of H and H2  W. Phillips 10:30-11:15

Cluster Ion Synthesis J. T. Bahns 11:30-12:15

Lunch 12:30-1:30

Positive and Negative H. Helm 1:30-2:00
Cluster Ion Energetics

Ion-Molecule Processes: H. Schaefer III 2:15-2:45
Radiative Stabilization
Photofragmentation
Photodetachment

Atom and Molecule Y. Lee 3:00-3:45

and Alternate Additions
(Positive and Negative)
Associative Pathways

Discussion: (J. T. Bahns) 4:00-6:00
Review and Key Problems

6
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AGENDA
1/9/86

Introduction: Key Problems J. T. Bahns 8:00-8:30 l-

H3+ Transition State: W. Miller 8:45-9:15
Stimulated (Vis-IR)

H3 + Transition State: R. Saxon 9:30-10:00
Spontaneous (UV-Vis)

Hn+ ZR Spectroscopy and T. Oka 10:30-11:00
A. Carrington's Paper

Discussion (J. T. Bahns) 11:15-12:30

Lunch 
12:00-1:30

Research Strategy and (J. T. Bahns) 1:30-4:00
Discussion (Theory and
Experiment)

Prospects for Funding H. Weichel or 4:00-4:30
J. Prince

Closing Comments J. T. Bahns 4:30-?

P%
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SUMMARY S

From the analysis presented here, the "cluster ion approach"

to the problem of "containerless" condensation seems valid. The

most basic assumption of the study was that the low energy

reagents (<.leV) (beams of protons, electrons, and hydrogen

atoms) will eventually become available resulting in an unlimited

supply of reagents (a large assumption since these sources do

not yet exist). The results of this study seem to Justify

research leading to the development of these sources. Although

calculations exist, there have been no experimental studies that we

are aware of to measure the hydrogen atom recombination rates, %

densities, and energy dependences; this seems surprising for

such a fundamentally simple system consisting of a proton an

electron, and a third body, which may be another proton,

electron, or photon. Another assumption, perhaps serious, is

that the laser sources needed for cooling hydrogen atoms or for

stimulating recombination will also become available. A cooling

laser for molecules is not considered desirable or feasible. If

the proposed method of condensation is possible, the results

suggest the need for large volume hybrid ion trap devices com-

patible with cold reagent beams. Research involving ion-atom

radiative association of the smallest positive hydrogen cluster

ions, beginning with the formation of atoms, is thought to be of

highest priority.

With the above assumptions the study group analysis has

focused primarily on the radiative formation of hydrogen v-0-

cluster ions ranging in size from N-2 to the bulk limit. r,

It was found that H2 ' can be radlatively formed but the added

constraint of having it vibrationally cold is difficult, it

should be possible to calculate the production rates if they are

not available. The production and manipulation of H2 is dif-

ficult and should be avoided if possible; theoretical studies

are probably sufficient at this time. Transition state calculations

and experimenr' should be performed on the next larger
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systems H3
+ and H4 + to determine if they can be produced by

radiative processes, and the rates, branching ratios, and energy

dependences measured. For the synthesis of larger cluster ions

from ion-molecule association on the ground state manifold, a

simple model predicted that for energies near threshold

radiative stabilization should be competitive with unimolecular

decomposition for cluster ions N=30. This radiative association

process is of course limited by the radiative lifetimes; these
need to be measured. The threshold cluster ion size for the

corresponding ion-atom association is not known but is likely

N>600.

It Is recommended that the CCSHCI Workshop be held and that

calculations of the radiative properties of the H3+ and H4+
systems be done, followed by experimental verification. More

fundamentally, the rates, densities, and energy dependences

should be measured for hydrogen atom formation via three-body

recombination.

L
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